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TERRACE.KITIMAT f RUPERT STEEL & SALUGELTD, Terrace in 
il herald l ALLMETALS . & BATTERIES [ , .o. s,,. , Court Monday I OPEN TIt 6 p,m, | The District of Terrace will be in Vancouver ~Looation Seal 0ore  Phone 624-5639) Supreme Co m'_t Monday answering Civil ~arges 
laid by Mickey Johnson, of Mickey Johnson 
Recreation Ltd. 
VOLUME ;2 NO. 107 ~0 c 
Tahl an Band Claims Valley 
TAI-ILTAN TRIBE SAYS - 
"WE STILL OWN THE 
STHUNE VALLEY" 
Recent attempts by the 
B.C. Lands Department to 
auction off some land in the 
Stiklne Valley, near 
Telegraph Creek, B.C., has 
prompted quick and angry 
response from the Tahilun 
Indians who Still hold the 
aboriginal title to.  this 
r~mote, scenic cornor of 
British Columbia. 
In a special band council 
resolution dated May 25, 
1978, the lenders of the 
Tahlian Tribe call upen the lands, rivers ,and resources, 
government of B:C. and the ' and that such government 
government of Canada to ,  action as a "land auction" 
"avoid friction and 
misundorsianding" by first 
makinil treaty with the 
rightful ownors of the land 
before any settlement plans 
or. industrial developments 
are attempted. 
. The hand coUmfi~S 
resolution warns senior 
governments that the 
Tahlton People have nw.or. 
given up their rights and 
sovereignty over these 
They further state, "We 
deny the B.C. government 
has any title (to) or right 
constitutes an il iegal and ownership in our coen. try. 
unfriendly encroachment We have never treetted with 
upon Tahlian lands and 
rights, 
Underl in~ their 
"sovereign right" to the 
Stikine lands, the Tahlten 
Band Council's resolutico to 
the government explains 
"We are sWl,.,depondeat for 
them, nor given them any 
such title.': 
The Tahltan len~.rs urged 
that "All questions regar- 
dlng our lands, hunting, 
fishing,, etc., and every 
matter concerning" our 
ourliving on our country. To wel fa re ,  be settled by treaty 
loze'lt...we would lose our between us end the 
moans of living and Dominion and B.C. govern- 
therefore our lives." ments." 
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Peigans Lift 
Dam Blockade 
BROCKET, Alia. (CP) - -  
The Peigan Indian hand has 
lifted, a blockade of an 
irrigation weir on .its land, 
but the Lethbridge Northorn 
IrrigationDistrict will not be 
allowed to use reserve roads 
in reach the dam, a band 
spokesmen said today. 
Percy Smith, the band's 
land manager, said the 
irrigation district will have 
to fly workers end equip. 
mint to the site-6½ 
kilometrea inside the 
res~ve-  by helicopter. 
The hand blockaded the 
irrigation works, which 
supply water to about 1~,000 
acres of irrigated land, 900 
farm families and '3,700 
residents of communities 
north of Lethbridge, for 
three weeks. The Pcigans 
claim ownership of 4,1 acres 
of 01dman River bed on 
which the works sit and are 
demanding compensation 
for use of 'the land. 
hours. 
But Smith said'today that 
the bend is still determined 
to reach a cash settlement 
for use of the land on which 
the dam sits. • 
Smith said the band 
probably will demand a 
settlement much higher than 
the $500,000 ithad originally 
sought. He said the decision 
to lift the blockade was made 
because the provincial 
government refused to 
nagotisto a settlement onthe 
contested dam site unless the 
Indians lifted the blockade. 
FLY IN EQUIPMENT 
Smith said that men and 
_equipment wlil have to be 
flown to the site for as tang 
a~ the-province wants the 
bl0ckode lifted, an expensive 
propositien that the bend 
hopes will lend. pressure to 
its demands. 
He said of the federal 
Indian Act, stipulates that 
yearly permits, signed by 
• The Petgens defied an A1- the band chief and the Indian 
boris Supreme Court ' in- .  affairs minister, are 
-junction issued last week required before non-resi. 
that ordered the hand not to dents can travel on reserve 
interfere with irrigatio~, iamde. 
district attempts o opm the 
• dam's flood gates. 
The irrigation district 
countered with an ap- 
plloatien for a contempt-of- 
court citation. 
ORDERED TO APPEAR 
The application was beard 
Wednesday in Edmonton by 
Chief Justice J.V,H, Milvain, 
who ordered six memb~'s of
the band to appear before' 
him in Lethbridge next 
Tuesday to show cause why 
they should not be  held in 
In addition to an im- 
mediate cash settlement of 
at least ~,000,  the Pcigana 
also had demanded ~ an 
acre annually for each acre 
of iand irr ted bY the 
works. 
Tlle irrigation district also 
claims ownership of the con-. 
tested 4.1 acres. The land, 
~ong with another 203.38 
acres, was e~ropriated in
1922 by the fedoral, Indian 
affairs department and sold 
contempt, to the irrigation district. 
. .~ .~o l lo~the~+.~hie f . '  '~ .:~ 'Sm/th~ibnow<,in~up 4o-, 
justice's decision, Smith and the Indians to  determine 
Chief Nelson gmali Legs Sr. when negotiations will.begin, 
announced on a Lethbridge but "there's no room for 
radio talk show that the negotiations on anything at 
blocknde would be lifted in ~-4 this stage." 
The charges arose out of an ongoing dispute 
between the district and Johnson's company 
over his right to operate his ski shop contrary to 
zoning by-laws. 
Public Dock 
For Massett 
Plans for a new public 
dock at Massot have been 
approved by the Department 
of Public Works, it was 
announced today by Skema 
M.P. end Ministsr of State 
Ions Campagnolo. 
."The old government dock 
in Masaet was destroyed by 
fire in January," expained 
Campagnolo, "and a 
decision on a replacement 
facility had been deferred to 
see if it would be possible to 
combine it with a deck for 
the B.C. Ferry Corporatien 
service to the Queen 
Charlottes. 
"The B.C. Ferry Cor- 
poration has yet to decide on 
the location of its Queen 
Charlotte Island terminal, 
however, and it was felt that 
steps to replace the old dock 
could not be delayed any 
fu/'ther." 
The proposed new 
structure will provide for 
fuel off-loading facilities to 
sm'viee the landing of fuel 
barges ranging in size up to 
240 feet long by 60 feet wide,. 
A small floating structure 
will also be required for the 
fueling of small vessels uch 
as eommerdal fishing 
vessels end tugs. 
"Tenders hould be called 
shortly f~  the project, and it 
is hoped that work can be 
completed by the end of 
November", said the Skeena 
M.P~ "A cost estimate has 
been prepared by the 
Department o f ,  Public 
Works, " but cannot• be 
released until a contract has 
been awarded."" 
Campagnolo met " in 
Mnsset this weekend with 
Mayor Nick Grosse, end 
discussed with him the plans 
for the new dock. 
World Briefs- 
BULLFIGHTERS" BACK 
OUT ' 
MADRID (Reutor) --  The 
'.19th round of Madrid's an- 
nunl bullfighting festival was 
cancelled Wednesday when 
picadors and banderilleros 
protested the detention ofsix 
colledgues by refusing to 
• fight. Six picadors had been 
arrested -Tuesday• for 
refusing to reduce the weLght 
of armor on their horses to 
the regulation level for that 
day's bullfight. The picaders 
claimed the bulls wore too 
oil monopoly, said the ex- 
plosion occurred while the' 
48-inch pipe was being tested 
for maximum pressure 
resistance.,  Pemex is. 
building the 360-kilometre 
(851-mile) line between its 
Cactus ollflelds on the Gulf 
coast and Reymooa, near the 
Texas border.' 
PLEADS GUILTY 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - -  
A Pittsburgh man who seven 
years ago commandeered an 
Allegheny Airlines jet to 
Cuba pleaded guilty in 
strong and powerful for federal court Wednesday ~o 
normal armor " * aircraft piracy. Richard 
KILLED IN BLAST 
VEP~CRUZ, Mexico (AP) 
,..-,,~:Aa:~OalOn, in, a' natural. 
gas pipeline near Veracruz 
killed four workers Wed- 
nssday and critically injured 
three others, police soid. An 
official of Pemex, the state 
Witt, 25, admitted hl Jack~ 
the airliner, carrying 91 
':pasa~gors ~a~flighr ~.um 
Pittsburgh to 'Boston on 
SeptA9, 1970. He had 
returned Marsh21 to .the 
United States and was 
.arrested by the FBI. ! 
Riverlodge Changes Over Budget 
by  Scott Browes 
The original eatimate for the .Riverledge 
renovations in Kitimatwas.$1.2 million, but this 
has beenproven too low by tenders coming into 
the .munieilml ,managers office in Ki 'fimat.. 
Acting municipal manager Clark .Brewer 
explained that city. council_ and administration 
"are taking a detailed look at the alternatives 
available." 
Brewer would not directly attribute the "m- 
Tenders  on the pro ject  have. been rece ived by 
the off ice and  have  a low. bid.at about $1,399 
million by Cana Construction of.Vancouver. 
All totalled there were seven bids, the highest 
being about_S1.6 million. - 
• The proj~t stands to be examined by the 
architects, council, and administration, Brewer 
explained. 
There is _no" evidence that the increase in 
.niter midnight Thursday resulted in the death of one which o~urred at  S:40a.m. on Highway 16 ap- c reases  to inf lat ion.or any  other  s ingle fac tor  but  R iver lodge costs  might  happeB to the 9roposed 
person and hospitalization f another. Drivor of, the pro~dmatelyflvemiles eastof Tormce. ,The driver of a 
vehicle spent he night in jail. The car, a Vega, hit a 19'/8 pickup which roiled over received minor injuries, he did agree  that " i t  is. more difficult to estimate ' ,City Centre redevelopment recreation complex 
• • " " " as  it was originally quoted, assured Brewer. telephone pole in the 4200 block Keith. Charges are  His  name was not released, renovat ions than rebuUdmg.  
pending, but police have nat released any further in- 
Fis] " " " ermen criticize Energy Study 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  remarks after he read into sentod a brief opposi~ a subject in Cal~ary and was 
Jack Nlchol, president of the tho I~arings reco~ .a .sub- Kitlmat Pipe Line Ltd. going to hold separate i" ~'" : ; ' :  '~  ' ~ k '  
o . .  on,.  o .n  , . oo  a* - -  :: 
Fishermen and Allied Rupert, ~ B.C. environ- Kitimat on the north coast of the fall. ' , , . .  , 
'Workers Union, said today mentalist group called Save B.C. to receive Alaskan , "The board has already 
the Natlomd Energy Board Our Shores, which com- crude oil and a pipeline to. received a large body of 
hearings, here are un- piained'about the lack of Edmonton from which the oil knewled~e on other forms of "..•. : : , ~ ; ,  
necessary in view of the funding available to groups would be shipped through energy andwlll receivea lot ,. ' : ~ / .~  M 
federal government's action to appear before the existing pipelines .to th~ mcreinfuturehearings," he . • 
y:A  in dislZi~sing earlier with the bearings. " northern, mid-west and said. :~ 
West Coast 0il Ports 
Inquiry. 
Nichol said it was wrong 
for the government toorder 
the NEB to investigate 
Canada's energy needs and 
the feasibility of a West 
Coast o I port after a federal 
cabinet spokesman had 
stated there ~ns no need for 
an oil port now or in the near 
future. 
Nichoi was referring to a 
statement by Environmept 
Minister Len Marchand Who 
said the government had 
decided to cancel the West 
Coast Oil Ports Inquiry, 
conducted by Dr. Andrew 
Thompson earlier this year, 
in vieW of tho I~ck of demand 
for a port. 
Niehol said the govern- 
merit had "taken something 
aw~y from the people of B,C. 
when it cancelled 'the 
Thompson ' inquiry--the 
opportunity to express thoir 
conee~-n kbeut a West Coast 
oil port" 
N~B chairman, J. G. Stab- 
back, said .the public had 
been given every op- 
portenlty, by the board to 
comment on the subject, 
Niehol's made 
Niehol said that allowing 
.Canadian oil to rise to the 
level of world market prices 
was an opportunity fur the oil 
companies to make a fast 
buck rather than an attempt 
at a rationafenorgY program 
for Canada. 
PORTS NEEDED 
" I f  we simply allow 
massive exports we will 
approach a time when 
Canada will have to have 
West. Coast oil ports," he 
said. 
Niehcl's organization pre- 
eastern United States. , Siabback also said the cur- 
rent hearings were much 
Nichol also said the NEB. broador in scope than an 
• hearings should consider investigation f the need for 
other forms of enorgy such a West Coast oil port.. 
as natural gas and c0ai, The Save0ur Shores brief 
which might finally deter- Nichols read the NEB said 
mine the country's energy "overwhelming prepon- 
policy, derance" of briefs from oil 
Re was interrupted by companies had been heard 
'Fred Lamer, NEB general end that he beard has ehown 
counsel, who said the board "an arrogant disregard" for 
w~ considering other  forms the value of public par- 
of energy, tlcipotloa. 
Stabhack said Niehol's re- The UFAWU brief stressed 
marks ~vere unwarranted in the danger of an oll pert to 
view of the fact the board the fishing indunt~ry and the 
had consldored briefs on the danger to its future growth.. 
ICBC Dial-a-Claim 
The Insurance Corporation 
of B.C, is introducing a Dial- 
a-Claim system for the 
convenience ofthe citizens in 
the Tet~rac6 region. 
The move follows pilot 
projects conducted inPrince 
George, Kemloops and 
Duncan which resulted in a 
good start-up ratio of 60 
per{~ent of claims being 
phoned to ICBC,  
• Commencing June 5 in this 
area, the new system is 
the. designed to speed up s~vice 
end save valuable time for vehicle to the Claims Centre 
the motorist by adopting an' at a convenimt ime for 
astimate~by-sppointment appraisal by an estimator). 
'operation, 
The Dial-a-Claim system 
is simple and works this 
way. When a motorist has a 
claim or is involved in an 
accident, he or she 
telephones the Terrace 
Claims Centre and reports 
the details to an adjustor, 
If fhere is vehicle,damage, 
Tom Holmes, Senior Vies- 
President Auto Insurance 
said, "The s~stem should 
remove the possibility of 
having to wait at the Centr.e 
end will save time because 
the estimator will be ex- 
pocting the vehicle and will 
have on hand the in- 
anappointment will be.made formhtion provided over the 
for the driver tobring the, telephone,". 
The f~r m~m-t '--- ~ wimmers ~ ~  ~ii/~ ~i-~ 
week. From left to right. Michele Regush, AOPo 8 
'~ ; r  ¸ 
Wy in Stockton California last 
Diane Barbettl and Jennifer 
Gordon. These four were part of the Northwestern swimming contingent which placed 
well In the Stockton mee t. All are the top swimmers in their age group, in Kitimat. 
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Kermode 
Centre 
Housing Committo:- 
Vi GeHeabeck 
Laura Miller 
Joan Cheisborg 
Abel Brown 
Report of survey of native 
housing in Terrace is near 
completion. Anyone who 
still has a form please return 
it to the Kermode Friendship 
Cmtre as soon as pcesible. 
Enquiries at Kermode. 
Friendship Centre during 
regular hours, 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. 
The board of directors of 
Kermede Friendship Cintra 
will be supporting the for- 
matlon of an All Native 
Just ice  Developement 
Counsel. An organizational 
meeting date will be an- 
nounced later. 
BuiklL~ Committee:- 
Abel Brown 
Laura Miller 
Robert Stewart 
This committee will look 
into waxp and means of 
expandin~the c ntre. The 
centre is not adequate 
enough to meet needs of the 
growing organization. A 
building fund is to be 
established. 
Meetings at the centre fer 
June: . • 
General Society Meeting - 
June 7 at 7p.m. 
Canadaa Workn Advisory 
, Meeting - June 6 at 2p.m. 
United Native Nations - 
June. 1 at 7p.m. 
B.C. Native Women's 
Society - June 27 at 7p.m. 
tentative 
W6mex's Auxilllary - June 
28 at lp.m, 
Teen Club every Monday 
Night at 7p.m. 
Justi~ Council - June 21 at 
8p.m. 
Kermode Fr iendsh ip  
Centre, Board of Directors 
Meeting 
Teen Club Appointer: Niel 
Stewart 
Secretory - Treasurer: 
Joan Cheisberg (appointed 
by Board) 
Education committee 
comprises the mttre board 
o~ directors and executive 
committee, 
The society will zetup four 
10urearies to assist Native 
students furthering their 
education on the post 
secondary level. It was 
decided that funds will be 
made available for burasries 
of 1250 eachfor. 
North West Community 
College 
Aboriginal Studies 
Native Indian Teacher 
Education Program 
School District 88 Post 
Secondary Education 
Community Awareness 
Workshops 
The workshops have been 
held at the Kermode 
Friendship Centre every 
Friday morning from 9 a.m. 
- 12 p.m. Attmded by 
Kermode Friendship Con- 
tra's staff and all interested 
persons in the community. If
you are interested in at- 
tending or can contribute to 
the workshops please call VI 
Gellenbeck at 635-4906 
Monday thru Friday 9aJh. - 
5p.m. 
Past Workshops 
May 78 The Kermede 
Friendship Society -, Vi 
Gellenbeck, Role Native 
Cour tworkers  Rose  
Supernault 
May 78 North West Alcohol & 
Drug Counsellor- Francis 
sabine 
May 78 Walk through 
Program - Constable Mohn, 
Liquor Inspeetor - Mr'. 
Leveraidge 
Coming Up 
t 
• {~. . ... •, .~ 
% 
!/; 
Kitimat Fire Chin Bill Dawson shows the "dangerous on a house, ina window,,urin adey forest area causing 
toys" whichyontheinKitimathaveheon flyingaround, serious results. Chie~ Dawson asks that if this type of 
These potential 'fire-setters '• could • be acting in recreation or scientific experimentation s to persist, 
ignorance. Burning eandles attached to the bottom of a . "Please use guide wires." A fire is  the pilots' 
plastic hag might-be fun to watch, as is any hot air responsibility and they could he charged under the 
balloon, but without guide wires or a mode of restraint Criminal Code fur unrestricted use of a flammable 
the balloons could very easily fly out of sight and land unit. 
"Drug-crazed nic0tine, addicts" 
blasted on Non'smokers Day 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  Don He said medical and said ~e government should The bill also proposes a
Leckntead (NDP-- hospitalcosts involved in the "stamp out those cigarette- th reeyear  t reatment  
Mackenzie), the only treatment of those illnesses c~azed addicts who cause so program which includes 
member of the British Co- totalled .more then $45 much havoc to the people of dstention for a maximum of 
President: Lorelei Smith June 2, Manpower Training lumbia legislature to oppose 
Board of Directors: ' Programs - Cliff Bolton an increase in taxes on 
Roenmary Super~ault June 9 Dept. of Human cigarettes and tobacco, 
Abel Brown Resources pointed out to the legislature 
Betty Ross June 16 Education Wednesday that it was Non- 
.............~.~.......•.....~...~.-~...~:.~:.-.-~.:.:.:~.:.z~.:. Smoke~s Day in B.C. ' ' ~ .5 .;'~ ..-'..~'.:.: ~:;.'.'~.'.:;.:~:::.~:':.~:,:~.~:._:..:;:~:~::.:._':_'.' ~ .  / / .%-  :~......;?....;~.... ; ........ ;%..%%.~..-.-.....' ~~f~i i i i : : . . :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A chain-smoker, he urged 
ten .  
The minister said hospitals 
had been asked to restrict 
smoking to certain areas and 
to eliminate cigarette 
vending machines. 
"In a few instances the co- 
this province." 
He said McClelland should 
have the "gumption to in- 
dude nicotine in Bill 18 
(Heroin Treatment Act) so 
that our  morals can he 
imposed upon those 
three years, attendance ata 
treatment clinic er super- 
vision. 
"This  drug-crazed group 
of nicotine addicts needs the 
heavy hand of that minister 
allwheeantokiokthis"very ope~ationhasbennexcellent, freedom-loving people out to stop this addiction from 
B C B r i e f s  addietivedni~." , bat frankly l have besn dis- " there who chooze to snlokn spreading anro~ this nation. 
• • Health Minister Bob appointed by the lack of cigarettes against our I suagaat that the bill will 
McClelland,: a former action by many of our 
INQUEST ORDERED 
CASTLEGAlt (CP) - -  
RCMP said Wednesday that 
an inquest has been ordered 
into the death of Robert, 
Wilgoch, 17, of Nunaimo, 
who died of Injuries uffered 
in a two-ear, head.on col- 
iisien near here May 20. Ton 
other perseus were injured 
in the aeeldont. 
WILL ATTEND 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  l,erne 
Nicolson (NDP--Nelsun- 
Creetan) said Wednesday he 
has accepted an invitation to 
join a delegation of in- 
ternatimml par-. 
liameutarlana in New'Yerk 
on Saturday and Sunday to 
attend the special United 
Nations session on dlasr. 
mament. Nlcoison said in a 
news release he will join 
about five other Canadian 
parliamentarians who will 
lend support o delegates at 
the seasien. 
GRANTS DIBT½1BUTED 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  The 
provincial government has 
begun the distribution of 
million in Unconditional 
grants to about 140 
i n -uM~ths  ~niah~ut 
B.C., Municipal Affairs 
Hugh Curtis said 
Wednesday. The payments 
represent two instalments of 
a distribution which will 
occur at regularly monthly 
intervals through • the 
balance of the year, Curtis 
said. 
PROJECTS FUNDED 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  Three 
separate projects have 
received grants totalHng 
$301,250 under the federal- 
provincial agrionlture~ and 
.rural development sub- 
sidiary agreement, he two 
governments announced 
Wednesday. The Mlmgran 
Creek area in the Peace 
River region of B.C. received 
M00,000 for construction of a 
TY-kilometres single-phase 
powor line, while ~0,000 will 
go towards a review of all 
aspects of the B.C. swine 
industry. The gaveznmmto 
said they will contribute 
S41,200 towards a prelect .to 
examine tree fruit handling 
systems in the 0kanagan 
area. 
IT's A TALL ORDER 
ALERTBAY, B.C. (CP) - -  
This community boasts the 
world's highest totem pole-- 
and a tall headache. Bankers 
served notice for a debt of 
$2,000 plus intore-~t incurred 
to finish the 200-fcot pole and 
dating to 1973. While 
discussing the problem, the 
board of trade was givon a 
$1,00d gift for the pole ond 
says it will he.out of debt by 
December. 
MILTON WAS EXTREME 
In literature, the average 
sentence is 35 words long, 
..;.~+;......~.......~.~..~..>~.~..:~.>:.:~q:~.::~.&:i:;:~y~`~:;:.`.~:~ 
&.'..i:i:!:i:!~.!:i:i:i:i:~:~&~.~ 
smoker, said that costs to the 
province as a direct result of  
smoking are, astronomical, 
and that 7.8 per cent of all 
physician services were for 
the treatment of smoking- 
related problems. 
Some pilots 
speaking French 
TORONTO (CP) --  Some 
pilots flying large com- 
mercial jetliners over 
Quebec have started 
speaking Wiih ground control 
in French, says Roger 
Demere, president of the 
Association de~ Gins de l'Air 
du quebec. 
A federal inquiry into 
whether bilingual air traffic 
,mntrol is safe will report in  
September and until then the 
transport ministry has 
prohibited the use of French 
for air control on planes 
flying under  federal in- 
strumont flight rules. 
Officially, the use of 
French in the air in Canada 
is rastricted to small planes 
that use visual flight rules at 
six Quebec airports. 
However, officials say 
~ ch now is being used neatly for instrument 
10ut some of John Milton's- flight rules control at the 
sentences ran more than 300 quebec City airport by pilots 
words. * flying for Queheeair, a re- 
gional carrier, and for the 
quebec gov~nm~t. 
Walter McLeish, director- 
wishes and our desires allow us to lock them up, put 
hospitals." became so much money is ' them away for being 
URGES.TREATMENT . . . . .  lost, and it makes them nicotine-orazed a dicts that 
Opposition leader. Dave congh?' he condemns." 
: Barrett, in a facetious attack' : . .~ .m~m~J ,~~==,~.~ 
on ~ the government's hill 
providing compulsory 
treatment for heroin addicts, " 
general of civil aeronautics 
for the ministry, said he is 
satisfied that the 
unauthorized use of French 
is not causing any safety 
problems. 
McLeish did 'not know 
• whether pilots for'uny other 
airlines had used French on 
flights under instrument 
flight rules control, but said 
he would net be surprised if
more airlines were involved. 
The transport ministry has 
not ordered the use of 
Fl~lch stopped because of a 
legal appeal by the Gins de 
l'Alr against the "federal 
prohibition, said McLe~.h. 
Kea Malay, president, of 
the Canadian AirLine Pilots' 
Association, who led the 
campaign against French in 
the air in 1976, would not 
comment on whether" the 
unauthorized bilingaallsm 
.now in effect over Quebec is 
causing any problems. 
He said he wants to avoid 
the emotionalism which 
pervaded the bilingualism 
issue in 1976. 
Mistrial bid in : Shortage of 
sex case denied Organ Donars 
NEW WESTMINSTER, evidence, but said that hie 
B.C. (CP) - -  County court ruling that the ovidmce was 
Judge David Hinds admissible was no indication 
dismissed an application 9f the weight he will give it in 
Wednesday for declaration his final JudgmonL 
of a mistrial in the case of Keiu had testified that 
Raymond Rodgers, 42, Redgers told her in thn fail of 
1976 thathe was interested in 
Paula, who was then 12 years 
old. She testified he said he 
would "like to have Paula 
but that if he was, he'd have 
to have her soon because she 
was growing very full sad he 
liked to have hie girb very 
petite and small." 
Dur in ;  the  proced ings  
,~eednesday, Jubge Hinds 
ord three hours of voir 
dire testimony from two 14- 
year-old girk not related to 
the case, evidence he later 
ruled was not admissible as 
"similar fact evidence," '. 
Similar fact evidence is of 
TORONTO (CP) --, While 
the ndmber of organ tran- 
splants performed inCanada 
has doubled since' 1973, a 
• shortage of persons willing 
to donate kidneys, eyes and, 
other vital organs when they 
die is causing long waits for 
patients, awaiting "tran- 
splants, says the director of 
the transplant program at 
Toronto Western Hospital. 
"There are 1,500 people in 
Canada waiting far tran- 
spiants, with about 800 new 
patients showing up each 
year; and there are only 
about 450 transplants done 
each year," Gqorge deVeber 
said in a recent interview. 
"There is no shortage of 
doctors to do the operations 
and no shortage of hospital 
.especially kidneys, which 
must be removed im- 
mediately at the t ime of 
death. 
"But I think it Is a matter 
of ~u~t rying to educate 
everyone.:' 
Dr. Michael Robinette, 
chairman of the Metro 
Organ Retrieval and Ex- 
change program operated by 
six hospitals in Toronto and 
Hamilton, said it would take 
60 or 70 more donations a 
month to solve all the 
problems of the Canadian 
National Institute for the 
Blind eye bank in Toronto. 
About 500 patients need 
new kidneys in Ontario and 
about 10,000' donors of 
pituitary glands are needed. 
The glands produce a hor- 
charged with having in- 
tercourse with a female 
under t4 yearsof age. 
Defence counsel Jim 
Vflvang argued that Judge 
Hinds had placed himself in 
an impossible position by 
deciding to admit mtimooy 
givon Monday by Viola Kiess 
and bol4-yunr-old aughter 
Paala about eonverasUms 
they had with Rodgers. 
Vilvang said the Judge 
allowed the evidence on the 
bask of what he shelled was 
' an incorrect lnf~pretatlon 
d a 1917 ease by Crown 
prosecutor Sam Hanson, 
In diamllalng the ap. 
plicatlm, Judge Hinds o ld 
he was not aatMled he was 
wrong Jn admitting the 
Hydro plant 
would use coal 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The consultants suggested 
British Columbia Hydro will a fluidized bed furnace 
probably decide late this poweringa gas turbine anda generator, summer whether to build an 70.megawatt 
$86 million experimental connected to Hydro's 
power plant which would use transmission li e. 
Western Canada coal, Dave The plant would scale ui~ ' 
Robertson, aspokesman for this new coal conversion 
the Crown corporation, said technique from .present 
Wednesday, small experimental m.o~!s 
The plant would use ad- and "give Hydro reaLisuc 
vanced technology to operating data for full.sized 
produce electric power and coa l . f i red  thermal  
synthetic natural gas from 
coal. 
The recommendation to. 
build the plant is the result of 
a oneyear study undertaken 
on behalf of Hydro by the 
federal department of 
energy, mines and resources 
and by Coal Processing 
Consultants ofEngland, as. 
sisted .by Intercontinental 
Engineering Ltd. and Acres 
Consulting Services Ltd. 
both of Vancouver. 
generating plants of the fu- 
tore," Hydro said. 
EXPENSES OFFSET 
The consultants said that 
some of the operating ex- 
pense of the e .xperimen.t 
could be offset by the value 
of the power it would provide 
to the provincial ira-a. 
smission grid. 
IMPORTANT MEETING 
Please attend our next meeting. 
TIME: June 7, 8:00 p.m. 
PLACE: NWC College, 5330 M¢Connell, Room 204 
AGENDA 
- fees 
• nominate officers 
• set membership fees 
• possibilities of self.sufficient operatlon 
WE NEED YOUR OPINIONS AND SUGGESTIONS IN 
ORDER TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS. 
The Childmlndlng Centre 
Wagon Days 
Honda 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
~1~/  4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VSG 1L8 
635.6571 or 635.4325 
Dealer Licence Number 02065A 
 ONDA Test a Hondatoday. 
,y 
i 
q 
r 
GENERAL 
FURNITURE 
STORES 
0PENING SOON 
Train!Load of Furniture and Home 
Entertainment Values 
Coming Your Way. 
a similar nature to that in. 
voiced o the charge, but not 
directly related to it, 
The trim continuas, 
facilities. The major shor- 
tage is donors," 
Dr, deVaber said people 
are still afraid at the thought 
of donating organs, 
mone which would give 
'about 90 dwarfs in the 
I~OVince the chance to grow 
to a normal size through 
regular injections. 
!',t 
4717 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 635-46961 
• " .ho  
I 
# , 
Court workers 
say office unsafe 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  working under light con- 
Workers at the court team ditions measured at 5 to 15 
probation office in the city's foot candles when the legal 
downtown enstside area minimum was 70. 
moved out Wednesday, The windows were glued 
saying the building thai shut with bird droppinga, she 
houses their office is too said, and stenographers had 
dangerous a place to work. I to,use electrical outlets thnt 
The 27 workers et up tom- 
perary shop at the nearby 
traffic court.. 
Ray Lewis, n member ef 
the court team's safety 
committee, said the building 
has inadequate fire 
: precautions, poor lighting 
and dirty toilets. 
%re will not go back into 
that building and we have 
instructed our members not 
to set foot in it," said Lewis. 
"But it 's business as 
usual" at the new location, 
said Helen Thorson, another 
committee member. 
were only inches away from 
watcr pipes, But Francis 
Sire, part owner of the 
boil(ling, thinks his former 
tenants are being unfair. 
"They've ~nevur to ld us 
anything," he said. "If they 
had complaInts, they should 
have told us first." 
Sire said the buildi~'s 
current owens, Tom and 
Sons gate.r ises,  bought he 
building in 1974 end since 
them he and the other owners 
have tried to meet all safety 
regulations. 
The building wns built in 
"There's no work stoppage 
Or slowdown." 
The t~,  under authority 
of the aRorney general, 
supervises about 80 persons 
a day who are on bail and 
probation. 
The workers are members  
of the B.C. Government 
Employees Union. 
Thorson said the union de- 
sided to take action before 
oomenno got killed. 
CAME AWAY 
Lewis said part of the fire 
escape came away from the 
wall when he stepped onto it. 
1911 and contains about 40 
oLqees, he said. 
Sire said he had been In- 
formed about he broken fire 
escape only the day before 
and added that the building 
has passed recent in,- 
spectious by n city fire 
wardm. 
Other tenants didn't seem 
to share the court team's 
concern. 
Dave Watts, a dental me- 
chanic on the third floor, 
said, "I've been bare for 50 
years and I 'm still alive." 
Elspeth Gardner, a lawyer 
! 
$ 
, t 
Students survey attitudes, 
toward amalgamation 
by Karen West - ,Iohnson amalgamation. (Six percent resldenta seemed to agree, 
"Amalgamation? Should were undecided.) Of the with6~ poreentsaythg'no' to 
Terrace and Thornhill Terrace residents mnre land tax, and 38 per- 
Unite?" questioned 68 poreen| w~e eent saying 'yes'. It looks 
That was the question put for amalgamation, and 38 like people want he benefits, 
to our Social Studies I1 dnss percent were against it. but resent he money spent 
at Caledonia HighSchoul. To (Four percent were un- to get them. 
find the answers, we con- decided.) ' Terrace and Thornhill 
siructed a questionnaire and Thirty-nine of the Thor- residents eemed to agree 
distributed it to the random ~ residents we that higher taxes would be 
household in Terrace and questiouned stated that they one of the biggr¢ bardena of 
Thorohili. would go as far as relocating amalgamation. Terrace 
From 197 people surveyed, if amalgamation were to 
60 percent were from the .take place, resldcotsalso c mmented on 
the difficulties of toning and 
Terrace area, and 40 percent Seventy.two percent of the see'vicing Thorahill. (water, 
were from Thomhill. These Thornidil residents felt that sewage, ere,) 
arethe results we found, they would not benefit from 
The Th0rnhill residents amalgamation. Only 28 What ff amalgamation was 
questiormed liked the lower percent of the residents felt - forced? Would the residents 
taxes and rural li~}ing they would benefit. The of Terrace and Tberohill 
aspects of their nrea. On the majority of Terrace object? Out of the Tberohill 
other hand, Terrace residents felt nmalgamatlen residents questionned 50 
restdentsliked the controlled would benefit them (57 percent would object nnd 50 
and better developed city percent while only 43 percent percent wouldn't. These who 
area. Many commented on felt they would not benefit, would object said that 
the convenience of being The amount of land tax amalgamation should be the 
close to the shopping nreas, Terrace and Thornhill cheleeefthepeoplenotseme 
schools, and recreational residents are paying its as  government official ' in 
Victoria. FilLy-fear percent ~ .  Only three of the follows: 
we questioned Dollars Terrace Thornhlil of the Terrace residents 
~ ! ~ r  to live in 0-250 821~er ent 50 per cont questionned said* they 
s opposed to 251-500 22percent 271x;reent wouldn't object if 
Terr=ue. None of the 501-750 ~0porcent 11percent amalgamation was forced. 
Thornh i l l  res idents  ?51&up 50pereent 2pcreent Forty-six percent would 
questionned would prefer to Terrace residents eemed object for the ron~n of 
live in Terrace. to be unwilling to pay a "peoples choice". 
'1 
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Legal mail opening 
may be inconsistant 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  
Sol ie i torGeneral  Jean-  
Jacques Bials acknowledged 
today that the government 
may be acting inconsistently 
by pressing forward with 
leglslatlan to make mail 
opening by the RCMP legal 
while the isoue is being 
studied by a royal com- 
mission. 
But, he said, mail-opening 
authority now is needed to 
deal with a growing drug 
traffle problem. 
BInis was testifyIng d ".uring 
Commons justice committee 
Wiretap 
challenge 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The Su- 
pr me Court of Canada re- 
served Judgment today on a 
challenge to the federal 
government's authority to 
apply for wiretaps without 
obtaining provincial consent. 
Lawyers for an Edmonton 
man eonvicted of heroin 
trafficldng argued that a 
Criminal Code section 
empowering the federal 
solicitor-general to seek 
examination of a bill that 
would give po]ice the legal 
right to intercept and open 
private mail in drug and 
terroristiinvcetigations. 
Federal police have been 
opening mail illegally for 
about 40 years. 
I 
I 
Willam Jarvis (PC-- 
PerthWilmot) said he found 
Bla is 's  posit ion on the 
legislation hard to accept. 
Blais agreed that ~ere  
"could be an appearance of 
inconsistency" in the 
government's action. 
i The Light Touch 
I 
I Bv Steve Pearson 
I 
i /  
| The person who says youth is a stale of mind invariably 
I has more state of mind than youth. 
I . .  * 
I Husband, looking at budget, to wife: " I f  we cut out our 
I second cup of coffee tn the morning, we can afford a I 
I new car." , , ** I 
I A computer is an electronic wonder that performs 
I 
I I complex mathematical calculations and intricate I 
| accounting tabulations in one millionth of a second - I 
| and then mails out statements 10 days late. I 
I * * I 
| Funny how people who snore always fall asleep first. I 
J ' . * . . . .  the I " I The real pessimist is the guy who paints Help on I | back of his boat -. upside down. • | 
I Sai~l over to TERRACE APPL IANCE I 
I • I 
I for 3225 EMERSON I 
I I 
~ i  m m m mlmmmlmm m m m d  
On the crucial question of higher land tax if That is a cross section of 
amalgamation, 66 percent of, almagamation takes place, the community and how they 
the Thornhill residents were 88 percent said 'no' to more felt about amalgamation, wiretap authorization is 
opposed to it, and only 27 ' land tax while 12 percent Dowereally need it, or even Invalid. It its an invasion of 
percent were in favour for said 'o .k . ' .  Thornhiil wuntit? Wbat do you think.? provincial jurisdiction over 
Shesaid a report by a SOy- ,on the sixth floor, said. she- the administration of 
e rn ,ent  health inspecto, wasn't aware of an, fire Tough pipeli e p o al-pos--s criminalFoul, provinces,jusUee' theYontarto,Said. 
allOWed s.~enographecs to be safety or health problems. . n r N.  Brunswick, Qquebec and 
Junkies fear could halt const uctio supportAlberta'thatintervenedargument, to 
fedaml government lawyer, 
p l lW'~la ]  ~ WHITEIt0RSE, which will " forYukon reaidmts to obtain acrimina]lawwlthinPnrlia-C°ntended that the section is treatment - -  The $10-billion Alaska add to costs, equity and participate in the ment's competence and is 
. Htghwny gas pipeline might "And the more you pile up board . of directors of not an Invasion ef provincial 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  Bob und be doesn't want to go to not materialize if its theensls, the less viable tbe Footldlls Pipe Lines (South rights. 1005 Model 7E Angle dozer and 
is a junkie, so is his wife jail again, supervising agency doesn't project becomes. There has Yukon) Ltd., a Foothills Gunther Cord, s, arrested 
Barbara, and they're afraid "I nsed to kick in a few become more realistic, says to be a lindt somewhere subsidiary buildIng the after police wiretapped his winoh thoroughly oheeked ever  
of the provincial govern- .places (bresk and enter)and Yukon MP Eric Nielsen. • where the project becomes Yukon portion of the pipe- Edmonton apartment in 
meat's proposed compulsory ,do a 'little boosting The Progressive Con- unviable." line. 1975, is nerving seven years 
treatment plan for heroin (Shoplifting)," he said. survative MP said in an MANY REGULATIONS Nielsen said some of the for blsconvictiou. $~7~000,  
addicts. "yon'rotalkingtoaguywho interview Wednesday that The proposed regulations recommendations arl~ The coart ean announce its 
The couple, who asked not was" never a good thief, the Northern Pipeline cover everything from simply absurd, decision at any time but it 
to be identified, said Wed- "Maybe that's why I was Agency is imposing terms protection of wildlife to "All motor vchide traffic might not come until next 
nesday they enjoy being always in jail." and conditions on the project pressing Foothills ' to hire on the highways must yield fall. It likely will pronounce 
junkies. They don't see why , that have never been applied northerners and giving the right-of-way to wildl ife, the Cordos judgment jointly 
heroin use is a criminal before in the Yukon..  / northern businessmen as That means everything from with a decision on whether 
offence, BUCHANAN, Ga. tAP) - -  Neiben made the com- many contract~ as possible, field mice to moose. You'd Ottawa can begin criminal 
"If you can have your A father who spent meets after rending a 380- The soc io -eeonomie  be eommitting an offence ff p rosecut ions  wi thout  
cocktail after work," Bob thousands ofdollars on high page, twovolume document proposals cover such topics you ran over a Ropher. provincial consent. "
. said In an interview, "why school graduation gifts for of tough proposals released as provisions to prevent Arguments on that point 
ean'twe have our fix?" his daughter only to learn lastweckby MitcbeUSharp, housing disruptions and " "It's just ri-dlculous to wcre heard earlier thls week 
Health--:-MtnlSter 'Bbb she would not graduate has the agency's co~ndssioner, .~ho~tages, payments for think that people are goIng to and the court rescrved its. 
M¢Clellsnd's proposed plan, been charged with attacking The document, a first damages, and opportunities argue.with a moo~e. . . . . . .  ~"  dee~ion Wedde~day.- ....... : ; . . '~ ~. : ,  
lntrodneed'hr-the'le¢lslature "~ the"can~T" school SUperhi.' draft. "wad" "released "to" . . . . . .  =" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " " " 
Monday, eoaid put Bob end tendent during a pre- provincial and territoria] 
Barbara in a hospital for g raduat ion  re l ig ious  governments as well as 
three years of treatment, ceremony, public interest groups for 
An nlternstive, they said, "I done what any other comments nnd recom- 
is to make low-priesd heroin father would have done," mmdotions to be submitted 
available to registered said Frank Lowman, 50. "I by June 15. 
addicts.: whupped him." The agency will consider 
"Make it available to Lowman spent Sunday the submissionslspreparing " 
people like me that are 42 nightinJailandwnsrelonsed a final draft of proposed NE£REST THING TO "A  LIFETIME* ENGINE I I I 
years old (and) are just Monday aflcr being charged terms for Foothills Pipe 
screwed for the rest of oar with two counts of making Lines (Yukon)  Ltd,  of  (Reduces  the  f r i c t iona l  wear -and . tear  that  causes  you  to  " t rade  in"  every  few years ) .  
, ves , "ea ldRob.  threats,  two counts of Ca lgary ,  the company  HEW T M T HOT"PiATES" THE IHSlDE8 OF YOUR ENGIHE He was stoned on heroin aggravated nseault and one sponsoring the Canadian 
daring the interview. He's on count of creating a public section of the pipeline. • ~ • 
a methadone withdrawal disturbance, officials said. PUBLIC HEARINGS, m 
proliPram, bnt had " f i xed"  a County schoo! super in-  Thef inu idra i tw i l i ' thm be W I T H  A 5 0  o g o  M I L E  P R O T E C T I V E  DU P o n t  few hours earlier. He can't tendmt Bob Watson was presmted at public meetings 
live without being stoned, he speaking to seniors nt this summer and fail. 'Input • 
IHgll HAIlMH 
Ou Font's nuorcarbon resins. "When I have a couple of service in the high school  included In the final set of 
dollars in my pocket, even ~nmns inm whes bowman regulat ions  with which  
FACT The cost of owning and operating any vehic le .car ,  bus, truck, you 
though I'm on the is alleged: to have .begun Foothills must comply name It--has gone alrMghf fhrough the celllngf The col t  M gasoline and oi1? UPf 
methadone, I ' l l  go out and punching h im.  Severa l  daringpipolinecon~truetion. The  payments demanded by skilled (and nut-so;skilled) mechanics? UPI The 
f ix , "  s t ]d  Bob. "There's seniors subdued Lowmnn "After  having looked at prlcetsgeonnewcarssndtrucks?UPllrspositlvelyslckening--andirsgoingtogei 
something in my body that unti l  police arr ived, the terms of those two  WHAT IS TAFT? worse,before It 9eta any belier; 
makes me need i t . "  Debra had been told she volumes, l have got no'way TMT is a SUl~erconcentrated hquld for- 
COMPULSIVE HABIT  would be unable to graduate of estimating the costs in- mulahon incorporahng Du Pont TEFLON'. 
In fact, " f f  youpa id  me for because she tai led a f inal vo lved to meet them,"  the same chemical compound that went to the Moon in the lunar vehicle engines When [O ALMQUISr WORLO FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE EHGINEER REPORT'S ON T.M.T. TEFLON TREATMENT. 
this in terv iew,  I 'd  go dvics  exundnation by nine Nielsen said. TMT is added to an engine c~rankcase, this "The act ve Chemical Insredlent In "T,M,T." has "And once "T.M.T," has been added to an ca. 
downtown right now and poInts, said her uncle, Mark  But be said Foothills would key ingredient instantly goes to work against , a special affinity for metal which causes It to line - positive results can be seen through the 
SCOre," he said. Lewman. n~luire a smal l  army of bu- thdFNo. One Cause of poor gas mileage. ".plate" and adhere to all,exposed friction sur. experienced and trained eyes of even the most 
sluggish performance, h=gh operating tern- faces Folymets attract more polymers to a micro skilled of mechanics. They will notice a decided 
He wasn't paid und hod of- renncrnts to provide ai] the peratures, and mechanical breakdown: t r io -  thickness which melnf a "controlled" build,up ncrease In compression readlnss- which Indl. 
occurs around worn surfaces, which accounts fl)r cares that piston and rln~. seal have Improved. 
fared to do the Interview, tionaldrag, . the numerous user.rep0rts of reduced "blow-by", An increase In idle r.p,m, s will also be detect. 
Bob became addicted to I But unless you're achemical engineer. Increased compression readlnp, and reduced o1! able,due to the reduced friction after a few 
I l n / A ~ i i n i  right nowyou're more interestedin what TMT consumption: . , hundred miles of "T,M.T." "platlnR". heroin at 17 and has spent 20 'does than how it does it. So here it is, in a . I - - U - - R i l i k  " 'And in order,to effect a permanent treatment "CONCLUSION: Not only is "T.M.T," easy to use' 
of his 42 years in jell for nutshell: you simply add "T,M,T." to the crankcase oll (it should take 30.seconds at the most for addin8 
hero in . re lated offences. , w n B, IZ,,Z,,Z  = TMT IS FAST! There's nothing compiicated throush the oil filler hole (so,easy - that even a permanent treatment) - but its results can be 
Raxanne, bls seven-month- ~ '  ~ D~9 about uslng TMT--a12-year.old kid could do . I  child can do It)-prefersbly after the engine seen even under the careful scrutiny of any has reached normal operating temperature. The mechanic! The benefits that can be expected with 
it inlessthan 60seconds ...and noteven get enslne should then be run for a minimum of "T.M.T." in the. engine- are as follows: In. 
old daughter, "was con- hishands dirty! ' thirty minutes, In order {o make sure that all creased 0as Mileage.-Increased Horsep0wer-Less 
entved on a pass from Jail," TMT 15 PERMANENT! It's an engme treat- fdction surfaces are "plated", Only eliht ounces Oil Consumption - Less Wear On internal Pads - 
be said, ment. not an oil treatment. Just one single are required for the average passenger car or Reduced Emissions- Lower Operating Tempera. 
application is all it takes to permanently pro- small truck enslne, tures - Easier Cold Weather Starts!" - 
Barbara, 25 and an addict o0 tect your engine, foras long as you own your 
for eight years, is a better car! 
crook. She has funded her TMT IS SAFE! We've put our money' where Now tiler leu'vl heard from the espert . , .  listen te the raves of ordinary drivers, 
habit tin'ough shop] i f t~  and Here's a dual-purpose motorcycle to fit almost our mouth is on this . with a S1;O00,QO0 THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE |OTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S 
breaking and entering, She's anyone's needs. Motocross !eatures a nddeslgn Product Liability Policy issued by a nationally WHY WE'VE "BLEEPED" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS.,. 
been caught and put on make the DTIO0 at home In ruggeo o:t-roso famous insurance company! . (Once you've put T.M.T. In your vehicle, you'll be filling in the figures yourself). 
terrain. Fully street legal, too, so it's great TMT IS EFFECTIVE! Effect;re f()r any car, : 
probation a few times, but around town. Not a mini, but smaller than a truck, or other vehicle--whether it's this Motorcycle Racer "Bad Deal" becomes wrong, Of course he probably 
has never been in Jail. full-size Endure, the DT100 is the little bike year's model or one that's 15 years old! Pro- |eta more powerl , "Good Deal" with "T,M.T." wo.'t admit it until he uses the 
Unlike most women heroIn that's just right, tectsand preserves new engines,. 'tightens up" and rejuv nates oldo es~ "As an engineering student and ' "I've tried gas savers, pills, new TMT in his car that I'm giving him 
racer, I was Inter'eared in what filters, engine treatments, etc. My 
635-5929 
' as a present." -- R.W. 
addicts,  she bob never  TOOVEY SERVICE TMT IS GUARANTEED? Every TMT Treat- T-M.T would do Io a tenth mile friend told me about a product Auto Mechanic 
prostituted herself, but " I  ¢~ Greig Denier Licence No, 02013A ment ~sold carries w~th it the strongest, most , speed test. that his father had just tested for recommends "T-M.T": 
iron-clad Guarantee we ¢:ould think off-- A series of runs from a standing his fleet of trucks and- I'm sure "1 am an Auto Mechanic and I 
would if I had to," she said. i • GUARANTEED: Better gas mileage, start showed that our E.T. (Elapsed ' .you suessed it was TiM.T, ' drive a '67 Caddy and it was us. 
]L-LaSting a Inn~ily has given I more redes from every tankful . . or Time) was reduced by XX a second Mymileage has gone from XX to ink a lot of gas In the city and 
money back m fulP after T.M,T was added fo the fuel an unbelievably astounding XX, My on the highways, I was setting 14 
Bob a responsibility be's • GUARANTEEDLessodburnmg long- father who is a car mechanic mllestothegalfon butnow, smce mix in my 125 c,c, Kawasaki Me- ° told me it's imposs ble but ve I've been uslng"T-M.T" I pick up 
never had before, he said, ef beriods before "topping off" . or torcross raclns motorcyce, kept exact records on my last four XX gallons in the city-and XX gal. 
money bpck m fulP As a student of enslneerinlt this tankfuls and hdve. proven the old Ions on the highway, so ! know you people have a good product • GUARANTEED:Smoother engine perfor- proved that T.M.T reduced friction saying that even fathers can be and I will recommend it." 
__ ' f ' -  Step nto ' J ~  mance ,essstallmgandroughldhng , and increased power." Mr, C,T,B. i or  money  back  m fu l l  ~ I ( . IL--  Ricer / J  ][ story • GUARANTEED: Increased horsepower 
• and higher compress,on more zip and FELL  OUT AND MAIL  NO-R ISK  COUPON--TODAY! 
~ j ~ f ~  __  , I acceleration or money back ,n fu l l '  
. ~ • GUARANTEED Longer engine hfe . . 
Discover Edmonton's past, At  Fort Edmonton Park. fewer repair bills (especmlly for costly ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER. DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMANI). (FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE), 
I I I I 11 I.I I I II I I Explore the Chief Factor's House, bakery,.bhcksmith rmganOpaston lObS) orrnoneybackm , " 
I' 11 I' l, ,  t,pjand t,riginal trading pt,st. Or stroll down 1885' ,ut,' a GUARANTEED ~.'these ,mpbrtant. "',; Enc losed  i s  I"1 cheque  or  [ ]  money  order  
i ' Street. F.t)r a taste of pioneer flavdur. Then drop into money-sawng benef,ts no matter how , 
| . the John Janzen Nature Centre, Where displays " .. long you own your vehfcle ot money [~"  one  a t  $14 .95  17 two  at  $26 ,95  
back tn lull~ . , ." ,. . 
illustratb the geoh~gy and fauna of the North ~ Name: , 
~ r F,~r/.rl/~'r hlJorrr~lhm, tu rM:  Saskatchewan River Valley. And finish your visit In v0ew of the many posmble savings and Address:' 
Vidtors Bureau - with a guided nature walk through the park, benefits cited above, what do you suppose 
5068. tO) Street , Prey.: P.C, Fort Edmonton Park - -  Just one of many things any veh¢le owner or operator would gladly Ciw: 
Edmonton, AlbertaT6H 5C5 , pay for a one.t~rne, permaneqt trealment of 
to see and do in TMT~ $50 00 "7 $100 00"~ MORE'~ 
~1~ u l '~ l l J~dm'aLOf l  Well. hsten to th,s The estqbhshed rotad 'FOREST LAWN D 'S~'R 'BUTORS • prce of TMT =s only,S14 99 That's r=ght, only 
$1495--a troy investment hat couid'poss,bly P.O. BOX 550 ,  S tahon  J,  Ca lgary ,  A lber ta ,  T2A 4X8 
' '=' ' : THE FUN AND GAMES CITY j pay dself b~':k dozens o ~ t,mos over 'n Say- 
, , .... ,,,,,,, ,ngs on gas, o,I, and repa,r I~ls Fat;ta,st~c• ¢ 
1911 Model TD20C Angle dozer and 
winch. Has new undercarrmge and 
motor $56,900. 
Also' in stock, assortment 
of Clearing Blades and 
Winches 
! 
.. ; .), t... .,,1.5 i. 
" ' ;  7 '  ~1 . . . . . .  
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Editorial 
Report from 
Palestine 
News_bulletin from the Camel Drivers' Union 
of Persia: "Notice, No owners of camels 
crossing the Persian border may operate their 
own camel. All owners must employ 'enl~ union 
members'of CDUP. Infraction of this ruling will 
result in driver-owners who are non-union 
members being subject o picketing by CDUP 
and their camels declared "hot '~. 
Message from the Judean Postal Employees 
Union: "Due tothe increased practice of the 
Roman Government to use slaves from non- 
unionized istricts for the delivery of mail, the 
recent decree by Caesar Augustus that all the 
world shall be taxed will be subject o Work-to- 
xule delivery restrictions. This means, als0, the 
24-hour a day, 168 hour work week will be 
disregarded until further notice. Furthermore, 
all new additions to staff must be approved by 
the Pan-Roman Slave Employees Union before 
• a lks  " being allowed to take over routine postal w . 
Directive to Our Brothers in the Sheep Herding 
Profession: "It has come to our attention that, 
contrary to Section Four of the Sheepherders' 
Manual, some brothers have fallen into the 
disputable practice of 'abiding in the fields to 
watch over their flocks by night'. This con- 
stitutes aviolation of regulations, therefore, and 
is to cease, forthwith. Night-abiding by S.H.O.B. 
(Sheep Herders of Bethlehem) Local 424 is 
known to have occurred in the past. 
"Furthermore, the use of plastic rooks while 
herding is still aviolation, except in those areas 
where wooden crooks are unavailable. Only 
crooks bearing the Crookmaker's Guild seal of 
approval are permitted. 
"Special rates of pay must be enforced by 
locals for the sheepherding of black sheep .at. 
night. A ten per cent bonus has now bee~ 
negotiated for the herding of white sheep during 
snowstorms." 
Notice to all members of the Innkeeper' 
Union in the Bethlehem-Nazareth district: "No 
transients who have not made advance bookings 
by Roman •Courier Service, or who do not hold 
Tel Aviv Carte Bianca credit scrolls, should he 
permitted to use the hotel facilities of our Inns. 
Likewise, it has been reported recently that 
oyerflow accommodation is. being offered to 
travellers in stables adjacent o inns. This 
contravenes Inkeeper Union regulations and 
members so doing will be stoned or transported 
to Albion." 
General Decree Number 647932 from the hand 
of Caesar Augustus: "During the coming in- 
gathering for taxation purposes as commanded: 
by my Decree number 647931, it is qmte likely 
that much imbibing of grapejuice will occur W 
my loyal (and other) subjects. 
"Under no circumstances, therefore, and 
thereto, will U.F.O. sighting reports be accepted 
by my officials. Any persons declaring they" 
--have seen Visitors from Outer. Space wtil be 
appropriately dealt with." 
Notice to Caesar's Guard,' Legions Ii II, and 
III: "Soothsayers have prophesied the landing in 
these parts of a small humanoid• Should such 
occur, refer to Plan CXVIII for appropriate 
action.") Memo the Customs Officials at aH 
Judean Border Poin~: "Oriental imm'~!rtm_ts, 
especially those ~ravelling by four-footed beasts 
of burden, including ox-cart, horse, mule, 
donkey or camel, are to be carefully searched for 
(1) gold (2) incense (3) exotic otis• 
"Furthermore, it is of the utmost imvortance 
that such bearers of gifts be. thoroughly .checked 
for credentials. There is strong rumor pr- 
evalel~tthatindividuals,disguisodtopass f r 'Wine 
Men' are in truth promoters from the Western 
world, in search of Arab Oil" 
Musician's Union Local XIV "notice to all 
members. Please report, using 'the correct 
standard form for the purpose, any unauthorized 
singing over the next four-week period, by 
person or persons describing themselves as 
"Heavenly hosts" or similar groups. Only public 
singing by scroti-carrying members of the 
Musicians' ' Union is permissible.' 
Memo from the War Veterans of Roman and 
Judean Wars: "It has been brought o our at- 
tention amovement is afoot o bring about Peace 
on Earth and Goodwill to :all men. 
Members will understand wha.t he prospects 
of employment for soldiers, seamen of ships of 
war, guards, legionnaires, etc. would be, should 
this movement prove successful. Every effort 
must be made to  stamp out this pacifist 
mongering group. Address all scrolls to, 
"Veterans, Row 16, Amphitheatre, Roma, 
Italia." 
Pax! 
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Another story 
to tell 
Jolm was an architect by profession but his 
heart was on the water• Few' were. surprised, 
therefore when he iblanned his family holiday 
around a fishing trip• 
.Preparations.w~re made for.the vacation of a 
life time. A new camper and .canoe, a separate' 
tent for the kids and, most important, fishing 
rods for everyone. Nothing was forgotten. 
• Or so he ~ought. 
• The first hint that sometl~g was.wrong came 
.after the canoe overturned... Not much advance 
warning-but, hen, that's life, 
• There: wer.e no. personal, flotation devices, 
neither for himself nor for his two sons, aged 9 
and 12. The water was. unseasonably cold but the 
500 yards to the shoreline appeared within reach. 
Itwasn_'t. All three drovmed. John's body was 
never reoovered. 
The circumstances surrounding this story are 
~tragic...They are also well.rehearsed. In fact, 
ending scenes imilar tothis were run 143 t im~ 
qast year in B.C. alone . . . .  ~ 
One hundred and forty-three deaths attribu~d 
to drowning. In just one year. 
It is little wonder, ,therefore, that the Canadian 
Red Cross is, this. week, placing a very high 
priority in pro~oting Water safety. 
Cathy Redisky, Program Coordinator for0ur 
area, is responsible for en~uring that, locally, 
Red Cross'. message gets across. 
"Ore' focus during, this. y~r's Water Safety 
Week," began Rcdisky, "is Small.Craft Safety, 
We're hoping to coordinate our efforts, which is 
on a provincial level, .with thos~ plans already 
set upby your own local aquatic people." 
The .challenge. of raising, the "water safety 
I,Q." of the public, is a eonstant-~a~d.fnts__trating - 
-one. Apparently, we, the general public, seem 
.to go out.. of our way to turn our boating ad- 
ventures into unwanted isasters. 
"When are we going to wake up and rea~e 
that it's a dangerous world, out there on the 
water-as attractive and alluring as it eppears?" 
There are many things which .we can do to 
improve our present ~er~ormance. Most of 
them, Red Cross points out, are fundamental and 
purely .obvious. 
Forecasting. the weather through wat~ing 
natural signs is_ something of.a lost art, but as 
Redisky is quick, to point out, "surely some 
common s~nse still .prevails." 
"Sudden changes in cloud formation, a drop in 
tern~rature, a falling barometer needle-all of 
these things were second nature to sailors of the 
past." ' 
"And wlmt about the lffeja~et? So many 
people venture out on the water, .even when it's 
rough; without one on. They think they're tbo 
bulky." 
"But how many people ven_thinl~ of theP.F.- 
D/s (Personal Flotatio, Devices) available,? 
They vary in their ability to provide flotation 
assistance inthe water, but as long ~s they have 
the M.O.T. endorsement they're certainly .an 
attractive alternative for the person who would 
otherwise we`ar nothing." 
• Other remil~ders are, perhaps~ not quite so 
obvious. Like staying 1ow to.keep the boot 
balanced. And endeavoring totake the waves 
head. on. 
'.'But all 0f these things have ~en said 
before", she concluded. 
"We,.in Red Cross, and your local water safety 
people can only do so" much. I only hope people 
are listening." 
Soda we. 
iii i 
TODAY IN HISTOCY " 
Jacques Cartier explored "river e~tendlng far inland. 
Belle Isle 444 years ago But o~:his next trip the 
today-- in 1534'--on his followi~ year, he explored 
second voyage to Canada, the river as f~r  as 
his, first on an official Hochelaga, now Montreal, 
mission for the French king. looking'for a route to Asia 
and its treasures. This he 
On this expedition, which didn't find, although he 
lasted only for the summer, brought back the fable of the 
he explored the month of the kingdom of the Saguenay, 
St. Lawrence River without which spurred further ex. 
. discovering there was a ploration. 
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• "At today's meatprwes, you'll eat it and L IKE it!" 
Don't lose the momentum 
from the Vancouver Board of Trade 
s 
Public interest or.concern tezids to change with 
every whim and fancy. It ebbs and flows on any 
given subject in direct proportion to media 
coverage and platform promotion. E~,en the 
greatest optimist does not really believe that 
ignoring a concern or a problem constitutes a 
real solution. We realize that because our in- 
terest has receded and our anxiety is no longer 
seen, it does not follow that there is no longer a 
real cause for worry. It does not mean that the 
problem is resolved or the condition rectified. 
A good case in point is national unity. 
Remember how, late last year and early this 
-ear, the debate raged continuously? Every 
Agriculture Crisis 
by Tony MacGregor 
• . ,  ~.: : , ,  
-~iVICTQRL~.-/:The,lcrisis. bet~ve6n the. BIC. 
Federatidn Of Agriculture and the  ProvinCial , 
government has been resolved to the satisfaction 
of almost everybody. 
On Tuesday (May 23) a joint anununcement by 
the BCFA and the ministry of agriculture said 
agreement has been reached on the contentious 
• farm income ass~ance program which protects 
farmers when the Cost of I)roducing_agricultural 
products exceeds the price at which they are 
sold. 
It wasn't an easy crisis'to resolve given the 
personalities andattitudes involved and_the on- 
going problems of North _American agriculture. 
But it has all been worked out and the long- 
term winners areB.C, farmers and perhaps B.C. 
consumers as well ff the farmers'_arguments 
about the need for a domestic agricultural in- 
dustry hold water. 
For many years now North American farmers 
have been wrestling with the cost-price squeze 
which has seen the prices of things t~armers need 
to operate a farm go up while the prices of g(!ods 
farmers sell.have gone down or haven't kept ~ 
pace with.increased costs. 
The r~ult is that many farmers have had 
tro,ble keeping solvent and many have been 
forced out of business. 
The long-term solution to the probleln iS to 
ensure a healthy demand for B.C. agHcuitural 
products which ~ enable farmers to sell at a 
profit. 
.But B,C. farmers say they can,t stay in 
business ff they have to cornice, tewith farmers in 
the United States and other countries - some of 
whom "receive a great deal of government 
assistance. 
What the newly modified Program does is give 
B..C. farmers the financial backing they need to 
face that foreign competition even when in the 
trough, of. a highly cyclical business. 
Agriculture Mi _nister Jim Hewitt came trader a 
barrage of attack when he first announced that 
he would.have to readilythe program because of 
its high costS... • 
NDP agricultur~] critic Barbara Wallace and 
former NDP agriculture minister Dave Stupich 
joined with the farms in defending the NDP- 
initiated.income assurance program and Socred 
populiirity in the rural areas took a nosedive. 
Initially, it appeared that Hewitt, who basa 
reputation for being a stubborn negotiator, 
wasn't going to budge an inch on the proposed 
cut-backs. But in the last few negotiating 
sessions with the..BCFA he changed tactics and 
compromises were achieved which appear to 
have made everybody happy. 
The program is now definitely a part of the 
B.C. agricult~al scene. Both major provincial 
political parties are committed to it. Hewitt 
hails it as the best program in Canada nd Pat 
Hibbert, president of the BCFA, says the new 
program is just about as good as the old one, 
That means the B.C. agricultural industry will 
lie around despite changes in government and 
B.C. consumers will be munching on fresh B.C. 
produce for years to come. ! 
paper, magazine, radio and television station 
was featuring articles or speakers on the sub- 
ject. Indignation ran high at the thought Of 
losing Quebec, or at the idea of giving in to its 
demands as the price of.keeping Canada united. 
The divergence of these opinions, bounced 
against the Separatists with their own ideals, le~d 
to lively argument. The amount of discussid~ 
and the drawing of lines almost led one observer 
to belipve that the climate was becoming right 
for hammering out a solution. 
In Vancouver, we did our part. We all had our 
visiting speakers on the subject-from Claude 
Ryan to Jean Chretien. We dutifully read our 
newspapers and those publications emanating' 
from the east. We watched our television sets 
and listened to our radios until concern on 
national unity apparently reached a saturation 
point. But that was yesterday--where is national 
unity today? 
After the visit of the Task Force on National 
Unity to Vancouver inFebruary, itseemed to be 
,all over-not bar the shouting but including the 
shouting. Discussion, and probably most action, 
seem to have died. There is not currently any 
great or apparent concern about national unity. 
We would like to think that we are wrong but see, 
little to prove this so. Like sweeping dust under 
the carpet, forgetting about Quebec does not 
make its problems disappear. They are not 
permanently hidden or are they likely to vanish 
of their own volition. 
Isn't anybody doing anything? We know that 
there are exchanges ofschool children planned 
for vacation time. Some took place in the Easter 
break and The Vancouver Board of Trade was 
pleased to host a group of Quebec students last 
month. More exchanges are planned for the 
summer holiday time. We find this fact en- 
couraging. It allows us to think that the next 
generation of Canadians may grow in unity. 
BUT, we cannot wait. The problem is now, 
with the generation currently wielding influence. 
The problem IS now--and the solution must be 
sought NOW. The unity of Canada must be solved 
before it is dissolved. Those infamous words of 
Eric Nieol's "'Canada cancelled through lack of 
interest" might be just too close to the truth--a 
self-fulfilling prophecy we do not need. 
The recent speculation on a federal election 
and the changes in the gallop poll, which suggest- 
that the government may lose some of its sup- 
pert in Quebec, both point to the need for a more 
urgent appraisal of national unity. This is NOT 
the time to sit back, forgetting the Separatists of
Quebec, even if the local and national media 
appear to be allowing us to forget hem. More 
than ever, we must make efforts to reach into 
Quebec and to assure those who wnat to see a' 
united Canada that he rest of the country cares. ' 
It, should go without saying, that extra en- 
deavours to reach those who are not dedicated to
unity, are worth every ounce of effort hat can be 
made. 
We have all been urged to take our holidays at 
homethis year. The rationale, of course, being 
to prevent a further drain of Canadian dollars' 
and to help support the price of our dollar in the 
foreign capital markets. May we make an ad. 
ditional plea that, if your plans include a visit to 
Eastern Canada, that they also include Quebec? 
going ,there, talking to--quotes-"ordinary ,, 
people about our concern can be very effective. 
The Vancouver Board of Trade, as part of its 
continuing programme to promote national 
unity, is organizing a ten-day Friendship Mission 
to Quebec. It intends to visit not only the larger 
cities of Montreal and Quebec City, but also 
some smaller towns including Chicoutimi, Trois 
Rivieres and Sherbrooke. A specially interesting 
visit will be to Shawinigan to return the visit of 
the group of business and professional men from 
there. They came to Vancouver last year, at 
their own expense, on a mission which they 
described as "buying and selling godwill" 
We have to make it clear that concern al~out 
national unity has not died. There has to be a 
way for each of us. Can we challenge you to find- 
and demonstrate, yours? 
t t • ,, 
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Stopping soldiers with dollars Russ ian  Missil s b iggerand  more  acetate  
Can development aid and 
diplomacy stop 40,000 Cuban 
soldiers? 
Prime Minister Trndeau 
left that  question unan. 
swered as be ended 
discussions here Wednesday 
with other NATO leaders. 
But he made it dear that 
as far as Canada is con- 
ce,ned the growing Soviet- 
Cuban 'influence in Africa 
wiX not be opposed .by 
anything more than dollars 
and diplomacy. 
When asked about coming 
meetings in Paris and 
Brussels, where major 
NATO powers will examine 
ways to encourage and aid 
African countries to protect 
themselves against the 
SovietCuban presence, 
Trudeau bluntly replied: 
"We arn not invited and we 
are not going add we 
probably would not go even if 
we were invited." 
The,  as ff be bad second 
thoughts about such implicit 
public criticism of a U.S.- 
French initiative, the prime 
minister suggested that 
reporters should "strike" 
the last part of the s~tmea. 
He said he did not went to 
"complicate" matters. 
CAN HELP 
Canada, he said, might 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- INFLUENCE MEETING 
Alter the NATO summit 
ended, it appears that 
Trudeau and Callaghan bad 
been meceas~ul in at least 
tempering the hardening 
U.S. position on Africa. 
When the summit opened, 
Carter stirred up blaring 
beadli.es by declaring: 
"Our alliance ~es  on 
Europa, lout our vigilance 
cannot be limited to the 
coniineat. In recent years, 
expanding Soviet power has 
increasingly penetrated 
beyond the North Atlantic 
ares. 
"As I speak today, •the 
activities of the Soviet Union 
and rCuha in Africa are 
prevent ing  ind iv idua l  
ustiom from charting their 
own coprse. 
"As' memb~s of the 
world's greatest alliance, we 
cannot be indifferent to these 
events--because of what 
they mean for Africa and  
became of their effect on the 
long-term interests of the 
alliance." 
But wban the final commu- 
nique was writtea, Carter's 
declaration was reflected 
only in two sentences in 
which the Allied leaders 
"noted with concern" in- 
tervention by the Soviet 
Union and its allies "in .the, 
, o 
swering a more general Castro's ideologies.!' 
question and described the 
roots of the bloody invasien 
of Sheba in different terms: 
"Tbecauses ofthe disturb. 
ances in Sbaba ~e probably 
to a. much greater extent 
'~ba]  in nature than they 
WASHINGTON (AP).- A 
new long-range missile now 
Whatever the eventual deployed by Russia is more 
decision taken by the U.S. accurate than any previous 
and other NATO govern- nuclear weapon aimed from 
meets, the twoday summit submarines against the 
clearly afforded Canada a 
velnableoppartanitytoexert /Uni ed States, say U.S. in- 
influence befere the course teiligence officials. 
The SSNI8 can hurl three 
close to Soviet home ports: ". N/TO in the number of 
The range of both the combat-ready troops, tanks 
:SSNI8 and the SSNo is about @n¢~ts~lcal ombat aircraft, 
2,880 kilometres 1,8o0 miles , he eat.d. 
longer than that Of the 
submar ine- f i red  U.S, 
Poseidon milltie. However, 
each Poseidon carries 10 
warheads that can be 
targeted separately. have to do with Soviet or of events is determined, warheads at widely 
| __ :  separated targets and has Terrorist outbreak anf.eient range to enjoy "a The inteiligeaco repo.  en 
degree nf sanctuary" iron, ~he SSNI8's deployment in 
in West  Berlin u, , .  an, i .... , " , . , - .% ~ ~-elass submar ine ,  Penta~oh . .. - -a...,' corn ~ while- President 
Naval i~telligen~e con- 
WEST BERLIN (AP) - -  
West Berlin police began 
checking identity papero 
today in an attempt to mare 
a entail group blamed for the 
city's first major outbreak of 
terrorism in two years, 
"Everyone is required to 
produce identity papers and 
to permit searches," said 
broadcast aunooncemeots f 
the searches, authorized 
under anti-terrorist laws 
passed in West Germany 
earlier this year. 
A West Berlin court said 
the searches--at raffic 
intersections and o ther  
public plaees--will be 
permitted for up to three 
months in this city of two 
mlliian; l~tod  170 kilo. 
metres inside East Ger. 
ll~my. 
The measures wore aimed 
Moubit Prison on Saturday siders the SSNI8 bigger and 
by two armed women more accurate than the 
carrying phoney cards earlier generation SSNg, 
identifying them as defance which can loft rely a single 
lawyers, warhead.. 
Police said seine clues in- The new missile has been 
dicated that the escape in- test-fired with multiple 
yelped four known female warheads over a 7,520- 
terrorists, three of whom kilometre. 4,700-mile range 
staged the city's last big and has travelled up to 9,200 
terrorist incident when they kilometroo 5,750 miles with a 
broke out of prison here July single warhead. 
7, 1976. This means SSNISs ~ould 
Julianne Plambeek, 26, strike targets in the United 
lnge Viett, 34, and Gabrtele States from Delta sub- 
Rolinick, 28, the escapers, marines tationed relatively 
also were suspects.in the 1974 
murder of a city judge and m,~ ~.- ~ ~,~ 
the 1975 kidnapping of city ~ ~.- ~ v 
politician Peter Lorm~, the 
cases involved in the current 
t r ia l  . 
Lorenz was held until 
author|ties 'released five 
Carter and national security 
adviser Zbigniew Brsezimki 
are voicing concern about 
increasing. Soviet ar- 
maments. 
NATO heads of govern- 
ment decided here Wed- 
nesday to modernize their 
defeaces, but U.S. Defence 
Secretary Harold Brown 
said he doubts the move will 
compensate for the massive 
buildup by the Soviet-led 
Warsaw Pact, The com- 
munist countries have taken 
a dommanding lead over 
Piaysomepsrtincountoring developing world" and at capturing memhere of the terrorist suspects from Jail, 
SovietCuhan involvemeat in warned that "disregard for Movement June 2, a West including Ingrtd Siepmann, 
Africa "but our view is that the indivisibility of detente Berlin terrorist organization 33, who police said might 
we must help in peaceful cannot but jeopardize the largely inactive for the lest bavebeen the fom'th woman 
ways the African majorities, further improvement of two years but suspected el a involved in freeing Meyer. 
wherever they are, to evolve Eset-West relations." jailbreak, the wounding of Dictmar Hobla, a court- 
toward groat~ in- DIFFE1R8 WITH U.S. one courbappainted defence' appointed defense lawyer in 
depandeson, where that is In another "significant attorney and the attempted the trial of the six suspected 
required as in Zimbabwe, or statement, Trudeau ira- firebombing ofanother s ince terrorists, was wounded 
toward greater economic plieltlyolashedwithCartor's Saturday. slightly in the f0et Wed- 
security, as is the case in the national security adviser, USED FALSE PAPER8 nseday when three shots 
many countries where we Zbigniow Brzeziaski, who is Six members of the group were fired from a car. 
have assiotsnce and reported to be the leading went on trial in West Berlin Another court-appointed 
technical aid of a non- advocate of a hard-llne April 11 on murder and defense lawyer found a 
miIRarycharacter," African policy within Car- kidnapping charges. Oonof flrebomb attached to his car 
Zimbabwe is the black ter'oeireleofcloecadvtsero, thesix, TillMeyor, wasfread shortly after the Hohla 
African name for Rhodesia. Three days earlier,' Brze- from the maximum security shooting. 
Trudean was not alone at zinski, in widely publicized 
the NATO meeting in trying comments, bad blamed the 
to sway U,S, President ltu~isns and the Cubans fer Billy Graham' 
Carter away from African therece~tinvaslonofZalre's S 
interveation. Sheba region by Katongese 
Brit ish Prime Minister rebels, and even for d ~. [ "s  o 
James Callnghan also mmm~c~nmit tedbythe  revenUe 
warnedthat NATO members rebeb, 
should not act "out of "We have sufficient evl. 
frustration" in Africa. deece," Brzeziaski had said, MINNEAPOLIS. (/LP) - -  wore $28.7 m, .m.  . 
Some influential members "to be quite confident in our For the second time in its Revenues for the first 
of the U.S. government, conclusion that Cuba shares history, the Billy Graham three months of this year 
Cailaghan suggested, are the political and the moral Evangelistic Association has were ;5,2 million, No com- 
over-reacting at the Soviet- responsibility fo~ the in- made public a partial parable threem~nth figures 
Cuban preseace in Africa: vasion, indeed, eves for the financial disclosure. ' for 1976 were provided, 
"A lot of Christopher outrages that were The most recent 
Columbuses are setting out assecintedwith it." • diselnsure, llke the first one MORE FIGURES COMING • 
• from the United States to By contrast, Trudeau last October, was part of a Graham and his chief 
• discover Africa for the flint bronght'ui) the' tepiO'on 'his registration with .the Min-,.iiontmant, George Wilson, 
time." ~' own initiative while, an- uesota. Secarities Division. said last fall that complete 
.' for an annuity fund run by figures for 1977 would be 
the anoueinUon. It does not made public .after the first of Scot heavy iw . inde in forn~. t iononf lve  f l~.yearo " 
S major affiliates of the Wilson, the  asseelaUon's 
Graham organization, executive vice president, 
Figures presented to the said Wednesday th~ 0ON, the .  prchensive l~port tb the on ' month show that as of Mar~h public would be made 
31, 1928, 'the ' Graham sometime after a meeting of 
GLASGOW (AP) - -  The SLUMS DEPRESSING association bad $1&2 mLliien the organization's e~eot~ive 
Scots are hitting the bottle so The problem is most in assets, liabilities of ~.3 heard June l0 and 17; 
hard that they face an visible in Glasgow's mi l l i onand"de ler rnd~ ~eroparttotheseeur[t ice 
alcoholism problem of decaying inner city in such programs" of ~,8 million, division shows that ex- 
,epidemic proportions by slunldistr~ctonstheGorhais Ite net worih on March 31 pend i tures  exceeded 
1985, welfare agencies and Barrowfield, which was just over ~1 m,iton, revanuesby more than ~.7 
report among the most. deprived million on Dec. 31, 1977, and $1.3 mill ion in the t in t  throe 
.They have gone "on the urban specialists ay are down from more than ;5.3 miliion in1977 and by almest 
5ewy," Glasgow slang for ureas of Westorn Europe. aheut aS millien at the ead of moutheofthisyanr. 
boozing, to drown their Pathetic groups of " 1976. ' - The bulk of expendqurea, 
sorrows amid critical alcoholics" lie slumped Association revenues for almont$27miliionferthefull 
unemployment, industrial around grimy derelict 1977 totaled $27.7 million, of year of 1977 and $5.7 miliien 
decline and a mountain of tenements taking the fast which $~.2 million came in the first tla'en months of 
social ills. lane to oblivion-~uszling f rom - cont r ibut ions .  1978, went into evangelism 
"If  alcohol abuse was hair lacquer or cheap wine Reported revenues for 1976 minktries . . . . . .  
treated as an illness, the spiked with methylated 
west of Scotland would be spirits. 
considered to 'be  already Rev~ Gratien McEvoy, a • . 
suffering from an epi- Franeisean Roman Catholic REed..PROPER'TYTAXDEFER/~-NTACT 
demlc," said Councillor priest active in helping Glas- r '  ' 
Albert Long of. Strathelyde gow's derelicts, aid he anee NoTICE 
Regional Council which counted more than 300 empty TO TAXPAYERS ' 
governs the industrial lacquer bottles littered " "  
sprawl around this major around one Gerhais hangout • Tax De~rnm~ w,t a~aln be ava~ue toce~t~ylm prope~ 
port city. under a railway bridge, o~en In munidpalltles and rural arms in 1'J;?'8. 
The Scottish Council on WlllteBinney, chairman0f lo ~u~.l~ a vom'ty owner who has mld~ in ~-,ish. 
Alcoholism said alcoholism the C]ydebank Council on ~m~,y~fo~ d vearca ~n~l~: .cmac ,m cltlzen orpenm 
in Scotland, with only 10 per Alcoholism, said women and . . ' . 
cent of Britain's 56 ~lilion children now drink as (a) ~d'~S or more~n ~m, or 
population, is four times as heavily as men and worsen. (b) ~ v~t~vor w~r,  o r  
high as it is in England and the problem. ~ (c) A hamlcm:~ person as defined under 
Wales. In parts of t.he "When I started in t l~  ~am~ee~Ava,a~emnm,m~'~ed~t. ' 
whisky.drinking Highlands, field, there was onewoman ' IfyouareellolUeandwlshelflwrlo~yorto0btalnft~herin. f~'~llon, please contact he Collector Of the Nullclpallly Or 
It is 12 times as high. ' to every 15 men with a~ Provincial C011ecllon INstrlc~ In v.hl~ the properly Is locm~ or 
The council estimated alcohol problem," he said. va'itelothe: . . . . .  
there are as many as 112,000 ' ~eat PrOl~r~/Tax~rrr~d,~ctk~ . . . '. 
"problem drinkers" stud at T " ~ v , , ~ ,  I , .  st~em-oe'raxm 
in ,, ~ .~ n u n r .a  ' Parllamentl~lldlngs . least 25,-000 alcoholics E~,SILY ~mr,a, ac. 
. C 
kminess. Dozens of factories researchers can find new . " " 
have closed in recent years, defences. ~ ' 
I . ' I l I ' I t  , ' i  ~ I 
I Knights of Oolumbus : . - "  
[ "GIANT BINGO" r" 
I , . •$1,00U0 MAIN mm 
I : . Bingo Every First Saturday of iaoh Month 
,i ' $io0,0o Door.P~ze at Knob Bmnp . ' ' ,  . '  :. ' 
[ IOlh Game $$00,00 i f  won  in $0 numbers  o r  less, decreas ing  $100,00 .a . ' 
[ ' • number  to $100.00. ' ' : . .  ' . 
i JUNEBINGO OAHOELLED, See You NeXt Month 
Ul , , I I I l I I I I I I I I I I I I i I l I] I I I m 
The SSNI8, is the third 
major new Soviet missile to 
become combat-ready in the 
last six months. 
According to our 
cuslomers Rsthe 
: best deal intown 
Test drive a Honda today at 
f l~  TERRACE HONDA SALES "W_ 4842 Hwy. 16 West • Terrace, B.C, VSG 1L8 
" 63S.6S71 or 635-432S 
][-I01%T~).A. Dealer Licence Numbef020~A 
, • , -  t 
,i .! 
, r .  i 
Hi! • ~ ! 
' I'm Pal " 
your Iooal distributor : 
for Kitimat, 
4 Get i e paper delivered ,for only 
$3.00 a month (Y2 price l o,r I 
I pens ioners ) . to  yourdoorear ly  4 
every  momlng .  " .... 
! Rea. 'thelocalnewswith o ' 
I " "[ : ' " " "  " | " 
, moming co f fee!  : .... ; " "'' 
I For your class/hod ads, coming 
events, nobces oriocal news just i 4) 
4 cal l  me.. .  : : . 4) 
' '" Pat Zelinski at i! 
" 632-2"747 ;t 
HOURS 7-9 a,m. 3-§ p.m.. 
MONDAY- FRIDAY , , 
• , . -••  
 to,  .Carpet:& Drapery Service 
T . . . . . . . .  
m ,.d-~o,,d. Ready-made drape., 
";! a Shags, Loops, Twist, . in all popular sizes 
: A Sculptured " " 
T '  w',,;,e 
• ~" Scotch Guarded FREE E f~ 
Carpet ing  S / s . _ /  EDTRASK / OELIVERY 
_ . _e ,g ,~ l l~  L . . : , : ~  ~ . IN 
!,200samples ~ . , ~ } S h l J r ~ g s  :,~:,~,, ~ , ,  ~ & 
. to choose from When quallty matters. ~'~:~C~: :!"'!~ ~ KITIMAT 
. - " : . '.. ;~ V .~ ' I [~  ~:~ 
• Sheers-LlnedDrapes Box7.0: Smihers ' . . ' i '  :) ~ ,~  ~,~ AREA ' '  
• Ineulated drapes- Drape rods 1073Ma!0St.': . Ph.'.B47-4485 ' ' . . . . . . . . .  " 
I 
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Hockey safety best in mda 
"Canada leads the way in "In Sweden, where the definitely lead the way in factor in reducing eye In- 
hockey face protection" weariug of face protectore is developing standards for juries. A world-wide start- 
according to Dr. Tom Pash- net compulsory, they have hockey equipment," says dard is also needed for the 
by, a Toronto had twice as many eye in- Dr.Pashby. "I hope our CSA siseofhockeystickbladeaso 
Bis.hop l]ay 
nlg ones  
Fishing Report 
by Dolt Pear~on 
Tasu  hosts  th i rd  
" sw m meet  
A group of 28 swimmers swimmers tarted races in the Killmat Marlins while 
the four lane 20 yard pool. Charles Satmders took the 
Ophtha lmolog is t  and 
Chairman of the Canadian 
Standards Association's 
(CSA) committee on eye 
protection standards. Dr. 
Panhby recently spoke at the 
first International Ice 
Hockey Doctor's Conference 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia 
wher~ he told a group of 
hockey doctors, representing 
a dozen countries, that 
blindness to amateur hockey 
players has decreased by 75 
percent because of in- 
creasing use of face 
protectors  and stricter ules 
on high sticking. Most 
Canadian amateur hockey 
associations have made the 
wearing of face masks 
mandatory and CSA has 
tested and certified several 
models of eye and teeth 
protectors. 
juries per capita as we did 
last year," explains Dr. 
Pashby. "Fifty percent of 
• all their injuries were to the 
head and neck and most of 
these could have been 
lxevented if face protectors 
had been used." 
He feels that Swede~ and 
Czechoslovakia will be .the 
next countries to make the 
wearing of face protectors 
mandatory next season for 
players up to and including 
16 years of age. Dr. Pashby, 
who first became interested 
in hockey eye "protection 26 
years ago after a patient, 
Herb Dtckenssn of the NOW 
York Rangers, suffered a 
blinding eye injury, says the 
next step in protectiun is to 
create standards covering 
goal tender's masks. 
"We,  in Canada, can 
"World's most popular 
game" championship 
BUENOS AIRES (Rauter) President Lt.-Gem Jorge 
- -  The waiting is over and Rafael Videla and Jousa 
" today the gladiators enter Have lange ,  r Braz i l l an  
the arena to launch the 
year's most spectacular 
sporting event--the World 
Cap soccer finals. 
For two years, mere than 
100 countries battled for the 
right to play in the 16.team 
rmais, held every four years 
and the pinnacle of the 
world's meet popular game. 
The Argentine referee will 
blow his whistle in the River 
Plate stadium and 75,000 
fans plus a world tolevlalun 
audience stimated at more 
than one billion will follow 
the action as world ~am-  
pions West Gernmny play 
Poland. 
Argentina has spent $700 
million providing all the 
required facilities and has 
also survivod a bloody 
guerrilla war which at one 
stage led to call~ for the 
tournament o be tran- 
sferred elsewhere. 
SECURITY TIGHT 
Although the guerril la 
threat has all but disap- 
peared, Argentina's military 
rulers are ta~ng no ohunces 
with security and the River 
Plate stadium in nor- 
thesstorn Buenos Aires will 
be the Safest place in town. 
Police will move into' 
position eight hours before 
the kickoff and unauthorized 
president of the Inter- 
national Football 
Federation. 
The touruna/ent, the llth 
since the series began in 
1930, is one of the meet open 
ever staged and 'many ex- 
perts fear that the defensive 
strait-Jacket worn by meet 
modern teams could lead to 
excessive physical contact 
and the risk of violence both 
on and off the field. 
No European team has 
ever won the world cup in' 
South America nd the signs 
are that this tradition will 
not be broken. 
BRAZIL 
FAVORED 
Brazil, the only onuntry to 
have won the title three 
times, are again among the 
favorites and could face 
their stiffest opposition from 
hosts Argentina, whose 27 
million inhabitants will 
embark on an orgy of cele- 
bration iftheir team wins the 
¢u9 for the first time. 
'fop European contenders 
are West Germany and the 
Netherlands. 
traffic will be barred from 
the area surrounding the 
stadium. The two teams, 
which arrived Wednesday 
from their out-of-town 
training camps, liave been 
given especially heavy 
guards. 
The match will be 
preceded by a colorful 
opening coremmy, including 
'a gymnastics display and 
speeches by Argentine 
Whatever the. result ~ of 
today's g~ne,'both tean~ 
should still qualify from 
Group Two where their 
rivals are Mexico and Tu- 
nisia. 
The three other groups 
start first-round competition 
in the next wo days. The top 
two teams in each group will 
qualify for the two second- 
round poDia," each of four 
teams, and the winners of 
these two groups will meet in 
the final on June 25. 
committee will be able to 
complete a standard for full 
face protectors that will be 
adequate for goal tenders by 
this summer. Rather than 
writing a new standard, we 
•will update the present one 
so that it is suitable for goal 
tenders and +covers the whole 
face as well as the eyes and 
teeth." 
Dr. Pashby would also like 
standardized hockey rules 
and recommends that the 
Canadian Amateur Hockey 
Association's (CAHA) high 
sucking ru le.be ,adopted 
internationally. ,He at- 
tributes the CAHA "ban on 
high sticking" as a major 
that they will not he able to 
penetrate the masks ac- 
cording to Dr. Pashby. 
"We must be careful that 
the equipment, meant to 
protect he players, doesn't 
become hazardous. For 
instance, the Germans had a 
problem with a certain type 
of elbow pads that caused 
two 'facial fractures. 
Parefits hould also realize, 
that protective equipment 
wears out and must he' 
replaced. Also, this 
equipment must fit properly 
in order to do the job it is 
supposed to do," explains 
Dr. Pashby. 
Custom Sports 
The tide this morning at 
MK Bay Marina is high tide 
at 12:20p.m. at  12.8 feet and 
low tide at 6:10p.m. at 5.8 
feet. 
Douglas Channel fishing 
yesterday : was very good 
with good fi~ing and good 
weather. Although not nuiny 
large Spring came in, there 
were a gond'numher of 
smaller fish. 
I heard of three boats that 
limited out. Hot spot~ were 
Fish Creek, Jesse Fails and 
Costa Island area, .and 
Bishop Bay ' area for the 
large ones. 
.gathered • in Tasu last 
weekend to compete in an This was only the third meet 
invited swim meet. Wet which Tasu has hosted since 
athletes from Terrace,. the town was erected, ac- 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert and cog~g to Pat. 
Tam stroked their way to Tasu Lions Club 
victory while some of their sponsored event spawned 
colleguco did the same in some new champions, in- 
California . Tasu wasn't eluding one named Tom 
quite so glamorous, but just Espersen of the Bluebacks 
as exciting, who set a pool record with a 
The trip started for six 1.11 00 yard swim. 
Terrace Biuebecks and team In the 8 and under girl's 
manager Pat Konney age group Annie Tauher of 
boarded a Goose Trans- Prince Rupert took the 
Provincialaircraft bound for aggregate. The 9 and I0 girls 
Sandspit. With high winds at was taken by Tammy Grey, 
the original anding site of also of Prince Rupert. 
Tasu .(from Sandepit) the The hey's 9and l0 was won 
plane landed in a small by Tony Broman of the 
logging ~ community named Bluebacks. OliverB.C. camp best m years .sowell. From there the team In the ll and12 age group 
was taken by tug boat to Shells Langley of Prince 
The O'Brian twins. Eddie, camps, are geared to 9-14 age Edmonds, Wash. 98020), Sandspit. Rupert and Calvin Kinskin 
Seattle University Athletic groups (divided by ability former University of The swimmers were well d Tasu took the aggregates 
Director and John, the and at ago 12) with later Washington and Seattle fedandtakenoareofbytheir w th Blueback Tammy 
Seattle Kingdnme assistant camps toried for boys to 19 Pacific University Baseball billets, according toPat, who Bishop taking the runner-up 
director headline the in. + years of age. mentor, have announced herself had "a real good in the girl's. 
structional staff for ~the 19th Eddie 0'Brian is a highly another top slate of some Ume." The 13 and 14 girl's was 
annual Okanagan Major respected instructor who twenty-one instructors.. Sunday morn/ng the won by Alison McManus of 
League Baseball Camp.- was a pitching conch with 
FredShull, Edalondn;Bill the former Seattle Pilots, a Reds "pound" Braves while May 
Failer, Yakiilm Valley; Bill varsity coach at Seattle 
Johnson, Spokane Falls; University and a former 
Ray Washburn,. Bellevue; pitcher in the Pittsburg pitche E p 9 1 vi y 
and DCUg Weeks, Big Bend Pirato.organisation. John, S X os  - c to r  
are five blghl~; successful the other twin was an in-. 
community college coaches fielder" with Pittsburg, 
who will be on hand during Milwaukee and the St. Louis By THE CANADIAN PRESS thtng, 'right-hander Tom three-run homer, then 
the five weeks of youth Cardinals. Managers Sparky An- Seaver, '5-4,' winning his smacking Cubs catcher 
comps. ' ' Camp owner Don Coy derson of Cincinnati Reds fourth comecutive game as Dave Rader before 18,647 at 
The first1978 campwlllbe (P.O. Box 887, Oliver, B.C.) and Bobby Cox of Atlanta the Reds ponaded the Braves the Olympic stadium. 
July 16-22 with the final and camp director Dale Braves dida'tsee eye-to-eye. 10-4 in a National League Valentine's homer, his 
camp August 15-10. Early Parker (9018 192nd S.W.. They watched the same baseball game Wednesday sixth, came in the Expos 
night on home runs by Pete four-run first inning. When 
p l  " R~t  Ge°rge Faster and Detroit retrieves first ace 
The managers didn't, how- 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Detroit Express regained 
first place Wednesday night 
in the American Conference 
Central Division of the North 
American Soccer League, 
thanks in large part to newly 
acquired star Trevor 
Fruncls. 
Playing his second game 
for Detroit, the British 
player collected two assists' 
andset upa penalty shot that 
led to another goal as the 
Express bla.aked 
Philadelphia Fury 3-0. 
Francis had the winning 
goal and an assist in 'his 
Detroit debut last Sunday. 
In other games, Son Diego 
Sockets shaded New 
England Tea Men 2-1, Dallas 
Tornado beat Colorado 
' Carlb0us '~ 2,1, +seattle 
Sounders ,topped. California 
Surf 2.0, Rne~ester Lane6is 
nipped San Jose Ear-  
thquakes 2-1 and Oakland 
Stompers edged Fort 
Lauderdsle Strikers 2-1. 
Stove David, last season's 
leading scorer in the NAN., 
when he was a member of 
Los Angeles Aztecs, showed 
signs of returning to form 
Wednesday, collecting a goal 
and two assists for the Ex- 
press. 
Phoenix trampled by homers 
in Pacific Coast League 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
In baseball, the team that 
gets more hits and commits 
fewer errors is likely to win, 
but that's not true for 
Phoenix Giants. 
The Giants uccumbed toa 
barrage of four home runs by 
the Portland Beavers to drop 
a 9-8 Pacific Coast League 
game Wednesday night. 
In other PCL action, 
• Tacoma Yankees' got by 
Spokane Indians 6-5, 
Albuquerque Dukes dumped 
Tucson Toros 7-4 end Hawaii 
Islanders edged Salt Lake 
City Gulls 3-2. San Jcee 
Missions had the night off, 
and Vancouver Canadians 
defeated their parent club, 
Oakland A's, 7-5 in an 
exhibition game. 
Eight of Portland's runs 
were scored on homurs--a 
three-run blast by Rob Ellis, 
two-run shots by Dan Briggs 
and Jeff Geaeh, and the 
game-deciding solo four- 
bagger by Bob Alietta in the 
eighth inning. 
P'luenix had 15 hits in the 
game to I0 for Portland, and 
the Giants committed no 
errors to three for the 
Beavers. 
Tommy cruz knocked a 
solo home i'un in the fourth 
inning and drove in the 
winning tally as he grounded 
out in the seventh for 
Tacoma. 
Brad Gylden's bases- 
loaded single in the eighth 
inning snapped a 4-4 fie, and 
Offspring 
defeat 
• VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Mark Budaska, the hottest 
hitting Vancouver Canadian, 
Keith Furphy, son of 
Express couch K m Furphy, 
opened the scoring for 
Detroit with .his sixth goal of 
the season and his fifth 
game-winner. 
DAVID TRIPPED 
After taking a pass from 
Francis, David was tripped, 
giving the Express a penalty 
kick that David Bradford 
converted into the night's 
second goal. 
David, who scored the 
third goal late in the second 
half, showed no signs of 
~Uscontent over the attention 
heaped on Francis. 
"The guy deserves it, he is 
a great player," David said. 
"I want to make fame on my 
own." 
The loss dropped 
Philadelphia to a 5-7 record, 
the worst in the Eastern 
Division of the American 
Conference. Detroit, 7-6 
leads the Central Division 
#ith 60 points, seven more 
than Houston.- 
Ade Ccker, playing his. 
third game for San Diego, 
scored apair of goals to lead 
the Soakers to victory ove~ 
the Tea Men. 
Ccker, who came to San 
Diego in a recent rade with 
Minnesota Kicks, openec 
scoring with an unassisted 
goal at 26:20 following a 
flurry in front of the Now 
England net. His other score 
came .at 51:04 with assists 
from Pete Never and Derek 
Smethnret. 
ROTE STARS 
Rote broke a 1-1' tie at 
66:46, getting assists from 
Jeff Bourne and Jim Ryan, 
as Dallas posted its seventh 
victory against six losses. 
Dave Buffer scored the 
game's only goals as the 
Sounders blanked the Surf. 
Butler broke a scoreless 
tie at 46:50, scoring with an 
assist from Paul Croasley. 
Rochester's Jim Pollthan 
palled off an unusual trick 
for a defender, figuring in 
ever, agree on what they 
saw. 
"He should ba#e had a 
shutout," ~aid Anderson. 
"We've been having our 
troubles catching the ball." 
Cox said: "If Soaper is no 
more impressive than he 
was tonight, they (Cin- 
cianati) may be in trouble. 
He was still good, but I don't 
think he was an good an he's 
been. He should win with 
that club. They are a great 
fielding club." 
Soaper, who fanned eight 
and allowed nine hits in eight 
innings, was touched for four 
runs in the third when the 
Braves got four hits, in. 
, eluding a two-run homer by 
Biff -: Pocoroba, and 
both goals as _the Le~.ers ,:..,b~nefltte~ ~ .al pair ,of 
stopped the ,~annqunK~;!~.l~incinnqtLer#o~a..;,o>i: ..:', . 
Polliban scored with 18:~. i...+ ~In Other .National League 
gone in the game off assists games, Montreal Expos 
from Jeszef Hervath and 
Hugo NicoHnL Passes from 
San Jose's lan Wood and 
John Rowlande allowed Paul 
Child to tie it 20 seconds 
before balRime. 
Pollihan got an assist on 
the winning goal, passing 
from the left across to 
Horvath, who dropped the 
ball off to Francisco Boloto 
about 10 yards in front of the 
Earthquakes goal. 
I i 
whipped Chicago Cubs 9-1, 
Pittsburgh Pirates edged 
Philadelphia Philliee 2-1, St. 
Louis Cardinals nipped New 
York Mete 5-4, Houston 
Aztree blanked San Fran- 
cisco Giants 1-0 and San 
Diego Padres downed Los 
Angeles Dodgers 3-1. 
Expos 9 Cubs 1 
Montreal outfielder Ellis 
Valentine vented his 
frustration by smashing a 
4"/17 " TERRAOE MEATS 
LAKELSE 
(Next ,o F ie lds )638-1766 
NEW 
OWNER 
JIM 
MASON 
Albuquerque pushed across 
two more insurance runs to 
achieve theflnal margin of 
victor. Three of Tueson's 
_runs scored on a towering 
hemer by GaryGray.in the 
fourth inning.+ 
Craig Stimack socked two 
doubles and a'single, driving 
in two runs to lead Hawaii. 
Gii Flores hit a solo home 
run for Salt Lake. 
Canadians 
A's 7-5 
and went ahead 5-4 with a 
single run in the sixth. 
Canadians scored the 
drove in three runs with a 
pair of singles Wedn~day as 
the Pacific Coast League 
club defeated its parent 
team, Oakland' A's of the" 
American League, 7.5 in an 
exhitition liaseball game 
before 8,107 fans. 
Budaska, a switch.hitting 
first baseman battlng .320 in 
league play, sent Vancouver 
into a 3-1 lead with a two-run 
single In the second inning. 
The A's bounced back to 
take a 4-3 lead in the top of 
the fifth, but Canadians tied 
in the bottom of the hming 
, eventuni winning run in the 
eight inning, when Mllt 
Ramierz scored from third 
base on a wild pitch .bY 
reliever Dave Hoaverlo. 
Vancouver made it 7-4 
lat~ in the inning when 
Kel th Lleppman doubled ' • 
home Jeff Cox. Oakland, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::  "'  . . . . .  ~, . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ ................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ,.,::  
which leads to AL westtrn [:[,, . . • ~ y ~: 
Divisi°n' added ita final run !i I"  ewBus, nesssil in the top of the ninth inning, . " 
, Phll Huffman went the dis- :,:. 
"tunes'for Vuncouver,while iii! ~ ~ " . t l i s t  d. in r+ + StoV Renko, the loser, and No e OU 
,O0,O I1 A's.hits. Each team had nine. I . Tel  D,  , ry .  
tothe db~ !j'. V" WATER L,CY,SAY RESORT-,,8,,,,,' ¢ ] l _  "~.  q i , . /  t.~ Take a trip to the ,~ 
Pyra "ds ' We're  ' ' i'il m~ ~ma.,, TERRACE VETERINARy MEoI~rAL'CENTRE - 635-3300 
Come to Edmonton, And see the spectacular Muttart ' -i~; . . . .  BOYD5 BoDY SHOP "635 9410 + ' i ' '" iiil 
4~ Conservatory nd Horticultural Centre, Five glass pyramids L4sted jI 
] U housing exotic foliage from around the world, located close to ~2k 'm i!" 
..J,, ~ downtown. In Edmonton's River Valley-- home,of the new i GEMINI EXCAVATING - 635-3479 ' ' :!:! 
i "~" CapitalCityRecreadonPark. Enjoymtlesofnaturalparkland. ~ ' ~  r ~  I ' F ree -  for ONE month courtesy of 'THE iiii[ 
F,,rfunh..r inf,,rmatifm, wT/te: And lots of recreational f cilities. Discover why Edmonton is 
VlsltorsBureau called the greenest city in Canada. ! ' l  ~ / ~ .  DALLY HERALD-  "!1 5068,103 Street The Mutmrt Conservatory-- Just oneof many things to see 
Edmonton, AlbertaT6H 5C5 ' ~ ITHE ClTYOF • . anddoin If you wish youl' Business Phone ' ' ~ i ~ g ~  I PN= 
~ .  s ~  A ~ 9 ~  listed for your customers please call  V V ~ ' I ~ " . |  iiiil 
~.  . . . . . . .  ~ ~ / , :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
boys, for Tasu. Although e 
set a pool record Tom 
Esporson onlY placed as 
runner-uP in this age group, 
There were no seniors at 
the meet. 
Team standings put 
Rupert Amateur Swim dub 
up front with 148 point. 
Second place went to Tasu 
with tin points and third was 
Kitimat with 82. Fourth 
place fell to the Bluebacks of 
Terrace with 65 points. 
The group returned 
Sunday but not without a 
tour of the local mines and 
towasite. Pat seemed to he 
thrilled by the 800 foot d~th 
tour of the mines she was 
able to attend. 
Tasu.is a small town d 300 
people, about half of them 
working, Pat explained. 
Prince George is the heat 
of a swim meet his weekend 
which will be the final meet 
of the season for mort local 
clubs. 
/ 
he came to bat in the fifth, 
Cabs pitcher Dennis Lamp, 
1.5, threw Valentine two 
balls, hem low and inside. 
Valentine, who contended 
the first Lamp pitch hit him, 
said after the count went 2-0, 
Rader "had a little, sly grin 
on his face, which I didn't 
appreciate at all." 
"I told him if he (Lamp) 
comes in close again, you're 
going to get it." 
The count went 3-and.l, 
and when Lamp delivered 
ball four, low and inside 
again, the aixfoot-four 
Valentine took a swipe at the 
six.fout Rader, hitting him in 
the back of the head and 
knoc~ug off his mask. 
Pirates 2 PhHs I 
Phil Garner scored the 
winning run when "Phils 
pitchur Randy .L etch, 8-5, 
• balked him home in the first 
,Aiming in an odd game in 
which none of the runs were 
batted in. 
Pittsburgh's f irst run 
scored on centre fielder 
Garry Maddox's throwing 
error, and the Phila scored in 
• the first inning on two errata 
by third baaeman Jim 
Fregosi. 
Cards 5 Mets 4 
St. Louis sebred twice in 
the first inning when John 
Stearns mishandled a pitch 
by Mike Bruhert, 14, and 
Kon Reitz hit a run-scoring 
single. The Cards added a 
run in the third on a siugle by 
Keith Hemandez, and scored 
two more in the sixth on 
Mike Tyson's sacrifice and 
Lou Brook's RBI single. 
Astros 1 Giants 0 
Houston right-hander 
Mark Lemongello, 5-5, 
mtduclled Vids Blue, 6-3, 
scattsri~g seven hits for.his 
first major league shutout. 
Jesus AlGa drove in the 
game's only run with a sacri- 
fice fly in the ninth. 
Padres 3 Dodgers l 
Derrel Thomas singled 
home two runs in the fourth, 
and Bob Shirley, 3-5, hurled 7
1-3 strong innings before '~= 
giving way to Rollie Fingers, .. 
who,collected his llth save. 
APPLICATION. DEADLINES FOR 
SEPTEMBER 
JUNE 30th* (FULL- TIM.E) . 
JULY 31st* (PART-77ME) 
ADMISSION WILL BE CONSIDERED 
FROM: 
..SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 
,,SECONDARY SCHOOL GRADUATES 
,.COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY TRANSFERS 
..MATURE STUDENTS (At least 21 years of age) 
"FOR MORE INFORMA I'ION 
PLEASE CONTACT: 
Admission Services, 
University of Victoria 
P.O. Box 1700, Victoria, B.C. V8W 2Y2 
Phone: 477-6911, Local 4449, 4845 
* (Education Profi'ssional Year, Chihl Care, Nursing 
, and Social Work deadlinewas March 31.) 
UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA 
WE'v'E MADE 
q'1~T Tf!lr.lr :::~:,~:::~::~,::i:,~oi ~ .... 
powot boosting exhausl Syslem 
Olhel wtnnlng ft+dlu~es include a 
smooth Q speed UanslT ~ on. big h 
.lf0r man¢o rues. elect] it  s aft. ] 
~nldt~ lulh~Uulnenl~ton.b gge! 
uast~k am a tmmh .-h . . . . .  , . . . . .  
ueamr_ L!oenee number 01249A 
L~ 
• . , . SCARBOROUGH, Ont, ' 
r than tournament ,~ , -Desp i te  limitations by Jim Neale, Zone 9 
imposed by muscular Director, British Columbia 
'=" dystrophy, I6.yearold Barry Golf Association 
Nlahizaki is a Grade 13 TORONTO (CP)  - -  Now Ono who has a good shot at 'Tin driving a lot better honors student who has 
that Nancy Lopez isn't in the top prize is Penny Pulz, and am hitting more greens ranked in the first five of 400 JUNE 3 & 4. 
town; the scramble for the the No, 2 money-winn~ this and consequently am getting students for four years. He 36 HOLES, MEDAL PLAY 
top prize can begin in ear- year with $54,916.17. a better opportunity omake received five top scholastic JUNIORS COMPETING 
nest. Although Pulz, 25, a native birdie." awards upon receiving his FROM HOUSTON, 
Grade 12 diploma last year SMITHERS, TERRACE, 
" winner' Lop z,'thisthe yearN°i I onm°neYthe home,in°f Australiacalifornia,Who makeShas hernot :,..,~s to be cons/tiered and has set his sights on a KITIMAT AND PRINCE 
Ladies Professional Golf won a tournament this year, this week are JoAnna Car- bachelor of science degree. RUPERT. 
nor; ~e  winner in 1975 when 
Association tour with she has been close many the ~ournsmeat wan.last, APPLESSOLVE 
196,448.25, is not playing in times, Her best finish was SPECIAL ATTRACTION: 
this week's stop--whlch second place in the Winners played, at St. George'a, PROBLEM TheB,C.G,A. is sponsoring 
beglnstedayatSt, George's Circle. In her last two .Carrier won in a piayoff VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The" FREE Golf Clinics for all 
Golf and Country Club. tournaments he has fin- ngalustCarolMaan. Parents  Consu l ta t ive  competitors, parents, dub 
Committee at Vancouver's Although the tournament ished fourth both times. :ludy Rankin and Hollis Lord Nelson school had an members and interested 
haaS100,000 in prize money-- St. George's, a hilly 6,265- Stacy, the defending ladies apple machine ins~lled in golfers. These clinics will 
$15,000 to the winner--Lopez yard par 73 could be the site U.S. Open champ are also in the school. It sells students" take place at the Skceea 
will not be on hand to shoot of her first tournament he hunt. an apple for 20 cents. Sales 
/ • 
l 
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• " " SH INES LPGA winner plays exhibition Skeena Val ley Jr. Golf Invitational • 
Valley Golf club at 8~m. on 
Fri. June 2 and 3pin'. Sun. 
June 4. 
In addition our guest 
professional from " Van- 
couver will be putting on an 
exhibition with the former 
Skeena Valley club Captain 
and club champi0n. If you 
want to see some good golf 
• come and join the gallery at 
9a,m, Saturday, June 3rd. 
Later that evening you are 
.invited to a film session in 
the club house at 8p,m. to 
golf in Saskatchewan and 
after turning pro spent wo 
years ~s head professional t
the Moose-Jaw Country 
Club. In 1975 he won the 
Saskatchewan P.G.A.  
championship and spent hat 
winter playing the Florida 
P.G.A. winter tour. In 1977 
he became the assistant 
professional at the 
• Fraserview Golf course in 
Vancouver and finished 
fourth in the B.C. Open with 
scares of 72-66-69. Last year 
he played the Arizona P.G.A. 
meet he pro; Who is he? His winter tour. 
name is NORM JARVIS. 
Norm played his amateur Presmtiy Norm is era- 
MAY 31, 1978 
SERIES NO. a TICKET NUMBER 
for her fourth consecutive victory of 1978.' 
LPGA victory. Lopez is HER BEST START Also to be comidcred is are up to nearly'400 apples a week, and the problem of 
honoring a commitment to "Sure, it's the best start of Sandra Post, a native el junk-fned litter has dropped. 
play an exhibition match my career," Pulz said Oakville, Ont., who has 
with Tom Watson~ 'Wednesday. 'Tve just beau played /.Ire course nmay BREWERS PERSIST 
With Lopez away the girls a more consistent player times. The Spatenbrau brewery 
in Munich has been making 
will now play. than in the past. Post is the third leedlNI and Selling beer since 1397. 
money winner on the 19'/S 
It's not how you play • tour.  ' 
it's how you lose Zokol. takes five 
INDIANAPOLIS (ALP, position by two pace, ~ ,=,.,L"= qua l i f i  
The real story behind the segments, as did Dicksen," s t ro  er  
62rid annual Indianapolis 500 said Dick Jordon, a United 
wasn't so much how AI' States Auto Club official. WHITE ROCK, B.C. (c~) unment. 
gaserwonitforathirdtime, "They were both in the same --  Dick Zokel ofVancotwer Zokol is a sophomore at 
as it was how Tom Sneva, generallocation on the track fired a two-un~r-w¢ 70 Brigham Young University. 
Gordon Johncock, Steve at the time." Wednesday to tskc a five- Norm Gray of Calgary is 
Krigdeff, Danny Ongais and ' stroke lead in the 3e-hale the only other gorier at- - -  
Ongais was a victim of western sectim qualifying t4~npting to qualify for the 
apparent  mechan ica l  round fur a berth in  the Opan, June 22-25 at Glen 
failure, a broken tur- Canadian Open golf tour- Abbey course near Toronto. 
hocharger, with less than 100 
of the for the lead, Female 
whore he had been since the 
green flag had dropped, and "~t 
Unser.eesentiallY gave the race to team takes .win 
everybody else lust it. 
Because of the unique 
rules for the Indianapolis 
'lace, the winner is usually 
the guy who makes the 
fewest mistakes and has the 
least number of problems. 
Umer had a smooth, 
'aneveetful race. "It was the 
easiest of my 13 races here," 
he said. 
Only when he scraped a 
t/re andknecked his steering 
slightly out of whack on his 
final pit stop did he have any 
trouble. But by then his lead 
was so great that Sneva 
could not overtake him. " 
If the last five, four or three digits on your ticl~et are identical to and in 
How did other drivers lose . PEKING (CP) - -  Blmuby, B;C. " I t  was a bit the same order as these winning numbers above, your ticket is eligible 
it? Basically, most found out Canada's national wemm's ela surprise that hey stayed to win the corresponding prize. 
they and-or their cars jus t  volleyball team ddeatad a w i thus  as long as they did lastSdigitsWlN $1,000 
weren't fast enough. Peking junior side thrm sets when you think they are only 
As for some of the others: to two today, the vilitm'l' lgghsdmolglrls. ButChina last4digitsWlN $100 
Marie Androtti-lgnltion first win in mete than two has come a long way in 
system went sour after he weeks and only their aecead volleyball and has so many last 3 digit s WIN $25 
charged from 33rd to ninth, on their tour of China. good teams that you should 
A. J. Foyt- Problem afte¢ "The team we played always worry about any of NOTE: Twenty-five dollar ($25) winners may claim their winnings by 
problem. Ran out of fuel. tonlglR Was aw~l]]y yot lg  thellt." presenting their ticket to any "branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Engine died twioe in pits. and their inexperience hus't The Canadian team leaves Commerce only in British Columbia. Alberta. Saskatchewan. Manitoba 
Was never in the hunt. them, especially toward the China on Friday for South and the Yukon. In the event of discrepancy between this'list and the official winning 
BobbyUuser- Got the most end," said Canadian ~ptain Korea where it will play numbjers list as certified by the auditors of the Foundation, the latter 
that could be expected from Audrey Vanderveiden of several matches, shall prevail. 
his new Eagle that wasn't ~_~ , 
even supposed to get on the T imbermen ra l l i e  
track for practice this 
month for overthne win 
Johuny Rutherford- Strong 
earlY, but lost time making VANCOUVER (CP) - -  Nae=imo. Bob Cool, Jim 
penalty for rolling over an pit stops Under green while Kevin Alexander seared hts Lynch and Rookie Tej habh 
air hose tp'a~neumatic re others were luckier waiting third goal of the night to lift added doubles. Pete 
wrench "6n~. hi~ 'wli~'. int6 the ' until-* yellow- flag was oub-,-:Nanaimo Timbermm to a'l?-*.-Ru~tm, Ron Swyak, Fritnl¢ 
pit are& . . . . . . . . . .  Penalized *a lap foil 'un, "~6 overtime win owr va~- Alexander, Inn Kanneny ann 
Krlaoloff was leading on specified pit infraction, eouver .Burrards in a Roe Sage added singles. 
the 31st circuit when he and Motor broke. Western Lacrosse Aeaocl- Pat Ryan and Taki Yohulis 
Larry Dickson ran afoul of Janet Guthrie- Broke her ation game Wedasaday each scored three goals for 
the pacer, a light system right wrist when she fell nighL . • Vancouver, which outshot 
used to keep tho field moving playing in a tennis tour- Nanalmo trailed i4.# in the Nanaimo 59-54. Dave 
around the Indianapoli~ eameat Saturday. Drove third po~led helen ~ Tasker, John Krgovoch, Ran 
Motor Speedway, albeit at it whole race with left hand, to tie 'the score to fores Pindar and Brian Davidson 
cautfon.periodpace, in times strengthening her claim she overtime. • added two goals each. I~oug 
of trouble. ' could whip most of the men Alexander and Km King Hayes and Joe Morello 
"Krisoloff improved his in the field single-handed, each scored three goals for scored singles, 
Anthropological theory tobe  
proven by dug-out canoe 
.. DON,T  THROW. Y .OU.RL  :'*:'~i :!~ 
NON-WINNING T ICKETS AWAY!  . . . . . . .  
They now have a chance to win in the Express Encore 
SEND ONE SET OF THREE,TICKETS SPELLING W.I.N 
TO: EXPRESS ENCORE DRAW 
• -P.O. BOX 300, STATION T 
CALGARY, ALBERTA T2H 2K9 
Sneva had handling 
• (/ woblems for 40 laps'in the 
mlddie of the race. "By the 
time we figured out what 
was wrong and fixed it, it 
was too late," he said. 
Charging back from more 
than A0 seconds behind, 
Sneva dosed to within 8.19 
seconds in the second closest 
finish in lndy history. 
Johncock, who came in 
third, was given a one-lap 
ployed as a teaching 
professional at Fraserview 
and plans on competing in 
the Canadian summer tour 
this year. 
Next week he leaves for 
Ontario where he will be 
playing in the Ontario Open 
and the Canadian Open at 
Glen Abbey. 
Impressive credentials. 
Come and watch golf played 
the way it should be played. 
This is your chance and its 
all FREE compliments of 
the B.C.G.A. Spectators are 
more than welcome. 
W 
! ! 
t 
J 
r i' I 
VANCOUVER (CP) ~ -- 
Gnordla Toe.her's 12.e-metre 
dugout canoe Oreada has 
weathered its first storm ahd 
has headed out into the 
Pacific Ocean on a 3,600- 
kilometre voyage to Hawaii. 
Tocher and his crew of two 
left here May 14 and spent 
the following two weeks on a 
The other crew members 
are navigator Gerhard 
Kiesel, 56, and Karin Lind, 
34, an anthropology teacher. 
Tocher's brother,  Bob, 
said Wednesday the Oreeda 
left Tuesday morning from 
Neah Bay on the olympic 
Peninsula. 
cruise to Seattle and other Tocher, who provided 
ports on the Strait of Juan de. landhased support for the 
Fuca. ~ dugout canoe and crew while 
in Washington State waters, 
Minor 
Baseball 
By TIlE CANADIAN PRESS 
International 
Richmond 6 Toledo 2 
Charleston 4 Rochester 1 
• Pawtucket 6 Syracuse 2 
Columbus 4-11 Tidewater 
1-5 
" American Association 
Indianapolis 7 Wichita 2 
Iowa 4 Omaha 0 
(Second game ppd., wet 
Wounds) 
Springfield 9 Oklahoma 
City 4 
Pacific Coast 
Tacoma 6 Spokane 5
Portland 9 Phoenix 8 
"Albuquerque 7 Tucson 4 
Eastern 
West Haven 5 Reading 2 
Holyoke 5 Waterbury 0 
Bristol at Jersey City, 
ppd,, rain 
said his brother told him th 
crew got seaalck during the/ 
• first storm but the ~ a  
canoe rode it out well. 
The voyage to Oaha is m 
pceted to take f ive week, 
Tocker wants to I~Ve a 
anthropelngicnl t lm~ flu 
north coast Brifildl Columbi 
Indians anfled their wa 
canoes to Hawaii a i  
.proximately 1,400 yanm aM 
a 
diff.erence a 
a price malay. 
See for ' 
' . ~  TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. veG IL l  
635.6571 0r635-4325 Dealer LIcencs ~044A 
' .  . , . 
HOND  Test drive a Hoqda ,tod . 
Gold Rush Fever 
Join in 10 fun,filled ays of GMd Rush festivities. At Kkmdike 
) Days in Ed'monton. Don a Gay Nineties costume. Pan for gold. 
Cheer a hero or Lxx~ avillain at an old.fashioned melodrama, 
Thrill to the midway, thoroughbred racing, street dances, parades 
I ' & casinos. And that's only part ff the fun you'll have at K.Days: 
For/u./~ iaf,,rr~,,,n, ~e:  July 19th to 29th. " 
] Vldtors Bureau Klondike Days--Just one of many things to see and do in I 5068° i03StRet  , 
THB FUN AND OAMSO CtTV __ . ~.~ 
"t 
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Missionairies in Te],:race 
ELDER KEN EYRE AND ELDER TODD JOIINSON 
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF 
LATTER-DAY 
SAINTS 
Terrace is hardly darkest a special family program 
Africa but it does have it's that will bring family 
misslouaries. Elder Km m~nhers dolor together. 
Eyre and Elder Todd It's called family home 
Johnson are missionaries evming and takes Just thirty 
callodbytheChurehofJestm minutes to present. The 
Christ of Latter-Day Saints Church of Jesus Christ of 
(Mormon) to serve in British LaKer-Day Saints feels that 
Columbia nd are currmtly in order to make the world a 
labouring in Terraceº better place, families must 
Elder Johnson has been in be closer and stronger 
Terrace now for about five beeauseit's in the heme that 
!months and really enjoys the correct principles can be 
people and the area, Elder taught and applied. . 
Eyrearrived in Terrace just Anyone interested in 
recently. He has served in. having.a demonstration of
• many areas throughout the family home eveni~ 
Bdtish Columbia and say~ i~ogram in their home or  
that "I think the northern want o know mere aheut he 
'l~rt of B.C. here, is some of Church of Jesus Christ of' 
.the most beautiful eotmtry I Latter Day Saints can reach 
have seen", the Elders at ~5864 or 63,% 
Each are anxious to share 6620. 
Allthe 
HONDAS 
arehexe. 
How I "  Civic Sedan 
Test drive a Hondatoday at, 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 11.8 
635-6571 or 635-4325 
M-ZO1M1)ZA. Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
•:`..~.:.;..`.~`~..~.~.~.:.~.:...~...~:.:~:~:~:~:.:.:~:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::.:~:::::~:!:!:!:i:~:.:!:i:!:i.~!:!:`:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:!:i:!:i:i:i:i:!:i:i:!:!:i:!:!:.:!:!ii!i!~ii!:i:i 
:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:::::.:~:,:~:::~:~:~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~:~:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~~~.~.~.~,~ . . . .   .......... i...................... 
,ATTEND i ..E, I 
THE I HuRT ! 
u I "'s" i 
14830 Straume Ave. Terrac~l OH ROH i " " " " "  I 
, , . . . s  . . . .  OF  , Sunday Masses , 
18:18 a.m. I BIFlrlST ~1o:15 am 
astor Bob Lesyk, 635.4328 B i 11:30 a m. J o , . .e ,  Y O U R  17:30 p.m. ' i
C°:~d rN .°f HTh~llmi:: II e 
9i~5 am Bible Teaching 
Sunday Schbol 
11:00 a.m Morning Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Weds. 8.00 Home Bible 
Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
LJplands" 
Car. Sparks & Keith 
Pastor Paul Mohninger 
Office 635.2407 
Home 635.$309 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m 
Morning Worship 11:0C 
a,m.  
KNOX OHUROH 
UNITED OF 
, GOD 
OHUROH. 3341 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 638-1561 
Minister Rev. Rev. R.L. White 
Dave Martyn Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
, * Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 
Sunday School a.m. 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.rn Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Under 12 - 11:00 a.m. Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. o.m. 
OHOIOE 
THIS 
SUNDAY 
CHRIST 
LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 
MENNONITE. 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 63S.3015 
Pastor Dwa~,ne Barkman 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship 
Service 
Car. Sparks St. 
" P' 'k AV'0 m ST  . MATTHEW'S  
Rev RoltHosterud ANGLICAN 
635-5882 ". 
~rolng Serv,ce11:.am CHURCH 
Church School 9:45 a.m. 4726 Lazelle Ave. 
Sunday School, Con- 635-9019 
flrmatlon Sunday Services: 
Youth and Adult Classes ~:30a.m. Informal Service 
Church School & Adult 
" Discussion ' 
11:00 a.m. Holy Com- 
"~m~' Bunion for the family 
Rev. Lance Stephens - 635 
5855 
~ ~  Rev. Stephen InDUe - 635. 
2416 
,** ~:30 a.m. Chrletlin 
CHRISTIAN 
REFORHEB 
OHURCN, 
Education Hour 
11:00 ll.m. Family Worship 
Service 
t:30 p.m. Evongllstlc 
salvatloe Meeting 
Tues. Night 
F:30 p.m. Bible Study & 
Prayer MINding 
Wednesday 
7:30 p~m. Ladles Home 
League Fellowship 
Saturday 
7:30 p:m. Youth Group 
(:hrlstlan Counselling 
Emergency Welfare 
Spiritual Resources 
635.5446 or 635-2626 
Sparks St. & 
Striume Ave. 
Rev. S, Van Daeien 
Sunday School • Terrace 1( 
a,m. 
Sunday School • Remo 1:00 
p.m. 
11:00 a.m. Worship Servlc( 
S:00 p.m. Worship Service 
HARDWARE STORES 
GORGON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
E T.V. GUID 
All hstlngs subject to change without notice. 
immmimmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm=mmmmmmmmmmmnnmmm~ 
Fdday, june 2 
5 ~ ;45 
6]i 
~l l  KING 
(NBC) 
Newlywed 
,Game 
* News 
News 
, News" 
I News 
• News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
Squares 
8 cP° I Sharkey Chlco and 
145 the Man - '~  Rockford 
Files 
Rockford 
Files 
11 ~ l_~:w: I 
Saturday, June3 
n i m :15 &Nllwits 
J L  U ::~ S~P~nt~nels - 
l l i! 
1 
2 ~'~ ._..._.~= 
4 ~45 
Baseball 
Pre.Game 
Malor 
League 
Baseball 
Cont. 
Maior League 
Baseball 
Baseball 
This Week 
In Basebali . 
World of 
Survival 
Saturday 
Movie ==~= 
Class of 
'63 
James Brolln 
Joan Hackeff 
Young People's 
Special 
,5 p.m. - midnight 
3 CFTK 
(CBC) 
Flinstones 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Celebrity 
Concert 
Celebrity 
Concert 
Robln's 
Nest 
Summer 
Variety 
Rich Man, " 
Pobr Man 
Rich Man 
Poor MAn 
The 
National 
Night 
Final 
Thriller 
A Killer 
with Two 
Faces 
BCTV 
(CW) 
Emer§~,ncy 
Emergency 
Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
Honest 
Al's 
Julle 
Julle 
Woman J 
Wonder 
Woman 
iB iama~mmimi im~ml  
Rockford 
Files 
Rockford 
Files 
Quincy 
Quincy 
Quincy 
Qu:ncy 
CTV 
News 
News 
Hour 
Late 
Show 
The Busy 
KCTS 
(PeS) 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Marble 
Over 
Easy 
Lehrer ! 
CrockeH's 
Garden 
Washlnglon 
Week 
Wall Street 
Week 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Our Mutual 
Friend i 
m ~  
World 
World 
World 
Dick 
Coveff 
World 
War I 
Off 
Body ==wmmm.~m--  
10 a.m. - § p.m. 
Saturday 
Morning 
QUlz 
Kids ~ m m m l  
V.I.P. 
V.I.P. 
Beyond 
Reason 
Track and 
Field 
Track 
and Field 
Track and 
• Field 
Track and' 
Field 
Cdn. Ladles 
Golf 
Cdn. Ladles 
Golf _ 
Cdn.' Ladles 
Golf 
Cdn. Ladles 
Golf 
~ m  
Con@. 
Cont. , 
Cont. 
m m m  
George 
George 
Kldstuff 
Ktdstuff 
Kldstuff 
Kldstuff 
Kidstuff 
Red 
Fisher 
That's 
Hollywood 
Spot 
Discover 
Discover 
Garden 
The War 
Years 
All Star 
Wrestling , 
All Star 
Wrestling 
m a i m = m e =  
Wide World 
of -Sports 
Vide World 
Cont. * of Sports .~ --.---- 
~ m  
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
Human 
Sexuality 
Human 
Sexuality 
Culture of 
Anc. Egypt 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cons. Survival 
French 
Chef 
Crockefl's 
Garden 
Daniel 
Foster, M.D. 
Magic of 
Oil Painting 
Book 
Beat 
Line 
|mmminmmmmmmi immmmmm| 
jst Arrived ! 
Iroquet :: 
Sets i 
| $38.,98'  
s..51.se i 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmg  . 
6arden and Anderson Ltd. 
Store*Hours: L 
Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-5:3Op,.m. AR(;FX 
I:riday 9a.m.:9p.m, V/SA OLOSED MONDAY 
t 
.-.'- - . ' . .  :.':.L 
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• the  l ib  New Provincia! ......... " .............. .................................. . . . . . . . . .  New bookS  a t  ra ry  
Park  pr  g am • 0 r by Michael Collins Manipulation of American today's Chifia, this book ,s for those who reveal the 
Your public l ibrary  is Life, by Frank Mankiewicz • indispenslble, mdihgs of 'mysteries,., 
The Provincial  Parks  and Parkin plans to be ex- continually receiving new andJoelSwerdlow, Hereis a Murder Ink: The Mystery 
Branch announced in tensively involved in nor- books. Some of the latest startling book which will Reader's'Companion. All 
Smithers today the ap- thwestern  communi t ies  includes: show you how opinions, are you mystery readers must Don't blame the world, but 
pointment of a Regional throughout the year. In Search of Your Roots: ~ha'ped by j t s t  a few large take ~ IQok at this one. Full better K. How? Just by 
Interpretat ion and In- Six Interpretat ion and A guide for Canadians broadcasting corporations, of anecdotes, quizzes, bettering yourself at every 
formation Officer. Informat ion Officers will seeking their ancestors, by Everything you eat and strange facts (and fancies), moment. 
Tom Parkin, a naturalist soon be working in the park Angus Baxter. Here is the wear, what you believe to be.  this volume even includes a 
with experience in the Regions throughout the most complete book ever true or false, what you like section on fit punishments 
National and Provincial  province. They will be published forCanadianswho and dislike are all greatly L 
Parks of Western Canada, communicating the out.of- 
willbe initiati a number of doors to the ubl" " • wish to search for their affected by television Here ' p ic m many ~.to~-o ~,~ - . .  . . . .  h . ,  , . .  ~.~,.,h., . . , . ,~..,= ..... ,~ ~*****************************  
n~w programs,  ways  - De I t  me wor lo  o! - -" 
" In  keeping with the nature, local history, outdoor YO~u~n;twh~%d:Sy:unttrth~ under.stand how. _ .~ ~ ~ : 
Branchs desire to create recreation skills ~or simply a~-,- r~'~rds from civil MaosChina: AHistoryof .¢ I ~ I I "%. ,~ ,aama,F~P .~ 
public awaren'ess and ap- information about the next ,':a'~,"t,ofl'=~ , hm,~hea wills the People's Republic, by .~ I W=- I • A ~ ~-,~ In l :Rml : ,  
preciahon of our parks, the campground . . . . . .  :,~,a~l o,oi~fi,~ or MaurlceMmsner. Thedeath .l~ [ • . [ ~ '~ [ r ] jim . , , , , ,~  . 
Naturalist Program will be , chives and llbraries Baxter of Mao Tse Tung .. ~ • ~ ~I~ ~ FA~I I~ .if 
expanded to include the Parkin believes that there ! .^ ,~ . , . ,  ,h.  ^a~'~" . .0 ; .=,  marked the end of an era in .~ ~,  " .~ 
Smithers area this sum- is a tremendous potentisl for : n'~,~;'~'°~,,"'~',,:"~M~;:s~'~'~,: the history of China. This ~ [ ~ 'N ,  I-] ' ic]c]~n .~mpwhpr~ ~ thp  
mer," Parkin reported, schoo l  env i ronmenta l  .',:".~."~re'v~r,,".r'~at'gu~i~t,'~ book spans Mao's life'from .K I • M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .I~ 
"The regular program will education programs and ', :l~n'va fan t~ ~nd ~ut workingina library, th rash  ~ [ ~ l~ na~ " the  enter tahmlent  ~* • " " n . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  who . ,, r " "~ ~ I/1 I, be continuing at Lakelse looks forwardto fmte~mg a ~ . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  .the arduous • Long Ma cn _ ~ .~ 
Lake Park near Terrace, understanding of these vital ~ : " In  "S'earc~ ° o"f"Ancient to find t r iumph of his .~ ~ '~ '  sect ion  m'e  two Ten'ace ; 
and there will be a new preserves and recreat ion i Astr0nomies ediied b~, Dr  peasant'S re~,omtion aria -k I ~ .l~ 
Naturalist at Maclure Lake areas, i E C Krupp',This book w~ establishment of a com.  .l~ I r phone num~rs 
Park near Smithers, Both People wishing in- i . _ , , :~ .  ~^. ,~,, . . . . . . .  ~ ~.o munist regime, The con- ~ I ~  . . . . . .  " , . 
these, people will be '  con- formation or assistance are Theatre until the ena of June. ~ '~,~:~ "~" :~r~:un~i  castration is on the last .~ ~ "  F ind them, ana It one is yours yoa ve 
duchng znteres t ing  requested to write of phone ~ . , , . . . .  h mnn.m~n~a n~ twenty hve years and .g I l~  ~ .' ' . . . . . . . . .  .l~ 
• . . , . .  . . . . . . .  ~.,,.  t,.,,.., ~,. ,r^m pm.kln In- • i m - " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,':" anyone wantin~ to aet a at I L r ' icg up your t ickets at me ~era lo  .~ . - vs - - - . -  - - - s . -~  --~,- " " "  " . . . . . . . . . .  ' e the ramlas ~ • ° ° -- • 
canoeing instruction to terpretationamilnformation Dealln  v l c [ lm .~ :~,~ ' ,~ . ,py . ,  t~,~ historical  perspective or "K ~ offgce, 3212 Kalum St. 
edible plant walks." Officer, P rov inc ia l  Parks  ~:7  ~ote': ,ast'"~)u"ran~-estors ' 
The branch wishes to Branch, Box 970, Smith .s ,  ] 1 • . . . . .  _~_'_- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  ' . . . .  ~ I 
encourage greater  public BC. V0J 2N0 (Phone: 847. ~ 1 ~ | ' ~ | ~  ~l~nem~anm~tr~e~P~anmd " ~ . . . .  O'~L~-e'~'(O- [
involvement with local parks 4411,1oca1258). . .g~.~t .~ J .~. t~.~k.~ . . Ibis boo~ points out thet The (~'~-----~ ~4~'~] 
. _ ' • _ • numerom clues we have o ' . ~ _ . , . -~.~.  ~ .  ~ ,  
~J__~= . . . . .  ~ . . . .  11_1 VANCOUVER (CP) --  Sheffield, 43, was She supp(~e that they possessed . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ f ~ -  : " . . ~ [  
/4k l l l l l l l l I I l r l  ~ l r I I I i l l f l  When Larry Sheffield wakes v ic t imeofa Jan .  28beating a good deal of astronomical " ~ ~ , ~ :; '~ I ~ i ,  II 
. - - .v . .~  ,~- - . . .~ .~. . . . . .  , , . . . . , , . . -~ =,,,.....~.=. "'- in the mornin- nurses . . . . . . . . .  " " -  ~"  ~ - • - - - -  "" j . .  up ,x, in an ~:ast ~:na roommg imow~eege. /~a ,  ~ " r /~- ,  ~ ,mo .... I ~ .~~.4 .nP l~ I I 
• . - .  , I  ! • u ' have to dress and feedh'.mL house. . ' ' Eerdmam's Handbook to • i m~j~: :~ ~,~u [ tU~l l ,~ . , [ [  
h n  h n - I - ' f ~ n  h l l m ~ ' h  Then hehis  wheeled toa  Franc0isQuesnel, 2~, was the story of Christianity. No ; " ~ :.~ ! ~  ~ [  . 
J~q~ J [ , . ]P~l l~ J . [ I .  ~ . L )  I I L l~ J i  lounge area where he spends sentenced to 4 1-2 years for matter what your religious [ ~  . [ 
o meat of his day gating about wounding. His brother, persuasion this book will [ Modem. S slo,e¥, tirol class molor hole| Good iecmloe - i "~k horn [ ~ : 
LONDON. Ont (CP) - -  I~r Jn l lv  _cm|d a l l  omml~ vacant ly .  The rout ine  is  Vincent.  20, rece ived  four prov ide you with a I ~ .  g,'~h'~y"~md'St~ml~ Park n~a, downtown. ~oppln9 with n 2 I 
Babies who" are goin~ to be see-kin'~-~ b" 'ab~"t~ou'~h broken only by meals,  yearsforwhatthejudgesaid fascinating account of the , [  blo~ks'125%m~:fl'vel~appointed~r-cond~io~'dmom$.'=udio~ ' [ 
put up for adoption sh'ould be adoptio~ shou ldbe  ab le~ m.edicaflon, and,vlsits from was an unmerciful.beating. 2000yearhistoryofoneofthe [ unlfs and s~les - e~:h wilh pri~.~e b~h. ,oo~f ,~W~dpho~-M~,~t~ • I " 
adonted by their new n~rents o~t~ wh~thor p ia ~ ~ hlaok mines  ana remtives. The brothers are from st, world's greatest  cultural  [ Hoom an e,t.o,ne~. ~nop. ~t~nge ~..n emt,~mnm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  | 
hero're bir'lh, a Britishr-child or" whit 'e-  Ho-we-ve'r."~h"e "I don't believe he know s Albert, Ont., 40 kUometres achievements. Many mlour [ ,~©ms, ~n ~.m ,oo~.a  ~.  ~ 'm~:  [ 
soecialist said Wednesday tendenev ' to  match" the who he is," says Virginia southeast of Ottawa, art  reproduct ions and [ • i 
"Dr. Hugh Jolly told "a backgrot~nd of the the baby Austin, his s~tm'. "He d.oes AS_KED. FOR FIGHT . . . .  photographs highlight the " [ 1755 ~ street, vancouv, V6G IW5. IM~me: 604-1~-Ilkll collect | 
conference at the Children's with the background of the react o me-x  can mage nun Vincent saia ~eme!a  na¢l volume. ~ wel~ o4.sz tat ] 
Psychiatr ic  Research In- adontin~ - - rents  is nm- laugh--but he's completely called him a frog and invited Remote Control: [ • 
st i~te that when a pregnant sms~e_ ~ ~-- senseless." him to fight. " Televislon ' and ,the 
woman indicates he intmds , . , . . ' 
to put her infant up for . . '  Mothering i ,mt .ac t , ,ua l ly . ,  ~ • _ .---_ __ . _~ _ - -  ~.~.._ ~ ___= J - - -~  
adnnt|nn ~fie ndnnf tnn  t~e DlOOe relauonsnip, he J " -  . . . . .  - ~  " '~  ~,. . . . . . . . .  . . ' - 
ag'en~cy"shoul'ci con~ae'~'th'e" said. "Mo~er  is ~e  one .. " . . . [1~---~,-------~ j ,  . . . . . . . .  o~--- , ,  # ' - - -a |  
adopting couple and say' person eapame ot momering I - ' : ' ' • • - " " "  
" "  . , ,  ~'  the abiH~, to - i re  ,,ourself 24 • ' " [r PROBABLY  THE BEST  ~J  
'Tveoot  oood news for ,,~," that child anP mothering is I " " ' , . . . .  
you re pregnant. -= ~ : . ' . " 
"They ( the.  adopting hours, a dayto your c.lfil, d, and I . 0 ' 0 __ . : ~L ~, ~ J~ '  ' I  ~v ,~r .m.  ~,.,.,, ~]  
couple) are then faced with a not eemano a rewaro~ | ~ ~ A  mm ~ ,  ~ II" ~ ~ ~l~ l ' l l f~ l~ '~ , 1l! 
pregnancy la.sting.perhaps Dr. Jolly said moth~s who ~ 11  ~ ~l  ~ ~ ~ • U * ~ J~[b~l J~ J~J~qJ~ ILl 
sm.monms, ne s a m . .  - " - s ta"  home with their ~ mm m~ mm mm mm mm mm mm n mwm~.- -  ~w u , = ~ L ~ ~  .~ 
i~sltionm°D~'e~'~°~Yt]~l~;~L~t~'" of goh " through the workm°nthSfor f~butfinancialarethe fofi[~l' Sl~reasons ,l~ " , ,~  ~. . .~~lM nl i m I l  I l . ~ ~ l ~  [ ]  ~ ' ~,,11" " - - -ACH;1RBRO/LEDSTEAKS_  " - A - - - -  " " ' " "11t ~ '  
of a . .  k ind . .o f  should be subsidized by the | .' ' ~  I I  . - -  " ' r - -  
mmcarrmge, ]us~ as~ she state, which ~ said would be I " ' ~ "  '" • II. , , ~ , ~  ~v ~, .~a, ,  ~ , , ,  , 'It 
was the real mother, since ~.~, . . f f  in the ion~ run | • . ' . " IP ~P 'g~,# ~ ~ , , .  , 
she could still lose the baby ff . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ] "  , L . ] l '  " [I 
the natural mother decided ' s " " " " ~ " [] I I  • ~ • • ,11 
to.keep it . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  It • I! ' ' " ' '= ' " " : :  ' "  " I~ • ".'=-" " I ~  65.q -~58I .  d~ 
He said there has been too . . . . . . . . .  t i i~ JJ , , . . ' - -  ' . . 
much emph~is onmaldng • " • II ~ 'II ' "'" ~r " I~r ' i~Tdg~I~I~ATI IRE  ~ 
sure the baby is perfect I ,^  . . I I I  ",ll ' " . . . . . .  I I Av j~, j [q~t~w . . . . .  " ' II 
before allowing it to be I I ~ ; ~  ~0441 II II I I~  -=-  , " '  " " " . "  [L " J) 
adopted. , i • v ~ 1  1[ ~ [ [  ~ - II II ~ C.har -Bro i ledSteak $3.39 
PARENTS DO NOT ASK • ' r " 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . ,, I I  It ~' ,k .~ ~ ~/ . '~  . II ~ ' CHOICE OF SALADS and 
parents do not ask to have a ' " " . . . . .  for defects / q ~ l ~ . . .  i tL .JJ I I  ~ ~  . ~ ~  l i .~  D~SS,NOS. ~gL,C TOAST 11 
I~ fox~t imyd~i~tore~rR.  / ,,,,... l II "II A l l .  11 [ K ing-S ize Steak D inner  SIL l?  ~J 
WN OUW 'S / 1 IL II f.ql   rlllmn  II r Te...,o,. s,., ' . . .  
BEST HOTEL VALUE. .  | ~ . - . ~ Z i ~  l it', ~ ,~,~ 624-2621or  624-3359 11 ~., . f f t " l l  q [~ l l ' l i J b  I I~t~ .. I I  _ . it 
. ~ l ~ ~ " ~ l , , l l  .o . ,v . .  ' ,,, ..... ..,,~,.,', I I  II I£1JL "qk , - l l l lV l l l~  II l~ l l  I I I I  Steak&Shrimp~.ornoo $4.99 ' II 
" ': ' ' "  II M i l l "  Jumbo ShrinlpDinner ' $3.,9 
: r zmo &¢OLO~ TV~: I~ i  [ ~" 'q1~l~ ~ ' - Y "~."~2_4~ qmm ..,~"Y_.~~" X I I  " .' ' II 
NA IN f " ~ t  ~ ~ [ p  ( oe'.~" . Chopped Beef  Droner  $1,79 
• ~u . ~,  ~ / , . , . , , - .~ , , . . . , /  ~ "' "" ' - .  ,"=11 Ir ~,,~.~" . II II II 
~o~ ' " " ' ' ' RE TA  " u. ' ~' • , . , , , . .~ , .o .  ~ / / [ I I&  UDm # e  J J  I I s URANT II IT', The Mikeburger  $1 .$9  11 
I If If i C r~oM You~ow..0A, co.~ /~,,, __ . ~II~E ~_._...)," ~r ~- - - - -~r  ;~ -J[ 
S INGLES ' .F rbm $2~ / c - J " ° " l  [L U ~ l ~ l ~ l  ~J fl lO a.m. to 1 a .m.  Monday - Saturday • I I  . , 
. . , e n v i m m  ~ ~-  1, a .m.  to  10 p .m.  Sonday  , ~ ' . . ' i 
• , ; . .o~. .o ,o , . . . .0 . , .oo .  I I t  s time to call your I I I  .. . I I  fl" ' . I I  I . ~ I 
r . . : • . Welcome Wagon hostess I ~ ' " "~,..~~. I'. ', ~. THEPLACEFOR ~ II PHONE 636-6111 it i I 
1~SROIISO~ST. 6M-1411 [Lo is  Mohn inger -635-5309 II PRIVATe:  PART I I=q ' II II 4642 Lazelle West of OFTK [[ I 31~., . . ,  I ~ ~ !  I 
VaN 'B.C. TELEX 04507715 L , • 11 h~-b~i,=%~' . . . . . . . . .  8 I1==~' - - - - - '~==~.  ~- - -~ ' - - - - - '~- - - - '~=~ t~ I , _~ i  l i I l  ~ I 
PHQN£ COLLECT X wn. .~v  . . .~ ,  ' • ' I ~ ,~r~w ~ I 
I1. CATERING II ~i i~. . - - - . - . - - .  I ' : ' ~ I 
• *****************************  II DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE II r~ ' - - - - " -~"  . . . . .  -~1 [ ~ l~ee~l~akespearean  ~{u.m " I 
• " • • • " I cnnnmnn ,uu l  I I : HECTORS. =naMAL D IN ING 
~'~ ~ ~L INTERNATIONAL CUIS INE  ' " ~ E ~  UUl I IWI I IU I I  11111 ~i I . v ,=  I 
4( ~,,~[~-,, ' . .,, ,.. MON-SAT.  5 PM.  1! PM - , d~ II "~5~ " - II I ' Mon.Thur-Ba,m,-12n,m, I 
: 4720 LAKELSE AVE.  PHONE .s.s,,.~ ~, II ,, ,: II ~ ~  J l  I ' ~. . . , . , .h . . ,o  Z I 
..~ I I  mI_ - - __ -  I 'm ' l  ~ I l I  ' , i i  m [ Located on lhe west side , ~  I r l l  ~a l  I~Ui I Ih  I t i l l I I I i  I 
• . ~- , ' ' . ' , '~TTrT '~Tr '~  ~ rt~ c~ "~ 1t/l" • -k I I  ~ ~I J~"~l l~ l  I I  I1" I ofTerrace, one and a half II I ' I 
.~'~HI  I W I I~11 T /-Ik I l'~' .~. .1¥1,  "~ U, . - . . ,P I I  . ,I ~S'~h-a -Ma~i l  II I ' ~. . . . . .  Reservations I 
' IK II%J ' J ' J 'V  • • ~ " ~ . . . . . .  ~ ~ I I 1 1  / /  • • ~ ~ I I  [ '  Heated  i ndoor  pool, I I  I . [L .U31"U . . . . . . .  I 
. . . . : . ,  • I1- qO2g ILOKOi le  AY4Hl i l l iO  I i  II. i "~'.;.-.;;;.~-w-, .JJ I 236 0 iTY  0TR.  SUN. §az -a§au  i 
• The Turmn Po,nt • .,.,o,....,~ , 
• K ' "k w I I .-. ~ ~I  c~mne J "II 
.. y ii ,,, , hAAf & bot t le  .~ Holl wood Dlvd, . 
'411. ' ' ~ I I  | PRINCE . ~ " ~ ~  I I  ~1  W" ] [ V I ~ ~ . . . .  I ~ 
.~ , • nupem a 
, JUNE "/.10 The Boys m Oompany 0 ~,  [L 1"  , ~ J ~ uresents  
• I ' ] . L  ;C ;  ~ - FRIDAY SHOPPERS SPEOIAL _ _  . . . ~ , . - -  
"The Sea Gy . Bev.raoe 
JUNE. 3 . , . , 
~. The Sea 6ypsies . ;  U . . , . . .  I . ." . , . .  
. . , , . , , .w . J !  
~.  H,gh Anx,oly . ' : I  ' ' 
~ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ ~ _ . _ _ _ ~ _ _ . ~ ~  • -x.~ro~ -~ ~ ~ , ~  .~-~.~ . ~ ~  
 asi   ki  
[ 
Ikffiffi~ 
I 
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: :: : ImcCOLL  " :. 
REAl :  ESTwIE 'SERVICI~S '~. 
A.J. McCaLL (Notary :Public) 
."  : 635.6,131-"'.'"-"..."' 
3239-A I (ALUM STREF~T 
' I  
LAKELSE LAKE RECREATIONAL COTTAGES 
2 storey A-Frame on west 
shore of Lakelse Lake. 2 bedroom cabin with god 
Gravity water "system. road access.on W shore ( 
Propane stove and l ight, lake.. Propane stove, frld~ 
Separate bath house. Dock ,and Ilght~. Heat•late 
and smaller cabin.. Ap. fireplace. Storag 
proximately •110'x400'. 
Yours for $19000. 
[ 
I 
ROSSWOOD ACREAGE: 
10V~ acre parcel of land on Bowlby Rd. at Rosswood. 
Complete with unfurnished 8'x40' Pathfinder Trailer. 
Small clearln~ and driveways. Asking "price ()f $10,500. 
buildings. 
Cabln furnishings Included. 
families. Like the husband's 
study that can double as 
a guest room, designer 
- Oooooooooooooooooe e 
! oouo ,, 
O ~ ~ I~"~, REALTY ~ ~  • 
DAVE SERRY 
A Living Room that Keeps .Bials or conduetlng casual The secret to efficient : .2.4426 
corporate meetings. And housekeel~ing ls m getting 
f,! : OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS.A$SOCIATE DEALERS : Of ce Hours as Well KayLyns" velvet-cushioned maximum usage out of 
desk chair lets madame everything around the KITIMAT 
A ~ o,nan's place, may a corner between awall of feel quite at home while house - and that goes for • The Performers 
well be in the home - but curios and a panel of ceil- at the "office." many objects you'd nor- - " 
only if the he:no offers her lag-to-floor draperies. The Finally, don't n.eglect the •ally pitch out, like worn- • 
~P 
aplace~.vhere'shecan grandmotherclockis the personaltooches. Nothing down-to-a-sliver soap or : HOM?FORSA:E  : 
effectively carry on her.di- best example of a piece is worse than an office,- at worn-out socks. 
verse activities. So it is, that plays a dual role: as a home or away - thats too A thin piece of soap ca:l 9 
.with so many WOlfien st~lrt- beautiful and decorative businesslike or a living he an aid when sewing, for O J.43 = Doublowldo IlobIIo Homo 
ing their own businesses addition to a living room room with no sign of its example. Ybu can use it to . ,  
or iust workfng at home, and a functional timepiece, family. So, with a fresh eoat mark hemlines and darts, • 4 t - S ing le  Family w/basement 
thai: an office-in-the-home, keeping a lady apprised of of paint, a few personal without worrying ah,,ut O Pe.rel \ 
has become a very viable her vahablehours, effects and just the right tell-tale markings-wash- • 27 Finch-11/2 Storey Revenue @ 
concept. Seating space is essential furniture, anyone can ex- irig the fabric removes the 
With currently inflated "to both the room's social pand herliving space with- soap without a trace. And •,, "/6 Darlson - Large  Prostugc-- Homo •l 
i~  prices, the l~rospect ofadd- and business purposes. Ms. out exhausting, her budget a great way to rise old socks 
ing another oom is often Meadows chose two Kay- and, when its all done, is to slip shnes inside thenl ~ J-20 - 2 Bedroom Iobil! Home b 
Heat• out of the question, and the Lyn loveseats to face "each havethat,sananelegantequallyliving room when travelinlt,. 
alternative - redesigning ether'across a chrome-and- "elegant • Q 38-863 - Lahakas  Oarp0t0d O0nd0, 
Sun porch, an alrBady existing room glass coffee table. It's a office ' -  both just fight for Aeousti'cal tile for a new 
to make it serve two rune- comfortable corner, equal- a busy Ms. " family room wil! help con- 
tions - is beginning to ly right for entertaining trol noise. 
'make' more sense to more guests with evening cur- . • 
• Unit 8 
: 96 Stikinc ; 3 Bedroom Bungalow :..- 
20 Finch Street- Single Unit 
: Skyliner. Tremendo:a potential : 
23 Heron Street- Registered Duplex • 
E 
; .; ~'~"'y* ~ ~¢" .S:" " ~..~: ~~o; )  .... 
I ~ " ~'" 
CENTRAL STARTER:, 
This cozy-well kept 2 
bedroom home Is wlth!n 
walking distance of 
community center. 
Reasonably priced at 
S28,000. Good starter. 
MERKLEY ROAD 
BEAUTIFULLY LAND- 
SCAPED: Drive by this 
mobile home on Thornhlll 
Rd. near golf course and let 
your eyes tell you about 
this lovely lot. Then come 
In end talk. 
FORECLOSURE 
Very nice 100'x25~ lot off Merkley Road. Complete 
with small furnished trailer and 14)(26 garage. Low; 
low price of $14,500. 
Sharon Meadows feels a 
living room can do double 
duty as a lady's office. It's 
easy, economical - and 
egalitarianl (After all, not 
every houseb~und execu- 
tive wants to work at the 
kitchen table.) 
In her decorating scheme,' 
Ms. Meadows used Fin- 
ishing Touch's spacious 
curved-leg desk as a focal 
point. From the Charter 
collection, its rich look of 
olive ash burl with leathery 
• inserts and intrieatdy fash- 
ioned hardware makes it a 
conversation piece in the 
living room, as well as a 
joy to work at. Offsetting " 
the desk's horizontal lines, 
the designer chose the tall, 
slender form of Ridgeway's 
"Chateau" floor dock to fill 
|ll•l•i•llllIl•lIIIIlii•lIIl•llllllliilll•••i 
I 
I 
• 4823 TUCK AVENUE 
• 1000 square feet of living 
• space including 2 bedrooms 
on the main floor, also a 
• large kltchen with dining 
• area. The home.has a fully 
• finished basement with a 
• 3rd bedroom. Complete 
MLS 2957 
An appealing 4 bedroom 
home on McCennell Ave. in 
the Horseshoe. The 
property is completely 
fenced and landscaped. 
Natural gas heating, 
carport and full basement 
-~ :L- ,;' 
to consult or not 
to consult 
When the llousewife 
• makes up her mind to ~:e-' 
• decorate, she is ofte:i faced 
• with the big question: 
: should I get a professional 
• decorator to do t!ae job or 
: should I do .it all myself? 
The answer depends on 
i :  the kind of person she is. 
i :  Many women are unsure 
• with large rec-room with with a second bathroom, off Q0eensway, , a l m o s ~ T :  about color schemes and 
• flreplac~ and laundry. An Priced at $52,500. ~ l a c r e ,  treedwith privacy, feel they "lack imagination. 
excellent value at $51,500, three bedroomtrailer wlthB Such a housewife would 
[] ask about MLS 2903. " , 12x25' addition and two• 
~i!  ~" more bedrooms, large:  definitely profit from con- 
sunporch, greenhouse, su]tingan interior decora- 
beautifully landscaped. I tor. Other women have 
VIEW:  B~" Ap i very definite ideas al~ot:t 
POINTMENT Price - i  how they want their home 
GAIR AVE. EXEC $27,500. • . • to look and, don't want 
I RESIDENCE ~ ' : :  ' ' ••  some(me else s tasti~s "im- 
i ~ ~ . ~  A large home In a quiet . . . . .  
nelghbourhood on a nicely : :~':)~:~:'~>: , • posed" on them. Mosf of ns 
I BRINGYOUR CHICKENS" treed lot, complete with ' : ]lowever, are somewhere 
• 1o sea this one. Besides the workshop and garage. The ~ ; ~ _ 1  in between.., with a pretty 
i • hen house there s a double split level main floor has ~ ~ :  good :ration of tile kiud o| 
• ]]garage,' a 3 bedroom full 1344 sq. ft. of living space atmosphere we want in onr 
l basement family home. with four bedrooms, a ~*r ,~: : i~~i~l l  homes and an al)l)rt'ciation 
• Total electric convenience- sundeck at the rear of the TWO BEDROOMS, 2.07• of the expert advice that a 
Iwe l l  insulated• Extra " 
El laundry and utility room on house and a rock flrepla.ce ACRES, NEW HOME wlthil  decorater can offer. 
main level. All on over 2 in the living room. some finishing to be done. • Aettially, a good decora- Th.e basement Is fully 
• acres of cleared land. finished and the pr.operty 
• INCLUDES WELL AT has an appeallng rock-face 
• $47,500, fencealong the front. --~ . ~ .. . . 
• ~ 
I m i! ....... ' 
• 4626 WEBER STREET - 3 
bedroom home, natural gas 
heat, fireplace, carport 
• with workshop private 
[] '.~ersatlle back yard, 
i assume 1st mortage with 
minimum down payment 
and PRICED TD SELL AT 
[] $27,~00. 
~ 6.22 ACRES WOODLAND DRIVE - Natural setting 
established trees, ap- 
• proximately 345 Ft. 
• frontage by 820 fe~ deep. 
• PRICED AT $20,000. 
Ask for Ecl. 852. Full 
price only $69,800. 
Joint drilled well, drywall 
and textured ceiling, full 
eight foot basement. 
ASKING PRICE $32,000. 
MLS 298 2504 
very solidly built 1,400 sq. 
ft. with same amount on 
basement. 3 bedrooms on 
each floor. Actually a 
duplex with separate 
meters. Ample carpet 
throughout and an at- 
tractive fireplace has just 
been added to the main 
floor. Topvalue for $49,000. 
i 
Lot on McConnell Ave. 
60x122' water sewer, 
$10,000 one. of the' few 
remaining ones In this 
area. old home site for $25,000.~ • 
l l  
offers on this well built•]]]] 
duplex. ' Two bedrooms• 
with kitchens, living rooms m 
and bathrooms. Concrete: 
rlngwall, drilled well, new•]]]] 
septic tank, some aP. i  
A.B. Le Page Limited Coast 1~ Coast Real Estate Service • 
tar never iinposes his or' 
]ler taste (in the homeown- 
e r -  rather, the decorator's 
job is to translate your 
tastes'ahd life style into an 
attractive, cumh)r'tahle, and 
practical setting for you 
and your •.emily. 
Many women who would 
love to ~:se the services of 
a decorat0r, hesitate to do 
so hecanse of the cost, If 
you're on a hudget, why 
not cheek into the decorat- 
ing services offered by the 
large stores in your town? 
Many of these stores have " 
a trained consultant on 
pllconces Included. Good• staff to advise yoil on 
revenue properly In central: decorating prohlems 'at no 
location In Thornhlll. • charge. 
" 1 ' • If ynur budget allow,~ 20 acres lust off Krummi  
Rd. 2 miles up from the o ld i  for an independent deco- 
Skeena River Bridge. An i  rator, ask to sac sa,np]es or 
illustrations of his or her 
work', hefore making a 
/ commihnenlt. ~%hen you 
find a decorator whose 
work pleases you. he frank 
regarding your finances, 
your needs, and your ' 
wishes, 
llappy decoratlngl 
,~ ~ ~.,:,~ ,~<~ ~,¢.~s~ ~.,~.,:,4~..~ 
• fantaetio valu. • 
• . - • 
DOUGLASCHmNEL"PERFORMS" 
• LOT SALES-- DEVELOPMENT • 
• CANADA WIDE REFERRAL SERVICE 
• .o.tc OE,OWCE ! 
w a.d w 
: ASSISTANCE ; 
,m Don't Fool Around With Half A Service • 
; ' wT: ~r:OHA rFU~:~ er~ o~a./Eotf:ts: ,0o nlt~ly 
• CANWESELLYOURS?--JUSTTRYUS • 
gPoooooooooo4ooooooO 
(;etting .money' is like 
digging x~;ith a needh'; 
spendil~ it is like w;iter 
soaking into sand, 
Japanese Pnwerl) 
lS88--The Genera l  
/membly of Massachusetts 
banished Thomas 'Gold, 
William Turner and John" 
Farnum to ~ewilderness for 
being Baptm~. 
Park Avenue Realty Ltd. 635-4971 
e l i  PUK _nEHK, TeaR•, B.C. yes 1... 
property Inveslmenl? hock yard with concrete 
Consider purchase of a 
three, bedroOm 12'x60' 
mobile home with attached 
40' addition. Established 
on.let with Water & sewer 
tank in Copperside 
District. Priced to sell in 
low twenties. Sale includes 
patio. Very well kept 3 
bedroom, full basemdnt 
home. Features fireplace, 
built.in dishwasher, on. 
suite plumbing, large rec 
room with bar, plus many 
more extras. Located on 
bench Just blocks away 
from school. Asking 
556,000. Call Christel or 
Horst. 
Centrally located this two 
bedroom home offers the 
small family comfort and 
convenience." The 
Iivingroom Is accented 
with a brick fireplace and 
bay window. An attached 
garage with enclosed 
storage and landscaped 
grounds make this a must 
to view. Call Kelly Squires 
635-7616 for your ap- 
pointment to view. Asking 
536,000. t 
Looking for a home with 
'four bedrooms, fireplace, 
large Ilvlngroom and 
finished r0c-room? .This is 
itl Features incleda buill 
in refreshment area, hum! 
vacuum system, air 
humidifier and two car 
garage. Asking 566,500 and 
open to terms. Cally Kelly. 
An unusual property on 
One.thirdacreJoton Doble Westview Drive. 
Panabede construction, 
St. with 3 bedroom home- three bedrooms on main 
end full basement. Near floor, fourth in basement. 
new .condition. Located Two fireplaces and a two 
Close toschool, on water stall garage. Asking 
system and heated with 
L ' $57,500. Call Kelly for an 
natural gas, "Asking appointment to view. 
$44,500. Phone Frank. 
~:: . . . . .  /~  • ~ ~. ~ ii~ ~ '~ 
' Family home in a 
Executive home en Davis preferred subdivision. 
Avenue. Feetur)ng 3 Features 2 fireplaces and 
bedrooms up end..2 ensuite plumbing. Wallto 
downstelrs, 2 • fireplaces, wall carpeting, 1176sq..tt. 
2T/~ baths, large rec. room, ' 3bedrooms, spacious li~;Ing' 
built.in oven end range, and dining rooms. Priced 
plus many more extras, et only $59,S00. For an 
Asking price 559,000. Call appointment "to view, call 
Chrlstel or Horst. Horst or Chrlstel. 
Exceptionally attractive 
and clean 3 bedroom home 
in Uplands area. Features 
wall to wall carpeting, 
fireplace and ensuite off 
master bedroom. ' 
Economically heated by 
natural gas, 1140 sq. ft. 
Asking price $58,000. Call 
Horst or Christel for an 
=.uunmg wor a three 
bedroom home with large 
yard. Check property on 
Firecreek Road. Owner 
asks S27,900. Call Frank. 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSK I  . 635-5397 
FRANK sKIDMORE -'635-5691' 
over 2000 sq. ft. is real 
different and unique. 1"1 
beautiful interior is a 
centuated by vaulted cedL 
ceilings in living and dlnlf 
rooms. Located close 1 
town on 5 acres. Asklr 
price $68,000. For tool 
information call Horst ( 
Chrlstel. 
located on a nice lot,close tl 
shopping, school ant 
church. It has 1100 sq. ft 
on the main floorr .: 
bedrooms, wall to wal 
carpeting, and a moderr 
kitchen. Finlshe¢ 
basement with 2 extra 
bedrooms, and a big family 
room. Asking $55,000. Te 
view, call Horst or Christel. 
KELLY SQUIRES" 635.7616 
CHRIs TEL GODLINSKI - 635:$397 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and 'to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental., 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 1Odays of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the' ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event o~ an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ,~d- 
ver'~lser for only one In- 
cor','=:cl insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which proh.i~bits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nati0nallty, ancestry 
' or place of origin, or because 
his age Js between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
. . . . . .  I 
, 5terltng ubllslmrsLto. 
• Published at Terrace, 
B.C. S daysa week 
Mon..Fri. mornings 
PUBLISHER 
• Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October  1, 
1977 
Single Copy • 20(: 
By Car r ie r '  mth  3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Mai l  3 mth  12.00 
By Mai l  6 mth  22.00 
By Mai l  year  40.00 
Sen ior  C i t i zen year  
20.00 -, 
British Commonwealth and 
United states of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V0G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604:635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
: Phone 635-6357 
The Coffee House will be 
held on Sunday June 4th at 
8:00 p.m. Enjoy live mdslc 
in a casual meeting • pla(:e. 
Admission $1.00 
Order of the Royal Purple 
annual tea for Senior 
Citizens to be held Wed- 
nesday, June 7.at 2 p.m. in 
the Elks Hall. All seniors 
welcome. For. tran. 
sportaflon please call 635- 
6643.' 
IMPORTANT MEETING 
'Please attend our next 
meeting. Time- June 7, 8:00 
p,m.. Place- NWC College, 
5330 McConnelh Room 204. 
Agenda: 
. fees 
- itominate officers 
- set membership fees 
- po'sslbilltles of self sub 
flclent operation. 
~Ne need your opinions and 
suggestions in order to suit 
your needs. 
B.C,O.A.P:O. - Annual Fall 
Bazaar, November lath 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or Jess $2,00 per 
.nsertion, over 20 words $ 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
serflons $1.50 per insertion, 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertinn charged for 
whether run or not, 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set.  
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion: 
Allowance can be mode for 
only one incorrect ad,, 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5,00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge Of ~;5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP. 
TIONS: 
No charge providod news 
submitted wlthln one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of'weddings 
(write.ups) received ;on( 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
The history department a
Northwest Community 
College will be organizing a
series of open discussion 
meetings on "Why 
Revolut ions?" ,  "Why 
Wars?", a closer look at the 
in ter re lat ion  between 
political, social and 
economic factors in 
domestic and international 
relations in the 20th century. 
Anyone interested is 
welcome to attend the first 
meeting on Thursday, May 
18, fromT-10p.m, inroom 206 
o: the college campus to 
watch and discuss 90 
minutes of animated films en 
"The History Book" which 
focuses on the time period 
from the 1800's to today. 
Thiq is a free community 
service which will continue 
until June 15. 
Wednesday June 7th'will be 
the last Terrace Art 
Association Picture Loan 
until September 6th. Pain- 
tings should be returned by 
7:30 p.m.-to the Terrace 
Library Arts Room so they 
can be put on display for 
selection. Arrangements can 
then I~e made for the sum- 
mer months rentals. 
The Mount Elizabeth 
Parents' Committee wi l l  be 
holding their annual general 
meeting on Monday, June 
Sth at 7:30 p.m. in the 
cafeteria at Mount 
Elizabeth. The guest, 
speaker, Mr. Dale Fifllck, 
District Superintendent, will 
explain the report from the 
recent External Observation 
Teem who were in our 
District a few weeks ago. 
This team met with various 
officials In the District as 
well as teachers and parents," 
and their comments were 
reported back to the District. 
There will be election of 
officers for the next school 
term and anyone interested 
In this Committee and their 
child's education Is invited tO' 
attend. Brief reports on the 
Committee's activities over 
the past year will also be 
given. It Is hoped that many. 
Interested parents and  
teachers will attend this 
meeting. Remember June 
5th at 7:30 p.m. 
CLASSIFIED ' AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS:  
Births 5.50 
Funerals . 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50' 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The Terrace : Dance 
Association wi l l  be 
presenting a Dance Seminar- 
Workshop on'June 24th and 
25th to be held at Clarence 
Mlchlel Elementary School, 
Terrace, B.C. Thts weekend 
is open to all individuals over 
age 6. 
Miss Sheila Marshall a 
member of the . Royal 
Academy of Dancing trained 
at the Roe. Burns Dance 
School, the Wynne Shaw 
School of CDance and Three 
Summer Sessions at the 
Banff School of Fine Arts. 
There wil l  be four 
categories available Ballet, 
Tap, Modern-Jazz and 
Acrobatic.Gymnastic 
Dancing. Fee of  $20.00 will 
cover any or all sections' 
taken over the two days. 
Registration" forms may be 
obtained at Terrace Sight 
and Sound or Terrace Public 
Library. Please pre register 
by June 16, 1978 to P.O. Box 
SKEENA CENTRE' 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of  the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services - 
. Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
. Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
TransP0rtatlon available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635-2265 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
fo r  the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any• discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or relmvating. 
Call us at 635-2238 behveen 
8.~.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangemen!s for 
pickup. 
Mills• Memorial Hos'pital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop .on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
' wear. Drop in,on Saturdays 
from 11:00.4:30 p.m. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB . 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more I~formation phon~ 
63S.3747.or 635:3023. 
• 256, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A9 " 'MI'LLSMEMORIAL " ' 
a 
l( 
their 
Representatives J from the 
B,C. Ministry of Education, 
Health and Human 
Resources will be In Terrace 
to attend an early childhood. 
dacum meeting to be held at: 
Northwest Community 
College, Wednesday, June 7; 
1978 7 p.m, 
They wish to talk to the 
'people in the community 
about early childhood 
training programs. 
The Terrace Art 
Association Invites you to 
attend a slide show and 
pottery exhibition by Jeanne 
Sarlch on Saturday, June 3, 
In the Terrace Library Arts 
Room at 7 p.m. The slide 
show starts at 8:15 p.m. 
Anglican Church Woman 
will hold a rummage sale 
Friday, June 2nd, com. 
menclng at9:30a.m. In the 
Anglican Parish Hall. Lots 
of good' summer clothing, 
household effects etc. 
i 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mil ls  Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, c lean.  
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank' 
you. (nc) 
PARENTS I1~ CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and ,your 'children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children,. 
or hlt thern, oi" find It hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structive parent you 'really 
want to be. 
All n qulres absolutely 
~confldentlal, 
Phone Mary or John 635.4d19 
Skeena Health Unit Weight Watchers meeting Stamp and Coin collectors 3Z,/• B!CVCLES,,; held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. New Stock 1978 coins and 
3215-2 Eby Street at the Knox United Church • .  ., ~ ~ cluding the Captain C()ok Terrace, B.C. Hall, 4,7 =z,~l,  Avon,,, MOTOR'CYCLES: stamps have arrived in- 
635.6307 1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike For Sale: Rebuilt Bicentennial presentation 13, The followlng are a ,few of ; '  for sale. 400 miles and In Volkswagon engine and Set. 
the services offered locally ' PERSONAL excellent •condition. Asking trans., rims, pocket seat and Terrace Drugs and 
by your Health Unl.t Staff: . . . .  $800.00. Phone 638-1072 after, double belt massager, bird Lakelse Pharmacy. CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. RUPERT STEEL & 6_p.m. cage, withstand. Phone 635- (A10.2) 
• Held we.kly at the Health SALVAGE LTD. For Sale: 1976 Honda 3051 until 2 p.m. (ci0.5) Sale or Trade: 4 lots on 
Unit every Tuesday from We buy copper, brass all Goldwlng 1000 Excellent Paauette St. will trade on 
1:30-3:50p.m. Please phone metals and baflerles, condition. Phone 635-3031 or Garage Sale: 4717 Mc. backhoe, trector or what 
for an appointment Location - Seal Cove view at 4404 Welsh. (p10-3) Connell. Saturday, June3, 10 have you? Also 25' motor 
Held at Thornhill Open fill 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. a.m: to 2 p.m. Misc. home 
Recreation Centre on the Phone624-S639 1 1977 650 Yamaha household ltems. Phone 635- 1974 Chev Impala 2 door 
fourth Friday of every motorcycle. In excellent 3919 (cl-2) H.T., p.s., p.b., phone 635- 
14. BUSINESS month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. condition. Phone 635.2162. 6692 (E.O.D.-2) 
Please phone for an ap- (p3-4) 
pointment. PEBSONAL 
Babysltters who bring THE.O,..U, .----.00MMUNITY CIILLEGE children must have parents N O R T H W E S T  Ceramic supplies & wrif len consent for im- Greenware, air brushing 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS available, custom firing. 
These are held at the Health 3936 McNeil St. 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 635-9393 & S C l S n 0 s  DIV IS ION nesday, and Friday from ABLE ELECTRICLTD, IInTR 
3:00 . 4:i0 p.m. by ap- Electrical .nd Refrigeration 
polntment only. contract. 
PRENATAL CLASSES "House wiring. 
Classes are held throughout ; Part Time Instructors the year at inte vals for l~.se76 i im 
expectant parents. Phone DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
t.he Health Unit for. details Reconditioned. bikes and 
and registration, repairs. 
HOME NURSING CARE Reasonable rates. Applications are invited from persons who are interested in 
Nursing carein the home for 1931 Queensway Dr. teaching in any of the following disciplines at the Terrace Cam- 
those who need :t on referral pus. 
from their family doctor. 
TerraCe.area only. . .  BIOLOGY (Lab.} ~ POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HEALTH PARADE 
For4yearold children. Held . .CHEMISTRY (Lab . )  PH ILOSOPHY • 
on third Monday of every A white long haired female . .MATHEMATICS  PHYSICS ENGL ISH 
month. Developmental, cat with green-yellow eyes. • 
vision, hearit~g screening She's two years old. Missing 
done. Please phone for from the lower Albatross Applicants should be able to instruct at a first-year university 
appointment, area of Kltlmat. Any In- level. Evening classes may be involved. For further information 
PRENATAL BREATHING formation would be ap- call 635-6511 (Local 260) Terrace. 
& RELAXING EXERCISES preciated. Contact 69 Brant 
Held every Thursday at- or call 632-2924. {sff) App l i ca t ions ,  enclos ing a cur r i cu lum v i tae  should be addressed 
terneon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Lost from the 3300 Block of to :  
V.D. CLINIC Thomas. Small black female 
Held every Monday at 3:30 cat with white spot under 
or by appointment, chin. Wearing yellow collar THE PRINCIPAL 
SANITATION "and goes by the name of,  NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
The public health inspectors Sarah. Reward offered. Call. P.O. BOX 726 
are now situated In Eby 635.'2148 or 638.1064. (df) TERRACE, B.C. 
Street. They will be pleased i 
to ass!st with any sanitation i VaG 4C2 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at~4612 Grelg Avenue. Kitlmat Child 
Hearing ests will be done by Development Centre 
doctor's referrals. Tel No. requires Sept. 1st 1978 
638-.1155.. PRESCHOOL SUPER . . . . . . .  
LONG TERM CARE VISOR " - "~ . . . .  ~" ~ 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle Experience preferred 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. with 
Assessment and planning for SPECIAL NEEDS 
those eligible for Long Term CHILDREN 
Care. Apply beta're June 1 1978 Northwest C0mm.unity Coil is anticipating instructional vacancies in the 
AID TO HANDICAPPED to: following courses and locations during 'the fall and winter months: 
Office at No.'  2054721' .Ms. Jennifer Davies,• 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. Executive Director, " Possible Locations: Hazelton, Smithers, Morricetown, Houston, KltlmaL Massett, 
Assessment and ' guidance Child Development Centre, Port Simpson, Prince Rupert, Hartley Bay, and Quean Charlotte City. 
for vocational and social 172.3rd St. Kiflmat, B.C. V8C 
rehabilitation done by 2H5 Courses: - B.T.S.D., S .  6 months, Level I I  & III (mainly basic English and 
consultant. (C12.7thf-ju.) Mathematics, Grade 4 to 10). or 
A Heather-Tartan Society is HE LP WANTED - B.E.S.T., 8 weeks, Basic Employment Skill Training or 
being formed with the in- Earn.2 hours a day.S200 a - E.O.W., 8 weeks, Employment Orientation for Women. 
terest of promoting Scottish month commission plus 
cultural Interest and events, prizes. For .details write These courses are designed to better prepare students for securing and main. 
Interested persons should Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 folding employment and for advancing to skill training in Vocational and 
contact Eleanor Halley at West Hastings St., Van- Technical courses. 
635.2456 as soon as pos'slble, cower VGB 1H7, or Mr. T. " 
RAPE RELIEF Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, Qualifications: B.C. Techaning Certificate desirable. Varied work experience 
& CRISIS LINE B.C. V2C 5K1. and.or teaching experience with these courses. Ability to adapt to new surroun. 
dings and utilize community resources. 
FOR WOMEN Full or parttime. Here Is an 
CALL 63,5.7558 opportunity' to earn extra Salary: Vocational Instructor Scale, according to qualifications and experience. 
• OR 
635.7728 money, $6 • $8 per hour. 
(ctf) Training Is available. For Appointment Dates: Variable, depending on program, generally beginning In 
~keena District Girl Guides intervlew~ Call Marnle 635. October 1978. • 
would like to ann.ounce the 9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
opening of .a Land Ranger (ctf) Person's interested in the above positions, please contact R.T. Sullivan, at 635.6511. 
Compsny In the Thornhlll Wanted immediately ex- Please send applications to: D.V. George, 
area. Girls between the ages perlenced cook for out of Principal, 
of'14 and 18 who are in- town restaurant. Contact Northwest Communlty College, terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) :Mezladln Resort: Radio Box 726 
phone 1R900 (p3-3) .Terrace, B.C. 
I 
Now In Stock 
i969 1974 1973 FORD 1974 MAZDA 
VOLKSWAGON DATSUN PU GRAft TORINO 81800 PU 
Station Wagon With GEM , 
2 ar. With Bok Liner fop canopy 
• $1,101) $2 100 =2,61 s2 N 
1974 DODGE HOT 1973 FORD 
j SWINGER ECONOLIHE VAN 
2 Door H.T. All Radial Tires 
Do It N°w i l i l  
s - - "  u rn"  n u m  - - - - -  - - -  1974 DODGE 1976 MAZDA 1966 OLDS'S 1972 DATSUN 1975 P,~,DGE " 
MONAGO 1.3 8()8 4 Door 2 dr. Auto ~ ~.~UARD Sheets 4Dr .  H.T. 2Door  Coupe , '2,99S '2,09S $200 $1,200 s12,500 
2S " x 36 I' 1970..'~.=.V 1974 1971 FORD 1974 VALLIANT 
I~. 1971 FORD P .~.R  DATSUN 710 M~.'yK~I 3
' FIOO PICKUP 4),~, speed 2 Dr. H,T, 4 Dr, Scamp 
12 shoals only- 3.75 ,1,.0 ,=,SOD ,0.  , .o  '=a- 
l l  
1962 WILLYS 1970 MAZDA 1972 INTERNATIONAL THE DALLY HERALD ~, , , , , ,o ,  WAGON STATION TRA~ELALL 
As Is WAGON With'Extras 
• 3212 Kalum St. Terraoe $950 $600 $1,500 
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Auction Sale: Sat., June3 at 
I p.m. Corner Hwy. 16 East & 
Kirkaldy Rd. Tools, Fur- 
n i tu re ,  Hardware ,  
Housewares, Consign now - 
Free Pickup. Phor)e 630.1538 
eves. (p3.2) 
For Sale: Simplicity washer 
and dryer. Maytag or table 
dryer. Excellent condition. 
Dining table, end table. 
Phone 635-2104 after 5 (c3.2) 
For Sale: Propane stove and 
tank. $150. Tent trailer S275 
Phone 635-7042 (c5.4) 
For Sale: Stereo system - 
Harmon.Kerd'en Pablo ST.7 
turntable, dynaco A-25 
speakers, Sansui head- 
phones, Yamaha 610 am- 
plif ier, Sony front.lea'dot 
cassette deck, sol id 
Mehogony stereo stand. 
Phone 635-4373 days 635-3846 
after 7 p.m. (c5-5) 
1 good used electrolux, 1 
typewriter. 635.6672 (p3.3) 
For Sale: 1 electrolux vac. 
Complete with powerhead. 
Excellent condition. Phone 
635.5257 day or 635.6609 eves. 
(pS.S) 
One Frontier Canopy fits full 
sized pickup with 8' 'fleetslde 
box, 1 year old $400. 1 tur- 
bosonic turbo charger 
complete with Kit for 340 and 
360C.I.D. Dodge V8, engines 
used one month $700 firm. 1 
Chevy small block 4 barrel 
intake manifold. $40. 1 
Mallory Infared electronic 
conversion with new 
distributor and mallory coil 
for Chevy 350 V8 $85. 1 
Cassette Accordion, llke new 
$500. Phone after 6 635-7924. 
Ip4-5) 
For Sale: 2 ' graduation 
dresses. Neverworn. 1 pink 
and one aprlcote. Size l~Z. 
Selling cheap. 635.5221 after 
6 (C5-2) 
Office Space for Rent: 2700 
sq. ft. on Greig Ave., 
Reasonable rent. Lease 
available. Phone 635-7266. 
(ctf) 
Two male black and white 
kittens to give away. Eight 
weeks old, trained, good with 
children." 635-3642 after 6 
p.m. and weekends. (stf) 
Fralan Kennels. Offers an 
American cocker spaniel 
pup, 10 weeks old. Male, 
black, $160. Registered, 849. 
5427 (c2-3) 
For Rent: 4 bedroom house• 
Electric heat. Frldge and 
stove. Carpet. On scott Ave. 
Close to school. 635.2360 
Available Immediately. (pl- 
2) 
i i i  
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2-  4403/Scott. 
One, two and thre~ 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Neat' schoorS and down- 
town. Clean, quleh 
spac!ous, security lookup 
and patrol. 
Full time manager In 
residence. 
635-5224 
(ctf) - . .  
I 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
aoartments. Securlt 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635.9422 
639-1032 
i |  
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-70S6 
4ew 1, 2 and 3 bedreon 
suites for rent. Fridge 
stove, drapes, carpet, re( 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security Inferphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
o p~ts. (elf) 
• / 
I c o,,-ovo-. I 
131~droom townhouse aP~.i  
iwlth full basements. I 
JNo. 118.4529 Straume. I 
I I 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en-' 
trance and patio.To view 
Apt. No.8 on Scott Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 6~.4841. 
(ctf) r • ; 
.,L'S,O LOOO  I 
Sleeping rooms, l 
housekeeplng units, con- I
tratly located . '  Fu I ly l  
furnished. ReasonableJ 
rates by day or week. Non-I 
drinkers only. Phone 635-| 
6611. (eft) • J 
Wanted to Buy: Old spoiled 
hay for garden mulching. 
Will pickup Please phone 
638-8398 (p2-19,2) 
Wanted to Buy: Agood used 
trailer to hold a 20' river- 
boat. 638-1613 days 635.5837 
after 6 p.m. ask for Bill (eft) 
Wantedto Buy: Older piano. 
Good condition. Reasonably 
priced. "Phone 635-9636 (p5-2) 
Wanted 16' or 17' fibreglass 
canoe. Call 635.4770'eves or 
638.1155 days. (c3.2) 
For Sale: 25' cabin cruiser 
with 9'8" beam. Fresh wafer 
cooled .318 Chrysler marine 
engine 270 Volvo leg. safety 
equipment, anchor, spare 
parts etc. Plus 1978.79 
moorage Included. Price: 
beat plus trailer $10,500. 
Phone 635.268.2 after 6 (p4-2) 
1974.'85 h.p. Mercury O.B.O. 
~vlth 17.3' Glastron 
FIbreglass ski boat. Com. 
pl"ete with trai ler,  life 
jackets, CB radio. Asking 
only $3500. Phone 635.9493 
(p5-3) 
20' Day Cruiser with tandum 
trailer. 60 h.p. Mere 65 Mere 
backup $4500 or best offer. 
Phone 635.9997 after 6 also 
Zenith Dryer. (p3.3) 
For Sale: 18' aluminum 
Riverboat, 70 h.p. let and 
trailer. Plus accessories. 
Contact Paul 624.3434 after 5 
p.m. Prince Rupert (c6-7) 
43, ROOMS, 
FOR RENT - 
To Rent: t bedroom fur- 
nished, use of kitchen 
available. For working lady, 
baby ~lttlng available ff, r 1 
or 2 children over 1 year old. 
Phone 635.3360 between 8 
p.m. and 3 p.m. weekdays. 
(p3-4) 
Infants are more sensitive 
74 Chev ~/= ton 30g H.P. va, 
new tires and rims. Trailer 
towing pack, Asking $4,00¢ 
635-7466 (p5-2) 
For Sale: 00xi00' lot. Vie~ 
at McNeil St., Thornhill. On For Sale: 1973 Jeep Com. 
water system. Asking $6,000. mando 4 wheel drive. Two 
Phone 635.7540 or 635-2[]56 tops included. Very good 
(cffju4) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
onlyleft; One with creek. JD 
Prodor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 464 phone 
339-4736 (c58-July1.) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
158x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635- 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
(p3-1) 
" T 
2.3 acre homesite in Tyee 
Lakearea. 1V= blocks from 
lake. 'Press. Water 
Systems, g rave l led  
dr iveway,  select ively 
cleared. Excellent open 
garden plot. 8 miles from 
Smlthers. Asking $15,000. 
All realistic,offers con- 
sidereal. 846-5888 (pS-4) , 
FORSALE: 12'x63' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built in fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up In Terrace 
area. 63S.4~2 (eft-f) 
:PRIME LOT - Thornhlll 
District. Well and septic 
system SlO,00O Call Ed 
Carder - 956.4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNelll, B.C. 
V0N 2R0 (pa-may 12F) 
Successful store for sale In 
Terrace. Complete with 
equipped butcher shop, 8 
coolersand freezers. I walk- 
in, 3 bedroom dwelling at- 
tached. One rental house, 
occupied, 3 bay garage all on 
one acre of land. Annual 
sales almost double asking 
price. Assumable mortgage. 
Call 635.5202 for details. 
: (p20-17). 
Easy to manage fast food 
franchise offering high 
returh with nominal in- 
"vestment. Write Quick Stop 
Submarines 1649 Victoria 
St., Prince George, V21 2L4 
phone 562-4275 or  pm 564- 
8287. (~-2) 
For Sale Prime Tire 
Business with gas' service 
etc. - 4 bedroom home, 
completely furnished, 1V= 
bath, many extras, situated 
68 miles north of Terrace. 
Apply C. Rifler, Box 183,' 
Terrace, B.C. 633-2326 (elf) 
MTGE 'HELPER - GOOD 
INVESTMENT For Sale: 1972 Ford 
1072.72A and 72B River Dr., Econollne Van. Fully 
Thornhlll, s-s duplex and 1 camperized. Low mileage, 
bedroom house on large many extras. Excellent 
corner lot. 20 yrs old. 3sop. condition phone 635.551;4 
meters, tenants pay own after 5 (p0-2) 
utilities. Total monthly rent 
$420. 'To view ca11635-7810,, 1971 Toyota Landcrulser 
with wldetlres plus set spare Offer to $40,500. CHADE - 
435-1471, Block Bros. Realty. tires with rims. View at 5135 
(A 2.18,19-2.1,2.2-6,7) McConnell 638.1517 or 635- 
. . . .  438O (p10-6) 
For Sale: 3 , bedroom 
executive home. 2 full 
bathrooms. Fireplace. 
Patio doors, double car 
garage. Frulttreos, garden. 
Call after 7 p.m. 635-7485 (p3- 
Four bedroom house. 3 
upstairs one down, 3 
bathrooms, 2 up and one 
down. Lots of cupboards and 
dinette in kitchen large 
living room rind dining room. 
2 fireplaces, large rumpus 
room and family room with 
fireplace. Completely 
carpeted with large carport 
and sundeck. Located on 
large fenced and landscaped 
lot. 4819 Scott Ave. Fhona 
635.4425 after 5:00 p.m. (p22. 
lu~191 
Owner leaving town June 1. 
Must sell 2 bedroom home 
$25,000 or best offer. 2107 
Pear St. Please call days 
635.6466 or evenings 639.9291 
(c5.21) 
3 bedrooms, In town. 
Pleasant St., 6 year old 
1972 Toyota long.wheel base 
Landcrulser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare tire, roof 
rack, good condition, View 
5135 McConneli .638-151;~ or 
635.4380 (p10-6) 
For Sale: 1W2 Triumph Spit. 
Fire. Custom Paint. Good 
condltloo. 25,000 original. 
Offers. Call days 635.6516 
eves 638.9296 (p5-2) 
condition. Phone 635.2770 
after 5 p.m. (p3- 2) 
63 Comet. Good running 
condition. $95 635.7583 (pl.2) 
1974 Montego 4.door Sedan, 
54500 miles, Can be viewed at 
rearof Pacific Northern Gas 
Ltd., 2900 Kerr Street. 
Sealed bids will be accepted 
up to June 9, 1978. Attention: 
Mr. K. Irwin. Highest or any 
bid not necessarily accepted. 
(c5-6) 
For Sale: 1975 Astre GT 
Hatchback, 4 speed, radial 
tires, low mileage. Call 635. 
6610 after 6 (p3.4) 
AUCTION OF SURPLUSD 
GOVERNMENT 
VEHICLES 
EQUIPMENT AN 
BOATS. 
Sale Date.June 17, 1978 
11 a.m. Located. B.C. 
Forest Compound. 
3980. 22rid Ave Prince 
George, B.C. 
Crawler tractors 3-H16 
Alice Chalmers 
1971 - .1973 
1968 D8H 46A Loaded 
1969 Dgc with winch brush 
cutter blade and clearing 
blade 
1968 Hough H6S with 4 lin 
one drop bucket and back 
hoe 
3 graders Austin Western 
from 65:73 models 
1974 John Deere S40A 
skldder 
2 -  Euclid S7.tractor aRc 
rollers 
1955 and 1956 models 
1970 Caflpil lar 613 
elevating scraper •.  
38 vehicles, 4 w drive and 2 
w drive from 1971 - 1974 
models 
5 .boats and 3 snow 
machines 
Viewing June 15 and 16, 
1978 
8 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Terms are settlement in 
4=ull sale day. 
Cash or cheque with 
letter of credit from your 
bank. All merchance sole 
as Is where Is. 
Removal time 7 day! 
from sale date. Sah 
conducted by Joe Wart 
Auctions 
1~6 Jasper Rd, Quesnel 
B.C. Phone 747-1894 (c2,7 
For Sale: 1974 Bendix ~ J" 
Leader trailer. 2 hedrocm, j
Reverse aisle. Frontl  
kitchen, patio doors and I 
sundeck. Phone 635.6405| 
i (ctfiu14) J 
For . Sale: 12x60 1973 
Canadians 2 bedrooms with 
frldge, stove, washer and  
dryer. Asking $11,000 
negotiable. Phone 635-7697 
56' Safeway doublewlde. 
Includes all major ap. 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted In 
cedar. View at No. 31-4615 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park) 
Phone 635.9429. (elf) 
12x68 Safeway. Furnished. 
8xlO heated Ioey shack. 
Phone 635-932.3.' (p10.7) 
• 197SJImmy4x4,26,500miles, Immediately Delivery.. 1978 
engine cooler, oll cooler, Factory built lovely 2 or 3 
equalizer hitch, tra i ler  
towing suspension for 8000 bedroom 14'wldeand ouble 
wide mobile homes. 
G.V.W., Sliding side, win. Delivered and set up to your 
daws, high Sierra Package. location. All financing 
Excellent condition.. Will available with approved 
consider trade. Phone 632. credit Gov't grant of $2500 
797~3 (c5.2) applicable. For Inquiries 
73 Renault front wheel drive, please phone collect'Parker 
asl(Ino $1000and 1976 Kx258 Homes of Canada Ltd. 937. 
5447 (c20-22) 
motocro~s Kawaskl like new 
asking $1,000 638:1483 (off) Several 12x683bedreom fully 
furnished Mobile Homes 
For Sale: 1973 F.t00 Ford with electric stove frldge 
PU, low mileage, radial dryer andwasher. OII heat 
fires. !;2600 or best offer." 
house. Asking $$5,000 635. 
7796 (p5.5) 
I 
For Sale: 3 bedroom split /
level • bench area: 4 yearsJ 
left at 10V4 percentJ 
assumable mortgage. Morel 
Information 635.3320 after 5J 
p,.m. (p1'0-10) i 
than adults to heat and cold 
because their  sensors are In Malaya, it was considered. 
closer to the surface 0f t'heir bad luck to bring limes into 
skins, minas. 
For Sale: 12x68 :ATCO 
Velmont. 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted in 
trailer court In town. Will 
sell furnished or un. 
furnished. Phone 6~15.9046 
even. (pl0-Jul) 
REPOSSESSIONS 
• We have a limited number of 
12', 14', and 24' ~vide. in ex. 
ceilent condition. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase'includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you quality we will fly 
you In at our expense. 
Hurryl - These won't lastl 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 
684.0024 
Tot.Star 
Moblle Homes 
035 Granvlle. 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1 K7 
(a10-7) 
23x56 Doublewlde, major 
appliance and garden shed - 
fenced. Situated on lot fully 
skirted complete: fenced. 
View at 31 Timberland 
Trailer Court, 4619 Queen- 
sway. (Ctf) 
Trailer for sale: 197412x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635.3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
Mills Memorial 
Hospital 
Terrace 
Tenders will be received 
by the Administrator of Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Terrace, 
B.C. for the following work 
during the summer months, 
1978: 
- Mowing andupkeep of 
lawns 
. Upkeep and maintenance 
of flower gardens and shrubs 
- Minor Improvements to 
the property Including some 
fencing and some lawn 
planting. 
Please contact the Ad- 
ministrator, Mills Memorial 
Hospital for complete 
details. Tenders ' will be 
received up till 1600 hours, 
Thursday, June 15, 1978. (c5- 
6) 
FOR SALE BY BID . 
Good and chattels of Copper 
Mountain Automotive Ltd. 
Situated ~t 208 Skinner Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. THE GOODS 
MAY BE VIEWED Monday 
Evening, June 12, 1970. Bids 
may be submitted in writing 
to Security Bailiffs Ltd. P.O. 
Box 222, Kltimat, B.C. no 
later than June 16, 1978. (c9- 
7) 
1975 Concord motor home. 
24' long. Dodge 440 engine, 6 
new tires. 2 new batteries. 
Stove, 3.way fridge, 
washroom with shower. 
Sleeps 8. Air conditioning. 
Furnace, 2 dining tables. 
Phone 632-6704 (c5.2) 
1977 H.T. Tent Trai ler,  
Sleeps 6, 2 way frldge, stove, 
propane heater. Privacy 
curtains. Phone 635.4741 or 
vlewat 2213 Kalum St. (p3-2) 
11V=' camper for sale. Aiso 
1971 Toyota statlonwagon. 
Phone 635-3684 (p3-2) 
Must Sell: Leaving country, 
2 snow mobiles with double. 
wide trailer $1500 phone 635- 
4629 (c5-4) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDI NG' 
RENOVATIONS , 
CEMEI~T WORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 ' " 
I I 
~(3RTGAG E LOANS 
some with snow roofs. .promptly arranged ' 
Phone 635.6815 or view at 12. Asking price S7,000. Se,ooo. anywhere In B.C. , In- 
462S Graham Ave., Terrace, Location • Stewart, B .C .  formation and references on 
B.C. (p3.3) Contact F. Armltage, request. J.D. Phill ips 
For Sale: 1975 Chev Monza Stewart, B.C~ 636.2226 or Bob Capitol Corporation, 10673 
Laurie, Vancouver, B.C.682. King George Highway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T2X6. Phone 2x2 19,000 miles, radials, 6291 (c3-2,7,12) 
auto, p.s., p.b., 'good gas 586•0411 days, or 585.16~3 
mileage. Phone 635.~815 or Must SII - 12x48 2 bedroom evenings. (f) 
view at 12.4629 Graham mobile home on a fully 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. (p3.3) serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
1975 Plymouth Vallent 318 Open to/offers, G. WarneR, 
automatic, p.s., p.b., low Royal Bahk, Terrace, B.C., 
mileage. 2 door H.T. Phone 
~s-~s97 (p6.6) 
1977 Camaro 350 4 speed, p. 
windows, p.b., flit steering, 
p.s., $5,900 O.B.e. Phone 635- 
2716 after 6 (p5-1,2,5,6,7) . 
1975 GMC Sierra Grande V= 
ton. Phone 639.1651 after 5 
p.m. (pp3.2) 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
$1.00. Our Introductory 
special offers you 10 
beautiful umbo.slze color 
pictures from any one color " 
negative for only $1.00. Any 
additional pictures over 18 
from same negative only 10(: 
each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
wish pltJs $1.00 for each. Also 
save on developing and 
printlng your color films. 12 
exp. rol! - $2.99, 20 exp. roll - 
$3.99, 24 exp. roll • $4.9% 36 
exp. roll - $6.99. Fast 'ser- 
vice, guaranteed quallty & 
satisfaction or money 
refunded. Pronto Photo 
Service, 30 Eastgate, Win- 
nlpeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (ju 15) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail, Send $1.00 for our 
latest ful!y Illustrated 
catalogue of marital aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Dired Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U;K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(off) 
HELP WANTED: Mature 
studentsl Earn $6 to I;7 per 
hour plus bonus with in- 
teresting summer work. 
Write Fuller Bru.sh Co., Box 
100 care of 808, 207 West 
Hastings St., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B .1H7 or. Mr. T. 
Diamond, General Delivery', 
Station 'R', Kelowna,* B.C. 
VIX 4K3. (ctf) 
I~,'.~' " ; '~"  .,~" • 
, .~  , . ~ ,  , 
RASPBERRY RICE A L'AMANDE 
1 cup uncooked rice 
2 cups water 
1 teaspoon salt 
% cup sugar 
1 teaspoon vanilla exlract 
'/a pint heavycream, whipped 
2 packages (10 ounces each) frozen 
raspberries, thawed 
1 tablespoon cornstarch 
3 or 4 drops red food coloring 
Combine rice, water, salt, and sugar. Bring tea 
boil, stir once, cover, reduce the heat, and sim- 
mer 15 minutes, or until rice is ter~Uer and liquid 
is absorbed. Remove from heat; stir in vanilla. 
Cool. Fold whipped cream into cooled rice. 
Drain liquid from raspberries into a small 
saucepan. Blend in cornstarch; cook over low 
heat u ntil thick. Add raspberries and food col- 
oring. Stir gently to prevent breaking up ber- 
ries, Chill. Alternate layers of rice mixture and 
raspberries in serving bowl or.parfait glasses. 
Makes 8 to 10 servings. 
Spinach-Art ichoke Casserole Is Company Fare 
' Microwave cooking can 
br ing out  the beauty of 
vegetables.  Natural colors 
are not only retained but 
enhaneed. And because little 
water is used, there is virtu- 
ally no loss of vitamins and 
nutrients. This elegant vqge- 
table dish, Spinach Deluxe, 
is made with frozen spinach 
and eanned marinated arti- 
choke hearts. Blue Bonnet 
Margarine adds rich buttew 
f lavor to  this company 
recipe• 
When cooking solid-pack 
frozen vegetables like spin- q 
ach in a dish,  be sure to 
place the icier side up. In 
this way the ~ even distribu- 
tion of heat is guaranteed 
as the water from~tHe:~lt- 
ing ice passes through, th ~= COMPANY FARE For Microwave Oven Prep. 
vegetables. For other types Roast RoeE-C0rhkh Hefts aration: High Power Level 
of frozen vegetables other Wild Rice Stuffing Combine sour cream a~d 
techniques are used. If cook- Spinach Deluxe salad dressing mix. Set aside. 
ing frozen vegetables in a Hot Rolls Margarine Plaee spinach in 1-quart cas- 
pouch, be sure to prick the' Peach Melba serole; cover and cook 8 
pouch so steam can escape Coffee minutes until thawed. Drain 
and it doesn't explode. If SPINACH DELUXE well. Return spinach to eas- 
frozen vegetables are taken I cup sour cream serole; add artichokes and 
from a loose pack, add two I tablespoon Italian salad Blue Bonnet Margarine. Stir 
tablespoons of hot water dressing mix unti l  well blended. Cover 
and stir halfway througl~ the 2 packages (10 oz. each) and cook 2 minutes. Remove 
cooking period. - frozan ©hopped spinach from oven, stir, and let 
Spinach Deluxe is certain- 1 can (60z.) madeated stand, uncovered, 1 minute. 
ly company fare and makes artiehokehearts, drained Stir again. Mix in sour cream 
a del ic ious menu when 4 tablespoons Blue Bonnet mixture until well blended. 
served w i th  Rock-Cornish ' Margarine, melted Top with tomato wedges. 
hens and wild rice stuffing. Tomato wedges Makes 8 servings. 
The SecretCLife Of The ZForest 
ALL  THE L IV ING THINGS 
Trees alone do not make a forest. I t  is a complex community of many living things 
that help each other thrive. 
Growth and decay, growth and decay. The eternal cycle of life everywhere is most 
intimately revealed in the forest. Last year's leaves, decomposing atthe very feet of the 
trees that bore them, help tbe soil grow richer to nourish next year's leaves. But leaves 
do not decay without assistance. Bacteria nd fungi do that work, while finding suste. 
Range in the leaves they destroy. 
Here are portraits of six of the many living things in the eternal cycle of forest life 
as derived from material prepared by tbe St. Regis Paper Company which--together 
with the other members of the forest products industry--is vitally concerned with 
maintaining the beauty and usefuloess of America's forests. 
LEAVES give life to the SQUIRRELS not only live INSECTS contribute to th 
forest. On trees and on in the trees, but feed upon life of the forest" in their 
vines, on shrubs and on their seeds. This is small loss own way even though 
bushes, green leaves make to the' trees, and being many are harmful. Aside 
food for their own growth dropped or buried by from being food for birds 
and sustenance. And in squirrels and other animals and toads, insects of the 
so doing they ultimately is an important way for new forest floor contribute to 
provide food for  a l l ths  seeds to get into the ground, the process of decay which 
a n I m a I I i n t h • wor l  dr= rcr, ewp and fertilizes the soil. 
L EARTHWORMS are just 
DECAY BACTERIA keeps one. of hundreds of kinds BIRDS, too, live in theleafy 
dead matter from piling up. of animals that burrow crowns ot trees. They con. 
it releases back into the soil through the earth in a cease- tribute to the life of the 
minerals that were dissolved less search for food. They forest by fQedin0 voracious. 
635.7117 ~(ctf) For Sale: 4 young goats and in water that passed through create a maze of passages ly upon insects which could, 
1 milkicg goat. 635.2837 (cl- the roots up to the leaves, that allow air and water to if allowed to multiply un. 
1977 12x68 3 bedroom Bendix 2) Decay is the renewal of life. pass freely through the soil. checked, destroy~l;~'i~)re~t. 
Leader Mobile Home. " 
Unfurnished but will have ~ I~--.~-,.~s/, ( " s~t j  ~ /  ~-~-~_  -- -- ..'-" J----~', ' /  "=~ . . . . .  -1 
fridge, washer and dryer, p. /" .~=.~l~CrA~OVs ; ~  f "/" =~- '~ ' -  ~ ~'~\ ~ ~ ~.~ l 
Located presently In I 
Woodland Heights Trailer " ' :  ,~- - -~.~__ ._~ ~ 
Park. Phone 635.4373 days, Some say sneezing o ,  Satur- ~ ' ~ - ~ _  ~ j t~ ~ :~__~ 
635.3846 after 7; p.m. (c5.5) day means you'll see your . The Earl of Sandwich, inventor of the sandwich.in 1744, said thatsandw-L--~-'~.. ' J  
sweetheart on S u n day.  eaten with "a civilized swallow, end not a barbarous bolt." ,~.,5 mou!u be 
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Your individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
,, FOR SATURDAY, JUNE 3, l~Tg . 
What kind of day will disarm others by a frank up. 
tomorrow be? To find out what prsach to issues. 
the stars oy, read the forecast SAflrrTARIUS 
glvm for your birth Sign. (Nov. ~ to Dec 21) X~;~ 
ARIES M~ YOU now have an above. 
(Mar, 21 to Apr. 20) ]~" - '~  average chance to get a footing 
Better'than-average in- inanarealougsought,aproJect 
finances, but there's still plenty 
of work to be done in various 
areas -- to smooth out kinks, 
coordinate forces in better 
fashion, 
TAURUS U ~  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Employ the techniquen used 
snoen~y in prior effo~a. But 
do not hesitate to update plane 
and. vitalize your approach. 
Tact In personal affairs! 
G~nNI q~.  
(May 22 to June 21: 
-Some complexities indicated. 
In all situations, be sure you 
have the facts before making 
decisions. Travel a~d o, tdoor 
interests favored. 
CANCER O~::~ 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Avoid the illogical and close 
your eyes to the dubious 
schemes of others -- no matter 
how attractively they may be 
premmted. Let your he~d rule 
your heart. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Inf luences somewhat 
restrictive. Neither speak nor 
act in haste lest you have cause 
for regret. M.aintain high 
principles, but avoid dissension, 
antagonism. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
You should encounter few 
dimmying obstacles now, but 
be on guard against "little" 
errors, miscalculations. 
(Sept. ~.4 ~ oct. 23) 
Some confusion i day's ~ ly  
• honru can be cleared up if you 
Just roll with the punches. 
Trying to crash your way 
through will only worsen 
matters, 
SCORPIO II~e ~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 23) 
Stars now promise benefits 
from past efforts as well as 
surprising achievement i  some 
hitherto stubborn area. You can 
long desired. But don't rush in 
without preparation. Discuss 
angles with experts. 
CAPRICORN 
(DOe. 22 to Jan. 2 0 ) ~  
Sudden, unexpected action, 
abrupt speech or un- 
conventionality could get you 
into difficulties and disturb the 
sn'ooth sailing you could 
otherwise have• Be alert, 
discreet.' 
AQUARIUS , :~  
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
. Especially favored now: 
travel, outdoor pursuits, 
children's activities. Combine a 
sense of humor with maximum 
effort o make this a memorable 
day. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 
A day of mixed influences. 
Soma uncertainties may prove 
irksome, but don't fight 
shadows. Clear thinking 
needed. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
been endowed with a fine mind; 
can truly be called brilliant in 
your keen interwetetian and 
analysis of almost any 
situatlca. You have a gift for 
words and could excel In any 
career where this is an asset .  
writing, lecturing, teaching, the 
theater, the law and polities. 
This gift extends to the 
linguistic and you learn foreign 
languages with unbelievable 
ease. You are extremely 
adaptable; in fact, it has been 
said of you that you could be 
dropped into any country of the 
world and feel at home. Try to 
conquer a tmdeacy to scatter 
energies, however, or you may 
not realize your truly glorious 
potentialities. BIL'thdate of: 
Jefferson Davis, Pres. An~'. 
Confederate States (Civil W/u'); 
King George N, of England; 
Maurice Evans,, dramatic 
actor. 
0"9 1978 K ng Features Syndicate. Inc. 
< Frances Drake 
FOR SUNDAY, JUNE 4, 1978 
What kind of day will SAGrrFARIUS ~"-'~l~Pp" 
(tomorrow be? To find outwhat (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign, .. 
AR, . :  . . . . . . .  
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
You may wish you had not 
made certain plans for the day 
but, even ff it takes special 
effort, follow them up. You'D be 
happier in the long run. 
TAUSVS U~.  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
You should find hobbies and 
creative endeavors absorbing 
and rewarding -- and, through 
them, you could also meet new 
people who prove highly 
GEMINI ] [ I~  
(May 22 'to June 2i) 
No matter what changes are 
made in your outine, even in 
your envtromuent, you can 
make quick adjustments, 
should get along well and even 
make notable improvements. 
c~C~R O~ 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Mixed influences. Day-ca3s 
for your stamina, stick-to- 
ltiwme~, good will and ability 
to help yourself and others out 
of undesirable situations. 
LEO 
(july 24 to Aug. 23) uO~ 
Stellar aspects indicate aday 
of successful moves and plans, 
but all will require know-how, 
• d~enca nd painstaking care. 
Don't act blindly. 
v= o 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Your intuition and self- 
reliance stImulated now. And 
beth will be needed ifyou are to 
salve some possible "tricky" 
situations. Don't become 
anxious, however. 
uee~ __aL~ 
(Sept, 24 to Oct. 23) 
Your intuition and unusually 
good Judgment will be a boon In 
the tight spots now. Give special 
care to family obligations. 
SCORPIO ~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
• You may have to make some 
concessions in a family matter, 
but the end results will be very 
worthwhile. Expect some good 
False statements COULD 
mislead but, under day's capital 
influence% you should be ablHo 
dlserimlnate w ll; Just be alert. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) 
A day for some reevaluation. 
Dress up an old idea,' give an 
inert interest new Ilia, in. 
vestlgate new avenues to 
program. Projects cloee to your 
heart can be furthered notably 
with the rl~ht push. 
• AQUARIUS ~ 
CJan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Some, situations await your 
incisiveness and knack for 
managing I~ople. You may 
have to do some persuading, but 
you are good at that, 
F ES 
(Feb. 2O to Mar. 201 
You may find it difficult o get 
things done in the way you 
prefer. Also, you may run into 
unexpected snags. Take all in 
stride and avoid argumenL 
Things will right themselves. 
YOU BORN TODAY are an 
extremely intelligent in- 
dividunl, highly imaginative 
and ordinal in your ideas and 
methods. Your curiosity is 
boundless, thus you are an- 
ceasing in your quest for 
knowledge. This curiosity, 
incidentally, makes you a 
"natural" in the fields of 
Journollsm, science and ex- 
ploration. ,However, your 
unusual versatility and 
readiness of comprehension fit 
you for many other vocations, 
and you could succeed ad- 
mirably.an an editor, musician, 
research worker, actor or 
novul~. You love travel but, 
unlike most bern under Gemini, 
you havb great stability, not 
scattering energies but content, 
when necessary, to "stay put" 
and concen|rnto ca immediate 
objectives. Thus you orion 
succeed more quickly In 
reaching your g~ak. Birthdate 
of: King .George I!I, of 
England,; Rosalind Russell, 
news in the p.m. stage and film star. 
(~ 1978 King Features Syndictte, lnc, ' 
• DEAR ABBY: When my son was living at home he was 
so fussy about his shirts that if there was a little wrinkle in 
the collar, he'd throw the shirt back in the hamper for me 
to do over. . , 
Wolf, he's married now, and you should see what he e 
puttin u with His wife never washes anything untees g P , 
everything is dirty and they need something clean. Ive 
seen her wash one shirt out in the kitchen sink, and then 
press ,it on the kitchen table, right over oM~shells and 
Frances Drake " t 
• FORMONOAY, JUNES, im 
What kind o5 day will offero worthy of note, however, 
tomorrow be? To find out what SAGrrrARIUS ' ~¢ ~. 
the ntars ay, rend the forecast (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
'given for your birth Sign. Poise needed. Know what is 
(Mar, 21 to Apr. 20) 
Superiors hould be receptive 
to your ideas, no W . Advance 
your best ones -- but tactfully, 
of ~.~..se. Ahd DO avoid the 
expected of you and strive in 
your finest manner. An ex- 
traordinary note of proficiency 
at a re.if Jug moment could in- 
creese your prestige. , 
CAPRICORN ~hH' 
(D~. 22 to Jan. 20) ,U ~Ti 
I 
THE WIZARD OF ID by Brant parker  sad  Johna  y ba i t  
~'~,~- - :~A~c>~A~ ,'J Zh~l :~ in~ldpr~o~r  Ii1~)1~ ~ / ~  ¢',, .~ . '  
~Y ~Y!  ~ ~,~ ~,a~ymn~!  V~e;~:e • ~1~. '  , . /  .~ ,  ~" "[1/" /~- '  
offbeak Proceed with vigor now and 
TAURUS(Apr. 21 toMay 21) ~ get proJ.te headed in the daht~ ~.  ~ ~  ~ i  I~?  ~ i ~  ~ 
Unexpected Interruptions direction, Consult with those 
may slow you down a bit but, if who can give you a boost. , : 
you coordinate as you should, AQUARIUS ~ '~ L ~ ~  
you will find'the means to (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
straighten everything out This day's accent is on career 
satisfactorily• ' achievement,  improved 
• GEMINI ~ relations with those in positions 
(May 22to June 21)' 111 , , "  Of authority. A great day for 
Let your instincts guide you making room for youeself at the 
now since your chances of at- top. 
tah~ goak are excellent. PISCES ~l~'~:~" 
Imagination and a little daring (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
could pay off handsomely• Consider new methods and 
techniques, but don't reach 
CANCER ~ beyond your capacities (June'22 to J.uly 23) -- a 
Good lunar influences, tendency now. Utilize ad- 
Especielly favored: real estate vantages wisely; keep workiug CATFISH 
deals, home Improvements, toward your highest goals. 
f,~%, conccr= and ou~oor • by Roger Bolle~ & GaryPeterman 
LEOinterests• .() ~K'-~, extremelyYOU BORNimaginativeTODAYand,arein -.~,0.T. D|~A ~1~ ~'1~ ~Or ~'~ ~( I~  | • ( OH,,, "Z IDO~T ~NO~,,, ~ ~0ESS 
(July 2~ to AUg. 23) -e t~ all your undertokings, combine LI..I~ ___  ~ ~.~)  ~ ~:~e~es ,  ~ eeT 11~OF= ,. ,] i 
more than usual. Don't fret. Your interestsln life are almost " N " N 
. . ,  ch .k  and look more I In] Jt les&butlt is inyo. ab- - - ~  ~ ~ ~ .  ~ ~ ~ 
deaelyi~ltopertinont matters-- sorptlon with people that you 
to find causes and means for find your greatest stimulation. 
coping. " . Try to cultivate this trait since 
VIRGO I I~P~ you are also inclined to be too. 
(AUg. 24 to ,.%=IPL 23) --" ~ introspective at tImes and 
• Stellar influences fairly outeldecontacta "take you out . . . ,  , ' (((~'~.".!:7;J k _ ~ 
generous. Study new dtuatlous of yourself." Your versatility is
carefully, and y~ur native in- outstanding and you could run a 
telligmce will help.you make business o r  work project 
the most of each. shrewdly while stn~Itonoously , - -- 
uun~ ~_~ pursuing an avo=ti=, such as ~ , , ~  ............. 
<so,,.24too .23> I L' UIKeLSiPHARMAeY I Cut loose fr m unde~rable are ready for travel on short 
~=l lu .  ~ ,  uga~ - from ootice~dwiUinber~..]~yif 4717 ak Iso 636-7263 
scratch, if need be. Retracing the project in which you are |FLY REPELLANT, BEACH TO YS, SUNGLASSES It 
can be a revivifying process in ~ngap.M interests yo- If not 
curtain,erase, interested, you tend to scatter m 
- . -  energies with resultant tensions i and prompt prescription services ~ 
~4 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 24 to Nov, 22) I I~e~ and anxieties. There is no set . . . . . . . .  ~ ................... . . .  
What pleases one may not bounduryfor the Geminion. He the  AMAZING cPnngn.MAN, By Stan Leeand John Romita 
please another. You may have brbade|mhishorImns everyday ~ss~smss  m ~  
o , ,e .  = o.vo,, -  o,=.,.., = .  o , . . ,  i I / /11  tention and  hassling. Some new Smith, economist. ANP NOW-- YOURSELF BY ~,T~Y Y~tJ FIeHRE THIN~ ALL ~f~P~f .  
~)1978 Kbg Features Syndicate, Inc. A'~q~Al~s~P,t.I IT'- CUGHIONIN~ WII"H MY ~UT. YOU WAN | 
Oro~word By Eugene SBe#~" " " ' " - - . - . - -  !N  
1 Fammm be drawn (Her.) notch 
llternry 50 Premarital 4 Issue Z3 We~hts of 
lnittuk aceamula- Ordem India 
8Babl ~ 8 Weight Somaon's 
1~ Street, in urtide 7 Ecole des death 
Paris • $0 Smell Beaux---, 24 Girl's nsl~e 
18 Stravtu~ $7 Marine fish Paris ~ Narrow road 
i4md~=~= nOnb~m sStay 22Wh~t ~ ............ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ....... 
18Foreu~18Xnse,.~= ,,- .,~es of 18Se~=H'm' . , .~tbe~ |TERRACE " • ,~ ,  , Jgc~~"  '"REGISTIR: ' I . 
18Qty. " . .eat  plant =_ i %qs ,-,o-s,,,,- I France ii Tit for -- 11 Wily colonist -., 
23~inmd 'DOWN 17 Partnor of lnMdea i n 
1search downs 3iNmmlnato L EY LEAGUES NOW!", 
21German Z Subject ef 1§ Enjoy a 35 Legendary ~/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  ... .  
philosopher Vidal winter martyr 
24 Supposedly novel sport 38 Abundant ~c.  bl  ~ hast 
magical dgn Avg. sohtion time: 23 man. flows • ;L  A ) - 
=Stro~ ~t t . l~ lCmClAtS lAmAiS iS i  ORmUve f~"  WoucD~t J~ l~ x'oo ~ A  TM I~ ' I~T~T~ WH~ ~1~ OJNK.~;. 
desire LIZ;~'r" F~@ w,'~ ~ ". 
acclaim of grass 
M--Buddl~ ~111LIC TWII INI 48Wfldox 
37 More than ) I E SHIN 49 Saucy 
.m Suicidal S0 In what 
bomber' way 
51 poetic form 41 Deserve ~ SZ Seed vessel UK~of #,~. trnUer :. EL I E S R E S . 53 Upon: a ,~,,,,,..,,u..,,. 6 " " '  • : = " 
44 Start for 4-18 prefix • ' 
counter age Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 54 Downcast DOONF:SBUJ ~ : by  C18r~ T f~Jeau  
r . ~ . 
I ~#/r? I 14Y~e.c._ I . . ~ ?  
• , ' t 
CRYFrOQUIP " 4-18 
TQGXPKAT HXWKA BWDVWGAWH 
EYD APKQ BWDNYVW NGXAEDQ k" '~ . 
Yesterday's Cryptoqdp --  HOMILY AFTER HOMINY IS . ..~ / ~ . !~ ', 
TAWS USUAL SUNDAY FARE ~, 
~IM8 1~ Features Syndicate, Inc. t./ 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: G equalsA 
letter used stands for another, H you ~ that X squirts O, It ~ 
will ~ O throughout the p.uzzle. Singielett~.s, short we .r¢ls, 
and words using an apesl:ophe can give you clues to looaang 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. ~ 
"bread orumbsl 
Believe me, my son wasn't raised that way, and it kills 
me to see it. He never complains, and you never hear a 
Can a man forget his early training so soon? How can' I
teach this sloppy gir l to keep house properly? ' ii , . 
PERTURBED IN PUEBLO 
DEAR PERTURBED: If she asks you tO teach her, i~ii~ii~l 
teach her. But don't volunteer• As long as your son Is 
happy, dose your eyes and let your mouth follow suit. e~,~ u.~.o,,o~,,,,s~.~, 
If you put off writing letters because you don't know -~,eu .......... ,~,,' ~ ....... 
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters 
For All Occasions, 8end $1 and a long, otamped (24 centsJ 
envelope to Abby: 132 Lusky Drive, Beverly Hills, .Calif. 
90212. " 
I 
"Now you're in Grade 4, Dadd,,% not golng to be 
able to help you with your hol rework anymore." 
t 
i' 
! 
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Succes s ful men have 
happy marriages 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  
Ninetyfive per cent of the 
chief executives of100 major 
corporations in the United 
States still are married to 
their first wives, a survey by 
Town and Country magazine 
shows. 
By contrast, he magazine 
said, 62 per cent of men in 
the general population still 
are married to their original 
part~en. 
The magazine launched its 
survey to test a Harvard 
University study which 
'showed that company 
presidents have the happiest 
marriages. 
At Harvard, 268 of the 
most promising ' un- 
dergraduates from the 
dasses of 1942, 1943 and 1944 
were selected "and their 
progress followed in a 
canvass known as the Grant 
study. 
Dr. George Vaiilant, a psy. 
shiatrist who teaches at Har- 
vard, became director of the 
stu~ly in 1967. He chose 95 
mm at random from the- 
Oci~inal group, interviewed 
them and found that the 19 
company presidents among 
them had the most enduring 
marriages. The results of his 
study were published in a 
recent book. 
But the results of t~  Town 
and Country survey sur. 
prised Vaillant, who said: "I 
would have thought he cost 
of success in such huge 
corporations might have 
gotten in the way of their 
marriages." 
NOT ALWAYS STRUGGLE 
He noted, however, that 
someone who is a corporate 
executive is not always.  
someone who has ,dawed his 
way to the top. 
"Sometimes you're ~osen 
just because you're good," 
he said. 
Mrs. Kanter's research 
shows that wives 
significantly affect thei~ 
husbands' work perform- 
ante and chances for ad- ,  
vancement. 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
HARDWARE STORES 
G RDOH 
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Ill liatinp subject to change without notice. 
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